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SYNOPSIS 

The substandard reinsurance market has und~@ona several changes in the past 

decade, primarily in the facultaHve market. ~eWng companies must react app- 

rowTately to these chan@es to avoid losses on this business. The actua~al de- 

pa~mant should be invelvad not only in the pricing process, but also the place- 

merit of  individual substandar~ policies with re/nsuref~ D U using the substand- 

ara~'rafnsur~incQ pricing algarithms presented in this paper, ceding companiss 

may develop an effecYive placement method and thereDy avoid potentia} future 

}ossos 
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~ o n  

%Tds paper studies how ceding individual substandard life insuranoe to a 

reinsurer affects the product's profitability. On average, substandard 

policies constitute between three to ten percent of a cc~pany's life 

business. In order to place as many substandard cases as possible, 

hence increasing the field force's ability to market the product, many of 

these cases are reinsured. However, companies do not al~ys analyze the 

financial im~sact of these reinsurance programs. Tnis paper analyzes 

potential problems in reinsuring substandard cases and suggests possible 

solutions. 

There appears to be a shortage of actuarial literature written to date 

on this subject. While substandard business has been cited in existing 

actuarial publications as a reason to purchase reinsurance, and while 

reinsurance has been mentioned as a consideration in pricing substandard 

business, the impact of reinsurance in pricing substandard business has not 

been directly demonstrated. 

~his paper attempts to fill this gap in information by analyzing various 

profit scenarios when reinsurance is employed. To illustrate the impact of 

reinsurance, the profit scenarios which result under facultative shopping 

programs will be analyzed. The paper concentrates on facultative shopping 

programs for the following reasons: 

The majority of substandard reinsur-anoe is facultative - this 

reinsurance is normally shopped to several reinsurers to place the 

policy more competitively. Several large mutual companies are in this 

category. Autrm~tic reinsuranc~ makes up the remainder of substandard 

reinsurance. 

~ese programs are arguably where most of the problems exist in today's 



substandard r e i ~  programs. 

The solutions offered in this paper apply equally well to automatic 

reinsurance. Any differences that oocur are pointed out. 

The paper is comprised of four major sections. ~ first section 

provides an overview of r e ~  and its role in the substandard 

individual life insurance market. The ~ section incorporates 

reinsurance into the traditional pricing model; a basic recursive asset 

share formu/a is modified to reflect r e ~ .  The third section 

demonstrates, using the traditional pricing model developed in the second 

section, the impact reinsurance has on the profitability of substandard 

business. Various scenarios are illustrated and discussed in order to 

demonstrate the wide realm of profit outcomes produced by reinsurance. Then 

a model solution using the traditional approach is discussed, qhe fourth 

section demonstrates a macro pricing solution based on Shane Chalke's macro 

pricing model. ~ macro approach converges to an optimal sol%rtion by 

aligning ~tives between actuarial, marketing, and also the und~iting 

department, which is critical to this issue. 

Pricing substandard cases is an important part of pricing any individual 

life insuramom product. Because reimsul-ance is a key element in placing 

substandard cases, it must be addressed as part of the pricing process. This 

paper adds to actuarial literature by illustrating potential financial 

problems with reinsur-~x~, and also suggests solutions. Future work in this 

area oould entail analyzing the impact of reinsurance on other lines of 

business such as health ~ ;  it might also include developing a model 

to analyze the impact of current reinsurance programs on inforce business. 

Contributions from the following individuals are a~ledged and 

appreciated: Joseph F. Kolodney, Senior Vice President of the Life, Accident 

and Health Reins~ Division at Alexander Reinsurance Intermediaries, Inc. 



in Stamford, Connecticut; Tim Pfeifer, FSA, MAAA, Consulting Actuary at 

Milliman & R~-rtson in Chicago, also the editor of the Society of Actuaries 

Product Development Section Newsletter; larry Thoen, FSA, Associate Actuary 

at Minnesota Mutual Life in St. Paul, Minnesota; Philip Velazquez, FSA, 

MAAA, at North American Reassurance Co. in New York; and most of all, my 

supervisor Tess Post, FSA. 



1. C~l~rn~ OF THE RCLE ~ PLAYS IN SUBS~W~P~D I~mA~ANCZ 

1.1 TuJ~Iv's r ~  e r ~  

Recently, there has been a lot of attention given to the "tightening up" of 

the reinsurance market with regard to underwriting and price (Hug 730). 

~here are several reasons many reinsurers are tightening up. 

First, minimum capital necessary to be a serious player in the 

reinsurance market has essentially increased. Not many companies are able to 

meet these increased surplus standards (Mosca $38-$39). 

Seoond, some "reinsurers are overpricing their life products to make up 

for losses they have incurred in other areas" (Crosson 33). An influx of 

reinsurers in the 80's, along with the term wars, intensified competition in 

the reinsuz-ance market (Hug 724). As a result, in the late 70's and early 

80's, "reinsurance was cheap and plentiful" (Freedman 50). Ceding companies, 

finding the reinsurers' rates to be quite competitive, would cede 100% of the 

Dusiness. But some "reinsurers underpriced their products to get business in 

the intensely competitive market of the 1980's" (Crosson). A/so, "many 

reinsurers were plagued by low placement ratios, because cases were being 

"shopped' to a large number of reinsurers" (Crosson 33). Reinsurers, in 

turn, experi~ poor results on this business. As a result, the reinsurers 

raised prices significantly (Hug, 721). '"~hat we are finding now is that 

reinsurers have reacted to that bad mortality and pulled back too far" (Hug, 

721 )i. Ceding companies are rx~w finding some reinsurance rates to be quite 

expensive. In addition, reinsurers now usually require ceding companies to 

retain a percentage of each facultative risk. 

So, the mid to late 80's into the 90's have been a time of retrenc/%ment 

for many reinsurers. With stricter underwriting and higher prices, 

I In the panel discussion moderated by Mark Anthony Hug, the information in 
this paragraph was contributed by Ronald A. Colligan, Vice President of 
Underwriting, Research and Development at Transamerica Life in Los Angeles, 
California. (His comments were specific to facultative reinsurance and 
shopping programs. ) 



primarily in the facultative market, some are attempting to offset the losses 

of the previous decade. 

1 . 2 0 B d ~  ~,',,,~. qy reslSOl-¢~s t o  t i l e  ¢~m.,'cjes i n  the  mimL"ket 

Given higher reinsurance prioes and stricter unde/writing by many reinsurers, 

ceding companies have looked for ways to improve their reinsurance pzrgl-un~. 

If the ceding company writes a significant amount of substandard business, it 

may choose to reduce the amount of business that it sells. A company can 

also oombat the "tightening" reinsurance market by increasing its retention 

limit. In addition, using a reinsuz-ance "shopping" program, whose function, 

when properly used, is to shop for the best reinsurance price, will also help 

combat the tightening reinsurance market. These responses to the tightening 

reinsurance market are discussed below. 

1 . 2 . 1  S i z e  o f  ~ b lock  

Cc~0anies actively participating in the substandard market often use 

reinsurers when placing cases. Reinsurers can provide underwriting guidance, 

and can also provide manuals and training (Tiller 46). This may iaprove a 

company's oonfidence in underwriting substandard risks, ultimately increasing 

the size of its substandard block. Given the "tightening" of the reinsurance 

market, however, the benefits listed above must be weighed against rising 

reinsurance costs. 

Sen weighing the reinsuz-aIx~ benefits against rising costs, the ceding 

company must decide how actively it wants to participate in the 

market. In doing so, it should consider the following items: 

• Confidence in cog~my's underwriters. 

• Aging population - fewer older applicants qualify as 

standard (Riehm 38). 
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- Requests by existing policyholders for more coverage 

which may now be rated. 

• Agent pressures (Barken 73-74). 

• Ceding oompany's profit objective on substandard cases. 

So, although the reinsurance market has tightened up, a ceding company 

must consider a number of issues when it decides on the size of its 

substandard block. 

1.2.2 RL~bmMtlon limits 

In an environment of increasing reinsurance rates, increasing the retention 

limit can enhance profitability for the ceding company. For substandard 

facultative business, retention is applied to each case separately. As 

mentioned earlier, when reinsurance rates and underwriting were extremely 

competitive, ceding oompanies would cede 100% of each case. Now that this 

reinsurance market has tightened up, the opposite is true. 

Hc~;ever, if ceding companies use high retention limits, they increase 

the amount of their risk. The ceding company must weigh increasing 

reinsurance costs against retaining larger portions of substandard risks. 

"risk versus return" theory must be applied to the company's retention 

So 

1 .2 .3  subst, e e ~ - : t  s h o m i r ~  p m ~ m s  

Another tool ceding companies have used to combat the tightened reinsurance 

market is to submit cases facultatively in order to get the most competitive 

rating. This practice is known as shopping (Tiller 40). Under a facultative 

shopping program, the ceding company first underwrites the substandard case. 

The ceding company then se/x~ the underwriting papers and application of the 

case to each reinsurer participating in the program, usually three or four 

(Tiller 40). Each reinsurer then returns a rating such as standard (100%), 
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125% of standard, etc. This rating is called the reinsurer's "offer". The 

rating is applied to a table of yearly renewable term (YRT) rates which are 

agreed upon between the oeding oc~0any and reinsurer. Usually, the reinsurer 

has rates that apply to standard and extra rates that apply to substandard 

mortality. Offers are usually expressed in terms of a multiple of the 

standard table, where one table means an underwriting rating equivalent to 

25% extra mortality. So, a table 2 case would have expected mortality equal 

to 150% of standard (Tiller 40). 

Because the ceding company is "shopping" for competitive ratings, 

usually it will cede the policy to the first reinsurer to "bid" the case as 

standard. If no standard offers are received, the ceding company waits for 

all offers and usually accepts the lowest offered rating. 

Shopping programs were used in the 70's and early 80's to capitalize on 

the ccmpetitive facultative reinsur~nc~ prices, usually at zero retention. 

In light of the tightening market and the expense involved in facultative 

reinsurance, many ceding companies have become less reliant on facultative 

shopping. A trend is developing where ceding companies look to their 

automatic reinsurers for facultative help. But since this approach is a 

subset of a shopping program, this paper will use facultative shopping 

programs to demcnstrate the impact of reinsurance on substandard business. 

1.2.4 Number of ~ e i ~  

~en shopping out a ~ case, obviously the more reinsurers the case 

is shopped to, the more oompetitive the best offer will likely be. However, 

if too many reinsurers are used, shopping oosts increase for the ceding 

company and placement ratios are reduced for participating reinsurers. A 

balance must be found. It is typically five or fewer reinsurers. 

As with any r e ~  program, the quality of each reinsurer should 

be oonsidered. An analysis should be made of its surplus position, premium- 
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to-surplus ratio, ratings record, capacity, claims payment speed, price, 

professionalism, service quality, and value-added services such as making 

experts available to answer tec3hnical questions (M~ca $40-$41). 

1 . 2 . 5  ~ o f  ~ f ~ . ~ - ~  i n  ~ n s ~ "  ~ t i n g  ~ ~  

one ~ o f  r e ~ i n g  s ~  b u s ~ ,  a few c o ~ n i e s  have formed 

f a c u l t a t i v e  r e J J ~ n c ~  pools, where the re insurers  take turns underwr i t ing  

the risk but all reinsurers share each risk (Tiller 50-51). qhis can only be 

suocessful if the underwriting ~hilosoi:~y of the participating reinsurers is 

similar and they agree on the rating assigned the risk (Tiller 50-51). 

Although only a few companies have formed facultative pools, this method 

highlights the i~portanc~ of compatible underwriting among reinsurers 

participating in pools. 

Unlike these facultative pools, the underwriting of reinsurers in 

facultative shopping programs can be significantly different. To ensure the 

optim~ placement of the case, it is important that the ceding company 

recognize differenoes in the reinsurers' underwriting. "Optimum placement" 

involves a variety of factors which are discussed below. 

Rated cases are often difficult to place with the applicant. No 

applicant wishes to feel they are "substandard". In addition, no applicant 

wants to pay a higher premium. So the lower the rating assigned to the 

policy, the happier the insured, the agent, and the company. Reinsurers, 

realizing this, ~ant to bid the lowest rating possible in order to increase 

their chances of getting the bus~. 

As the reinsurance market intensified in the 80's, some reinsurers 

became more aggressive in their underwriting to increase their market share. 

But as the mortality deteriorated in the reinsurance market, another more 

subtle practice oocurred that enabled reinsurers to increase their market 

share and profitability. Some reinsurers, while lowering the ratings they 
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assigned the cases, raised the rates attached to those ratings. So while the 

rating assigned to the case, e.g. 125%, may appear more competitive than a 

150% or 200% rating returned by other reinsurers, the actual rates charged 

per thousand may be higher than the 150% or 200% offers. As a result of this 

practice, it is not ~ for a ceding ccm~sany to receive a wide range of 

offered ratings from its reinsurers. In addition, the rates corresponding to 

the ratings also show great differences. 

To illustrate the wide disparity in rates at a standard rating, sample 

rates for five reinsurers participating in a ceding company's substandard 

shopping program ere cc~pared to the ceding company's mortality charges in 

figure 1 .la. The standard rates are for the first ten durations for a male 

nonsmoker age 45. ~ile the ratings are all standard, i.e. 100%, the 

reinsurance rates ~ far from standard. 

Looking at the ten-year present value of standard rates, the ceding 

company's present value is 11.4. Reinsurer E's present value is 17.5. If 

the ceding company's rating is increased by one table addition (125% rating) 

and applied to its rates, it results in a present value of 16.6, which is 

still less than the present value of reinsurer E's standard rates. This 

means that reinsurer E's standard rates can absorb over one table of the 

ceding company's mortality charges. ~nis is illustrated in figure l.lb for 

all five reinsurers. It shows the ten-year present value of the ceding 

c~mpany's mortality charges at various ratings so the ten-year present value 

of each reinsurer's standard rates can be am~oared. 

Not surprisingly, each reinsurer can absorb at least one additional 

table of mortality. ~at is surprising is that reinsurers B and C can absorb 

between three and four tables. This means that what they call standard can 

actually be between 175% to 200% of the ceding cc~pany's standard mortality 

charges. So if the ceding company places business with reinsurers B and C, 

it will be charged significantly higher rates than the other reinsurers would 
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c2~e. 

Figures 1.2a and b illustrate the same cc~parisons for a male smoker age 

45. The number of tables that can be absorbed varies from one to six. 

Figures i. 3a and b illustrate the comparisons for a female nonsmoker age 45. 

The number of tables that can be absorbed in this case varies from less than 

one to six. Figures 1.4a and b illustrate the comparisons for a female 

smoker age 45. ~ne number of tables that can be absorbed varies from less 

than one to 13! 

This practice of offering low ratings with oorresponding rates which are 

sigrdficantly higher relative to other companies' rates at the same rating 

will be defined as "inverse underwriting". 

~hile there appears to be a pattern in rates charged by each reinsurer 

at issue age 45, other issue ages display different patterns for these same 

~-~nies. Hence, a significant amount of complexity is added to pricing 

substandard business when inverse underwriting is taking place. 

So there are a variety of factors affecting the cost of a company's 

reinsurance program. The discussion will now turn to how these reinsurance 

costs can be recovered. 
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Figure 1.4a - STANDARD MORTALITY CHARGES 
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In the late 1970's and early 1980's, the decision to place a substandard 

policy, with a reinsurer usually rested with the underwriter. As the 

ccm~lexity of reinsurance has increased, the actuarial department has become 

more involved in placing substandard cases. Because of the use of inverse 

underwriting in the facultative reinsurance market, the decisions to place 

such cases are no longer straightforward. 

When an insurer shops a case from a particularly productive agent, it 

will try to be as competitive as possible. This may mean placing a case the 

oompany would usually not insure and/or placing the case at a rating that is 

"too" ocmpetitive, i.e. with excess reinsurance costs. Knowing that the 

majority of this agent's business is profitable, the osmpany may feel safe 

subsidizing a few impaired-risk cases. Ccmpanies typically view these 

situations, those resulting in high reinsurance expenses, as a "co~t of 

doing business". If inverse underwriting is taking place, this "cost" can be 

significant, and may be taking place on more cases than a cc~pany believes to 

be the case. Tne actuarial department should be involved in the oc~pany's 

substandard shopping program to help avoid excessive reinsurance eosts. 

There are three met_hods that can be used to "place" shopped cases, i.e. 

determine with which reinsurer to place the case: the aggressive placement 

method, the conservative placement met_hod, and the oc~src~ise placement 

method. Each spreads costs differently and, hence, produoes different profit 

outoomes for the ceding company. 

The three methods will be described in this section. Numerical examples 

demonstrating the outosmes under each method using a traditional pricing 

algorithm will be shown in section 3, and a macro pricing algorithm in 

section 4. 

Before describing these plaoement methods, four ratings must be defined. 

First, there is the "issue rating', which is the rating that the ceding 
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company assigns the insured. Second, there is the "reinsurance rating" wh/ch 

is the rating that the reinsurer assigns the policy. Third, there is the 

"ceding company rating" which is the the ceding company's initially 

underwritten rating. Finally, there is the "actual rating" which represents 

the insured's true mortality and is used in the asset share as the mortality 

rate. 

1.3.1 ~ ag~r~qlwe ~ method 

Under the aggressive placement method, the ceding company looks only at the 

reinsurers' offered ratings and accepts the lowest offer, q%lis rating 

becomes the issue rating as well as the reinsurance rating. No evaluation of 

the underlying reinsurance rates is performed. 

For example, assume the ceding company accepts a rating of 150% from a 

reinsurer on a ~ applicant. The ceding company pays the reinsurer 

premiums based on the reinsurer's YRT rates at a 150% rating. It issues the 

policy to the applicant and charges premiums based on the same 150% rating. 

Because of its si,~licity and its marketing appeal, this method has 

become the one used most often to place substandard cases. If all 

participating reinsurers have fairly oonsistent underwriting standards and 

reinsurance rates, this method can work well for all parties. But when 

underwriting practices and reinsurance rates are significantly different, 

this approach can have major disadvantages - mainly for the ceding company. 

For example, assume the "c~d~ng company rating" is 150% and also assume 

the ceding company is correct, i.e. the "actual rating" is 150%. Now assume 

that the oeding ocmpany receives offers of standard from reinsurer A, 125% 

from reinsurer B, and 150% from reinsurer C. It accepts rei/%surer A's 

standard rating. But assume reinsurer A's rates are about 150% of the ceding 

cc~0any's standard mortality. ~ne ceding company will issue the policy at a 

standard rating, but actually experience 150% on its retained portion, an~ 
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150% on the ceded portion. This means the agent will be happy, the 

insured will be happy, the reinsurer will be happy, and the ceding company 

may lose money. 

1.3.2 ~ o o n s e c v a ~  ~ ImCJ'K~ 

Under the conservat ive  placement method, the  ceding cc~pany i s sues  the  pol icy  

at the "ceding cc~pany rating" and reinsures the policy with the reinsurer 

with the lowest offered rates (not rating). 

For example, assume the ceding company rating is 200%. After receiving 

all of the reinsurers' offe/s, it finds that reinsurer A has the lowest 

present value of rates at a rating of 150% even though it did not offer the 

lowest rating. So it cedes the policy to reinsurer A at 150%, but issues the 

policy to the applicant at a 200% rating. 

~his requires more analysis than the aggressive placement method because 

the offered rates, as well as the rating, must be analyzed. It is also more 

difficult to administer because two ratings must be stored in the 

administration system: the issue rating for policy values and the 

reinsurance rating for reinsurance administrative #a~ks such as billing and 

tracking mortality experience. 

Generally, the reinsurer wants the right to approve a case where there 

is a higher issue rating than reinsurance rating (Tiller 40). Tnis is to 

avoid having agents mistakenly perceive the higher issue rating as the rating 

bid by the reinsurer, thus making the reinsurer appear less ccnpetitive. 

Tne conservative placement method can be profitable, but it has two 

possible drawbacks. First, it places all of the reinsuraIx~ cost burden on 

the policyholder. The issue rating charged to the policyholder is not 

reduced, but the reinsurance rating charged to the oedinu company by the 

reinsurer is reduced. So the policyholder is paying the difference between 

the issue rating and reinsurance rating. This is used by the ceding company 
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to cover reinsurance costs. 

Second, agents may view the ceding company as unoompetitive. Because 

the issue rating is not reduced, the agent must either attempt to place the 

case at the ceding company rating or submit the application with another 

company. As a result, the ceding ~ y  may plaoe little substandard 

business. 

On the other hand, this method would result in low placement ratios for 

those reinsurers using inverse underwriting. ThiS could eventually lead to 

the elimination of such practice because these companies would probably 

adjust their rates and ratings in order to place business. 

Unfortunately, because of the two drawbacks cited above, this method 

cannot realistically be used. However, analyzing the outcomes under this 

method can provide valuable information about the offered ratings and their 

underlying rates. 

1.3.3 ~ ~ p l ~  

Under the third method, the compromise placement method, the policy is 

issued, if feasible, at the lowest offered rating. The policy is ceded to 

the reinsurer with the lowest offered rates. For example, assume the 

following reinsurers' offers: 

Reinsurer A: 125% rating, pv(rates per thousand) = $20. 
Reinsurer B: 100% rating, pv(rates per th~,~d) = $25. 
Reinsurer C: 100% rating, pv(rates per thousand) = $30. 
Reinsurer D: 150% rating, pv(rates per thousand) = $15. 
Reinsurer E: 150% rating, pv(rates per thousand) = $20. 

The ceding company then issues the policy to the applicant at the lowest 

rating, 100% (standard). However, it reinsures the policy with reinsurer D 

at 150% because it has the lowest present value of rates. 

Here the agent and applicant will receive the most oc~petitive rating. 

~ne ceding c~mpany will use the reinsurer that offers the lowest offered 

rates. So the reinsurance oosts are spread between the ceding company and 
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reinsurers. They are spread to the reinsurers by means of placing the policy 

with the company offering the lowest rates. The effect is that the 

reinsurers charging h/gher rates may be pressured into lowering their rates. 

It may be, however, that under the above scenario, the substandard 

policy does not meet the same profit goals as standard policies for this 

product. If so, the ceding cumpany may choose to reduce the profit goals 

and/or issue the policy at a rating higher than standard. To proceed with 

these options, a "co~0r~mise profit goal" should first be decided. Then the 

ocnpany can determine if the goal can be met by spreading the costs between 

the ceding oompany and reinsurers, i.e. issued at standard. If not, the 

compromise profit goal may also be met by spreading the costs to the 

policyholder and/or agent through increased policy charges (a higher issue 

rating), and possibly reduced oo~nissions. 

Expanding on the ~le above, assume the ceding ocmpany reduced its 

profit goal from a profit margin of 5% to a compromise profit margin of 1%. 

Assume it did not meet its compromise profit goal at the standard rating, but 

by increasing the issue rating to 125% and not paying agent oo~issions on 

the increase in premium, it meets its compromise profit goal. Under this 

scenario, the oo~t is borne partially by the policyholder who pays a 125% 

premium, partially by the agent who receives full ccmnissions only on the 

standard portion of the premium, and partially by the ceding company who 

accepts reduced profit. 

The co~prc~ise plaoement methcd can be summarized in the following seven 

step algorithm: 

i. Decide cc~promise profit goal. 

2. Analyze the profit when the case is issued at the lowest offered rating 

but the case is placed with the reinsurer with the lowest rates. This step 
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will be termed the "initial co~se method", since it involves spreading 

the costs only between the reinsurers and the ceding company. This step 

results in the same issue rating as the aggressive placement method since it 

uses the lowest offered rating. 

3. If the com~roadse profit goal is not met in step 2, determine how much the 

issue rating must be increased above the lowest offered rating (increasing 

the insured's premium) to meet the co~romise profit goal. 1"nis step will be 

termed the "issue rating increase" method. The issue rating increase is 

subject to a maximum which is the rating of the reinsurer with the lowest 

rates. This restriction is made to avoid straining the relationship with 

this reinsurer. ~his step now includes the policyholder in sharing the 

reinsurance costs. 

4. Determine how much the issue rating must be increased above the lowest 

offered rating, when paying ccmmussions only on the base policy, to meet the 

cc~,prcmlise profit goal. ~nis step will be termed the "reduced commissions" 

method. Again, the issue rating increase is subject to the maximum rating of 

the reinsurer with the lowest rates. This step now includes the agent in 

sharing the reinsurance oosts, so all parties share in the oost. 

5. If none of steps 2, 3 or 4 result in meeting the cc~promise profit goals, 

oorksider adjusting the ~omise profit goal downward and repeat these steps. 

If no compromise goals can be met, go to step seven. 

6. Depending on which of the steps produces results which meet the compromise 

goal, decide ~hich method to use. This decision depends on company 

philo6ophy and oompetition. Perhaps the most equitable and competitive 

decision would be to use the "reduced cc~m~issions" method since all parties 
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share in the reinsurance costs. In addition, this step produces the lowest 

rating because reduosJ commissions are used to offset increases in the issue 

rating. 

7. In the unlikely event that profit is not possible, the ceding company may 

choose to remegotiate the facultative rates with all participating 

reinsurers. ~his would mean that all participating reinsurers are using 

inverse underwriting, which is highly unlikely. Hopefully, this step will 

never have to be performed. 

The compromise placement method is the most complex of the three because 

of the amount of analysis involved. It requires the actuarial department to 

be involved in the post-pricing activities of placing and issuing the case. 

However, it may require all parties to share in the reinsurance oosts. It 

can also result in the same amount of placement as the aggressive placement 

method. 

So the end-result of the oo~promise method is an "everybody wins" 

situation. Tne case is issued at the most competitive rating possible. The 

reinsurer with the "best" offer gets the business because the ceding company 

is now shopping the price, not the rating. The agent plaoes the case. And 

the ceding company makes a profit. 
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2. ~ ~ INTO ~E ~RADITIONAL PRICING MODEL 

Building on the ooncepts presented in section 1, sections 2 and 3 will 

address the impact of reinsurance by analyzing three important phases of a 

product's life: 

Phase I. The pricing of the product without reinsurance will be addressed in 

this section after a substandard/reinsurance asset share formula is developed. 

Phase If. The pricing of the pr~k~t with reinsurance and its effect will be 

addressed in section 3. 

Phase III. Effectively p~acing a substandard policy with a reinsurer after 

the product is priced is addressed at the end of section 3. 

In this section, section 2, a substandard asset share formula will be 

developed using a recursive traditional asset share formula. ~nen 

reinsurance will be incorporated into this substandard formula. This 

modified asset share formula will then be used in section 3 to oompare the 

profit outcome without reinsurance to the profit outcomes under the various 

reinsurance scenarios using the aggressive, ~tive, and compromise 

placement methods. 

Tne demonstrations in this section will assume that substandard extra 

premiums on an ordinary whole life participating product have already been 

priced using the traditional recursive ~_~et share formula. This means that 

it is assumed that the premiums were developed without considering 

reinsurance. 

Illustrations without r e i ~  will be shown for issue age 45 for 

male nonsmoker, male smoker, female non_c~moker, and female smoker 

classifications. 
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2.1 ASSet share f~t1~ 

The traditional formula developed by David B. Atkinson will be used as a 

basis in developing the substandard~reinsurance traditional recursive asset 

share formula 2. Tne tax portion of the formula will be expanded to include 

deferred.acquisition oost taxes, (DAC taxes), which are incurred as a result 

of the 1990 Revenue Reoonciliation Act. Current tax reserves will be added 

as well. Then the reinsurance variables will be integrated into the formula. 

2.1.1 ~ basic f(m~m*]a 

Some timing assu~0tions must be made regarding decrements. Deaths are 

assumed to oocur, on average, in the middle of the year. Lapses are assumed 

to oocur at year end. Additional assumptions are annual premiums, all issues 

occur on January i, taxes are paid at the end of the year, and all policies 

are are of the same (average) size. ~ all assumptions and pricing items 

are decided, the ~ i v e  asset share formula can be used to determine 

surplus and asset shares, where these are: 

surplUSx,  t = a ~ s e t S x ,  t - l i ~ x , t ;  

a s ~ t s x ,  t 
~ x , t  = ' 

Ix,t 

where x is the issue age and t is the policy year. 

Liabilities and assets are: 

liabx, t = v~, t ix,t: 

assetSx, t = assetSx,t_ 1 + p r e m i u m , t _  1 + i nv incx ,  t 

-  x,t - - 

2 For a detailed discussion of the formula, refer to the study notes 
Introduction to Pricing and Asset Shares (210-25-90) and ~cin~ Individual 
~fe Insurance (340-32-89) pt2blished by the Society of Actuaries. 
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Tne premium portion of the assets, paid at the beginning of policy year t, is: 

premit~x,t_ 1 = pr~tex,t_ I + -  ix,t_ I . 
avgsize x 

The expense portion of the assets each year is: 

expenSex, t = begeXPx, t + endexPx, t + dtheXPx,t; 

where 

begeXPx,t = [ expp°ix,t expth°Ux ,t DBx ,_t ] 
avgsize x + i000 Ix't-I + exppremx't premlUmx't-l; 

endexPx, t = _ _  
explapse t 

i x,t-I qWx, t-I 
avgs ize x 

~ v  t 
- -  ix,t_ I (i - qdx,t_z); 
avgsize x 

and death expense is: 

dthexPx, t Ix,t-1 qdx,t-Z" 
avgsize x 

The policy benefits portion of the assets each year is: 

polbenx, t = deathbenx, t + surrbenx, t + divbenx,t; 

where (given that the unearned premiLm~ is returned at death): 

deatbbenx, t = (DBx, t Ix,t- 1 + %premi~x,t_ I) qdx,t-l; 

S~x, t = CVx, t ix,t- 1 qWx,t-l; 

and the yearly dividend benefit is: 

divbenx, t = dividendx, t ix,t_ 1 (I - qdx,t_l). 

The investment income portion of the assets each year is: 

invinCx, t = (assetSx,t_ 1 + premiUmx,t_ 1 - begeXPx,t) i t 

- (deathbenx, t + dtheXPx,t) [(I + it)½ - i]. 

The tax portion of the assets each year is: 

taXx, t = taxinCx, t tax1~te t. 
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The taxable income is (DACtaxx, t represents the DAC taxable amount): 

taxincx, t = premiumx,t_ 1 + invincx, t - expensex, t - polbenx, t 

- (taXVx, t Ix,t - taXVx,t_ 1 ix,t-l) + ~C~Xx, t 

Tax reserves are: 

~xv~, t : mm[v,t, mx~, t, fpvx,t~] 

where: 

Vx, t is the statutory reserve, 

CVx, t is the cash value, 

and fpVx, t is the federally prescribed reserve. 

The federally prescribed reserve mandates the CRVM method using the 

prevailing mortality and interest rate. For 1992, the mortality table is the 

1980 Co~ssioners Standard Ordinary (CSO) table and the applicable federal 

rate is 8.4%. The applicable federal rate applies on an issue year basis, so 

3 these calculations assume 8.4% for all years . 

The DAC taxable amount for individual life insursxKze is 7.7% of premium 

paid each year. Acoording to Internal Revenue Code (IRC) section 848, this 

premium is treated as capital expense and is "allowed as a deduction ratably 

over the 120-month period beginning with the first month in the second half 

of such taxable year" (Deloitte & Touche 5565-3). This means 10% of the 7.7% 

of the premium paid each year (the tax) is deductible each year over this 120 

month period. But a special adjustment must be made due to the second half 

of the year provision. ~'nis translates to a 5% deduction (½ year deduction) 

in the first year, 10% in years two through ten, and the remaining 5% in the 

eleventh year. DAC tax adds co~lexity because premi~x,t_ 1 for each policy 

year must be carried for Ii years in the calculations. 

3 qhe 1993 applicable federal rate (AFR) is 8.1%. With the volitile interest 
enviroment, the pricing actuary should be up to date on AFR and possibly 
project anticipated changes. 
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To calculate the profit margin to be used as a profit goal, four 

additional items must be calculated: 

gainx, t = premiumx,t_ 1 + invinCx, t - expensex, t -- polbenx, t 

- taXx, t - (Vx, t I x , t  - Vx,t_ 1 i x , t - l ) ;  

p ro f i t x ,  t = gainx, t - surplusx, t_ 1 i t (1 - tax ra te t ) ;  
n 

pvprofit x = Z ' Dr; t=iPr°fltx, t 

n 
pvprem x = r. premi~x,t_ 1 Dt_l , 

t=l 

The targeted profit goal year is n. D t is the interest-only discount factor 

and uses the after tax interest rate (it): 

Jt = it (I - taxrate t); 

D O = i; 

Dr- 1 
Dt 

I+ Jt 

NOW the profit margin of present value of profit over present value of 

premitnn can be calculated as: 

pvprofit x 
pvprofprem x = 

pm~x 
In addition to pvprofpremx, a Modified Anderson Book Profit internal 

rate of return profit margin which reflects target surplus will also be used. 

Target surplus has many uses in pricing. These include maintaining 

minimum acceptable operating capital levels ~ for solvency, adverse 

deviations in pricing assumptions, ofmm~/~ial ratings, expansion plans, and 

regulatory purposes. Risk based capital formulas provide for similar 

objectives and are often used in target surplus pricing. As the name 

implies, "risk" protection is the main objective of the formulas. Asset 

depreciation (C-I risk), pricing inadequacy (C-2 risk), interest rate risk 

(C-3 risk), and a general contingency risk (C-4 risk) all should be 

oonsidered when developing a fonm/la. The risk based capital formula for 
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target surplus that will be used is: 

targsurplusx, t = asset% x assetsx, t 

+ NAR% x NARx, t ix, t 

+ reserve%x Vx, t Ix, t 

+ pr~m% x premi~x,t_ 1 • 

The percent coefficients represent risk factors which should be set 

appropriately by product line. For a life insurance product, the asset 

factor could be used to represent asset depreciation based on the ~y's 

split of invested assets. The net amount at risk (NAR) factor could be used 

to represent pricing inadequacy from adverse mortality and lapse experience. 

The reserve factor could be used to represent interest rate risk or 

disintermediation. And the premium factor could be used to represent a 

general contingency risk such as guarantee fund assessments. Both the 

formula and the factors are specific to each company and are therefore 

difficult to define on an industry-wide basis 4 . Once the target surplus is 

determined, the annual surplus must be adjusted as follows: 

surplusx, t = surplusx, t - targsurplUSx, t. 

This surplus is then used in profitx, t which, in turn, is used for pvprofit x. 

Now the Modified Anderson Book Profit internal rate of return, which is 

essentially the return on investment using target surplus (targsur~Ix) can 

be solved for. The yield rate is found when the relationship pvprofit x = 0 

is satisfied. 

2.1.2 Pricing assumption variables 

For subs~/reinsuranoe pricing, additional cor~ideration is needed for 

4 For additional information on target surplus and risk based capital, refer 
to the study notes ~ t  SUrDIUS Forl~tlas (443-26-92), R~Sk-Based Capital: 
Is Your Comganv Readv (443-80-93) published by the Society of Actuaries. 
Also refer to Report of the Industry Advisory Committee to the Life Risk 
Based Capital Working_ Group Part ~, American Council of Life Insurance, 
1991. 
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expenses, lapses, mortality, and retention. Expenses are higher than 

standard, as are lapses (At_kinson, Introduction to Pri~ing and Asset Shares 

36-37). Stud/es should be conducted to determine the additional amounts. 

Tnis can be done in-house if enough experience exists to make the results 

credible, otherwise industry studies are available. 

Additional expenses for subs~/reinsurance pricing are attending 

physician statement costs, ~G's, stress tests, blood testing, reinsurance 

administration costs, and shopping cc6ts such as paper, telephone, postage, 

and facsim/les. Depending on the ceding company's underwriting, sc~e of 

these expenses apply to standard applications as well, but these expeJlses are 

always associated with substandard shopped cases. Sample expenses which will 

be assumed in the asset share calculations are listed below: 

Attending physician average oo6t: $32 
~G average cost: $29 
Stress test average cost: $3 
Reinsurance annual administration cost: $5 
Average shopping oosts: $15 

studies state that lapse rates are higher for substandard policies 

versus standard, with the biggest difference in the first year and almost no 

difference by the fourth year (Atkinson, IntroductioD to Pricing and Asset 

Shar~ 36). Reasons lapse rates are higher are that: the premium is high in 

the eyes of the insured, the insured and agent have an ~tive to shop for 

lower rates, and substandard conditions may '~%r off" over time (Atk/nson, 

Introduction to Pricinu and Asset Shares 37). 

The most important assumption in pricing substandard in a facultative 

shopping program is the actual mortality rating. This is usually represented 

by a percentage, 100% being standard. Complexity is introduced here because 

four ratings must be considered: the ceding company rating, the issue rating, 

the reinsurance rating, and the actual rating, qhe issue and reinsurance 

ratings depend on the placement method being used. The actual rating depends 

on the ceding company's confidence in its underwriting and the reinsurers' 
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offers. 

When inverse underwriting is being used by a reinsurer, large 

differences can exist between the oeding co~0any rating and the reinsurer's 

offered rating. When the rates behind the reinsurer's rating are studied, a 

better idea can be gotten of the mortality that the reinsurer actually 

expects. Ynis information may be used to decide on the "actual mortality" 

used in the asset share calculations. 

Retention is another item that must be included as a variable in the 

pricing scheme because it can have a significant impact on profit results. 

No matter what the reinsurer's offered rating is, if aggressively low rates 

are offered in relation to what the ceding company's rates are, the ced/ng 

oo~@any will be inclined to cede a larger pe/centage of the policy than it 

would otherwise. Retention is not a static assumption because it will vary 

depending on the profitability of placing the case with a particular 

reinsurer. Adjusting the retention to enhance profitability will be 

discussed further in section 3. 

Because the focus of this paper is not on interest rate assumption(s) by 

duration, a simplified assumption for investment ~ based on a oonstant 

rate of return is made. 

2ol.3 ~ ~ ~ formlla 

NOw that the basic formula has been developed to account for DAC taxes and 

the current tax reserves, provisions for reinsurance will be added. 

Proportional facultative yearly ~ l e  term (YRT) reinsurance agreements 

are typically used in substandard shopping programs. To inoorporate 

reinsuranoe in the formula, several adjustments must be made to the 

calculations. 

At the beginning of the year, begexPx,t must include the reinsurance 

premium based on the YRT rate for policy year t and the amount reinsured. 
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The amount reinsured is the percent of the policy ceded multiplied by the net 

amount at risk for the year (NARx,t). The reinsurance premium is then: 

YRTratex, t 
reinpr~x,t_ 1 = (i - retentionx,t) NARx, t ix,t_ 1 

avgsize x 

Tne expenses incul-red by the ceding c~mpany rec/arding reinsurance 

(expreint), like shopping and administrative c~sts, must also be included in 

the beginning of the year expenses. ThiS expense is calculated as follo%~: 

~in t 
reineXPx,t = . Ix,t_ I. 

avgsize x 

The amount of premium tax represented by the reinsurance premit~ is 

typically reimbursed by the reinsurer at the end of the year but will be 

assumed to be deducted at the beginning of the year when preadums are paid 

(Atkinson, Pricina Individual Li~e ~j%surance 106). This is done as a 

convenience and is part of the facultative agreement. 

So the adjusted begexPx,t is calculated as follows: 

begexPx,t = begexPx,t + reinpremx,t_ 1 + reinexPx, t 

- reinpremx,t_ 1 premtaxrate. 

The DAC taxable amount must also be adjusted. IRC section 848(d) 

defines the amount of premium to which the tax applies as the excess of the 

gross premium less considerations incurred for reinsurance (Deloitte & Touche 

5565-3 )4. ~his means the DAC taxable amount and deduction each year must be 

offset by the reinsurer's portion (reinpr~x,t_l). ~Dis makes the DAC tax 

calculation even more complex. An illustration of DAC tax calculations and 

the development of the DACtaXx, t formula are shown in appendix 3. 

4 On December 28, 1992, the IRS issued final DAC tax regulations that defined 
DAC net reinsurance premiums as the net entire cash flow under the 
reinsurance agreement, including, but not limited to: 

• actual premitms paid to the reinsurer, 
• ceding cc~missions and annual allowances, 
• reimbarsement of claims and benefits, and 
• termination payments. 
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One last adjustment must be made. The death benefit must be reduced by 

the amount of the claim paid by the reinsurer and the unearned premium 

returned by the reinsurer: 

deathbenx, t = deathbenX, t - %reinpremk,t_ 1 

- (i - retentionx,t) NARx, t Ix,t_ 1 qdx,t_ 1 . 

2.2 PrDfit ~ withuut 

To illustrate the impact of reinsuraIK~ on profitability, the profit 

of the product without reinsurance first need to be determined. These 

figures will then be compared to the profit outcomes after reinsurance is 

employed. 

This section will show that the product meets the ceding company's profit 

goals when no reinsurance is used. This is done so the impact of reinsurance 

can later be shown on a product known to be profitable. 

For these illustrations , the oeding company's federal corporate inoome 

tax rate is assumed to be 34% and the premium tax rate is assumed to be 2~%. 

A/so assume that the ceding oompany makes the following non-reinsurance 

related decisions based on company philosophy regarding profitability and 

oompetition: 

Base policy {standard Dortion] reserves: CRVM 1980 CSO mortality table at a 

5% valuation interest rate. 

Base cash values: Minimum permitted by the Standard Nonforfeiture Law method 

using the adjusted premium formula with a 6% guaranteed interest rate. 

Base dividends: Contribution principle's three factor formula. 

Substandard extra reserves: Net level premium method based on the 1980 CSO 

mortality table at a 5% valuation interest rate. 

Substandard extra cash values: None. (Base only) 

Substandard extra dividerxi~: None. (Base only) 

Premium load: 10% load on gross premium. 
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Policy fee: $50 

Aaent o~m~issions: 50% of premium first year, 4% renewal years. Equal 

overrides for the general agent. 

Profit aoals W~t2X~/t reinsuraDoe: Recover acquisition expenses before 15 

years (break-even year < 15); a goal of 5%, after taxes, for the ratio of 

the present value of profit over present value of premium for n = 30 years; 

and a goal of 12% return on investment, after taxes, with an annual target 

surplus of 3% of reserve plus 509~ per thousand net amour at risk to oover 

pricing and interest rate risks, again for n = 30 years. 

The following asset share assumptions are made based on the ceding 

ccm~x~ny's experienc~ studies: 

avgsize x: $200 

DBx,t: $i000 

expth°ux, 1: $1. i0 

~houx,~l: $0.00 

expdeatht: $225 

explapse t: $4.00 

expdiv t: $5.00 

average actual rating: 200% 

%~ne net level substandard extra premium is calculated a~ follow~: 

subextrapr~ x = avgsize x (s+eA x _ SAx) 

s-~ 
where "s" represents standard mortality and "e" represents the extra 

mortality; s+e superscripted factors are fully substandard and are based on 

80CS0 qx,t; qx,t + (issue rating - i) e 

s superscripted factors are standard mortality only and are based on 

80CSO 
qx,t" 

Substandard extra reserves are calculated using the prospective reserve 
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formula as follow~: 

eVx,t avgsize x (s+eAX+t s ) _ s+e.. 

Both the substandard extra premium and reserve formulas charge mortality 

based on the difference between fully sul~tandard and standard net single 

premitm~, and disoount the extra premium using a fully substanderd life 

annuity due. 

Due to the separate reserves, separately identified premium, and the 

fact that the policy's net surrender value is not affected or used to pay the 

premiums, this is a qualified substandard risk and separate tax reserves will 

be calculated as described by IRC section 807(e)(5) (Deloitte & Touche 5511). 

q'ne actual rating to be assumed in the asset share calculations was 

developed by conducting a mortality study on the ceding oompany's substandard 

business. Based on the results of the study, the average was determined to 

be 200%. This average will be used as the actual rating in all asset share 

calculations. 

Because the actual rating is based on the ceding oompany's experience, 

the ceciing company rating is also assumed to be 200%. So the issue rating, 

which is the ceding company rating when reinsurance is not considered, is 

assumed to be 200% 

To s%~arize, the followiDg ~ions will be made for the four 

classifications to be illustrated: 

Class~ficat~on ~ Actual ratinu Issue ratinu 
Male nonsmoker 45 200% 200% 
Male smoker 45 200% 200% 
Female nonsmoker 45 200% 200% 
Female smoker 45 200% 200% 

Figure 2.1 on the following page shows surplus results for these four 

classifications. If all assumptions are met, the illustrations show that 

without the use of reinsurance, all four policies will meet the ceding 

company's profit goals of reoovering acquisition costs (breaking even) before 

15 years with 30 year profit margins of at least 8%. ~he aggregate 30 th year 
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surplus for these four classifications is found by multiplying the average 

size (avgsize45 = 200) by the sum of the individual surplus positions in the 

30 th year (surplus45,30) : 

aggsurplus45,30 = 200 (42.86 + 50.08 + 43.93 + 47.19) = $36,812. 

For a complete illustration of the asset share calculations for the male 

nonsmoker, see appendix I. 
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Figure2.1 -Asset~%areResultsWithou~~ 

Parameters for the asset share calculations 

sex: 
smoking status: 

reinsurer: i 
retention: 

reinsurer rtg: 
issue rtg:! 

a c ~ a l  r~:j 
,std net prem: 
substd extra: 

premix45,0: 

policy year(t) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

I0 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3O 

pvprofprem45: 

targsurpRO145: 

male 
nonsmoker 

N/A i 
100% 
N/A 
200% 
200% 

15.88 
4.46 

22.85 

male 
smoker 

N/A 
10o% 
N/A 
2OO% 
200% 

22.23 
3.70 

29.06 

female 
nonsmoker 

N/A 
100% 
N/A 
2OO% 
2OO% 

13.08 
3.35 

18.51 

female 
smoker 

N/A 
10o% 
N/A 
2OO% 
2OO% 

16.00 
3.07 

21.44 

Per unit surplus45,t 

-10.39 
-11.06 
-11.42 
-10.95 
-10.24 
-9.32 
-8.42 
-7.41 
-6.30 
-5.09 
-3.26 
-1.39 
0.56 
2.58 
4.65 
6.73 
8.90 

11.15 
13.49 
15.92 
18.42 
20.98 
23.58 
26.20 
28.86 
31.42 
34.18 
36.99 
39.88 
42.86 

5.12% 

12.28% 

-11.79 
-11.66 
-11.31 
-10.02 
-8.48 
-7.16 
-6.16 
-5.03 
-3.75 
-2.31 
-0.13 
2.07 
4.32 
6.60 
8.92 

11.24 
13.66 
16.13 
18.66 
21.26 
23.90 
26.60 
29.33 
32.11 
34.94 
37.82 
40.77 
43.79 
46.89 
50.08 

4.79% 

13.70% 

-8.36 
-8.85 
-8.87 
-8.25 
-7.49 
-6.64 
-6.03 
-5.37 
-4.64 
-3.79 
-2.41 
-0.95 
0.60 
2.26 
4.05 
5.9~ 
8.05 

10.23 
12.51 
14.88 
17.35 
19.92 
22.58 
25.33 
28.18 
31.12 
34.15 
37.28 
40.55 
43.93 

6.40% 

13.27% 

-9.16 
-9.19 
-8.75 
-7.63 
-6.41 
-5.38 
-4.71 
-4.00 
-3.21 
-2.30 
-0.79 
0.79 
2.53 
4.39 
6.35 
8.40 

10.56 
12.83 
15.21 
17.67 
20.21 
22.84 
25.56 
28.36 
31.25 
34.23 
37.30 
40.48 
43.78 
47.19 

5.99% 

14.17% 

* Note that the substandard extra premlums are smaller for 
smokers than nonsmokers. This is because the substandard 
assessment is based on aggregate mortality, not on smoker 
distinct mortality. 
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3. ~I~ADI~[G~L ~CING ~ ANALYSES 

As mentioned in section 2, the three ~ases of a product's life that are 

being studied are: pricing without reinsurance, pricing with reinsurance, and 

effectively placing the individual substandard policies after pricing is 

completed. 

~he last section addressed the first phase and demonstrated that without 

reinsurance, all four policies meet the ceding company's profit goals. This 

section will o0ncentrate on the last two phases using a traditional pricing 

algorithm. These are outlined in more detail below. 

II. Pricing the product with reinsurance. 

A. Negotiate facultative agreements wit~% each reinsurer and obtain their 

YRT rates. 

B. Assuming that the actual rating is based on the ceding company's 

experience, and using simplified assumptions, make an assumption as 

to each reinsurer's offered rating to be used for pricing purposes. 

~Ttis is done using "equivalent rating tables", which are discussed in 

section 3. i. 

C. Determine if the aggressive placement method produces profitable 

results. ~'nis method is the "lower bound" in the search for the most 

effective placement method. 

D. Determine if the oonservative plac~,ent method produces profitable 

results. ~his method is the "upper bound". If this method does not 

produce profit, then it can be ~ that no profit can be made if 

reir~-urance is used. 

E. If profit is attainable with reinsurance, use the co~prc~se 

placement method to determine ~ich method best suits the oompany's 

objectives. Within the compromise method, three alternatives may be 
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used, each spreading the reinsuranc~ costs differently. These 

alternatives produce profit results which fall somewhere between the 

aggressive and eonservative methods. 

III. Effectively placing individual policies after pricing is completed. 

A. Retention will be shown to be a valuable placement tool which can be 

used to precisely meet profit goals. 

B. A computer program can be developed to be used for both pricing and 

placing the product. 

So phase II, in a sense, uses a binary search to find the most effective 

reinsurance placement method. Phase IIl points out the i~po~ of the 

actuarial department's involvement in placing individual policies once the 

pricing is oo~pleted. 

This section will follow the order of the outline. A model solution 

using the traditional pricing approach will be given between phase II and 

III. Step A of ~hase II is described sufficiently in the outline for now, 

but will be given more attention throughout the section and in the model 

solution. Tne focus will now turn to step B of phase II - developing 

equivalent rating tables. 

3.1 ~vale.t rating tab1~ 

In order to measure how aggressive a reinsurer is in its underwriting, 

"equivalent rating" tables will be developed. To develop equivalent rating 

tables, some simplifying ~ c n s  must be made. It will be assumed that 

the "actual rating" is a constant variable. ~his implies that the rate of 

mortality is known. From this actnal rat/rig, hypothetical offers are 

developed for each co~pany, starting with the ceding company. 

Since the actual rating is representative of the ceding company,s 

average substandard experience of 200%, it will be assumed that the ceding 
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company rating is 200%. The 30-year present value of 200% mortality charges 

is calculated for the ceding company. 

Once an a~umption has been made for the actual rating, a seoond 

simplifying assumption is that the ceding oompany and all the reinsurers want 

to charge the same price. This is where the equivalent rating is developed. 

Based on the 30-year present values of each reinsurer's YRT rates, the table 

rating ~hich produces the value nearest to the present value of the ceding 

ccnpany's rates is assumed to be the reinsurer's offer. 

For example, assume the 30-year present value of the ceding company's 

200% morta/ity charges per thousand is $50. (This is the ultimate mortality 

charged to the policyholder by the ceding co~:any before reinsurance. ) 

Reinsurer A's 30-year present value of its per thousand YRT rates at 150% is 

$44 and $51 at 175%. It would then be assumed that reinsurer A's offer is 

175% since it is closest to the ceding company's 200% present value. 

Figure 3.1a - ~]tLivale,t rating table 

C~DING OOMPANY RATING AND REINSURERS OFFERS 

Actual Rtg 

Male Nonsmk 200% 

Male Smoker 200% 

Female Non 

Female Smk 

200% 

200% 

iCeding Co Re A i Re B Re C Re D Re E 

200% 150% 125% 125% 225% 175% 

200% 150% ! 100% 100% 150% 175% 

200% 150% 100% 125% 225% 175% 

200% I 125% 100% 100% 150% I 175% 

Figure 3 .la shows the resulting equivalent rating table based on the 

reinsurer's rates introduoed in section 1.2.5. Figures 3.1b-e on the 

following two pages illustrate the 30-year present value of each oompany's 

rates at its equivalent rating. 

For the male nonsmoker (figure 3.1b), asstm~ng each ~ y  feels the 

30-year present value of their charges should be about $200 per thousand, the 
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Figure 3.1 Io - Equivalent rating table, mortality charge compansons 
Malc non,~mt~ker ~L~e 45 

-i 

-= 

M 

150 

I00 

50 

350 

Ceding Co 200% ~ Re A 150% ~77"/~ Re B 125% 
~, Re C 125% ~ Re D ~23.5% ~ Re E 175% 

~00 

Figure 3.1 c - Equivalent rating taDle, mortality charge coml3ariscns 
Male smoker a~e 45 

50 

_~ 8o 

-'= 200 

=" 150 

-- I00 

Ceding Co 200% ~7~ Re A 150% 
[Z~ Re C ioo% 

r~ f 

Re B m~% 
Re D 15o% F-/-J Re E ]75% 
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Figure 3. I d - Equivalent rating table, mormJ~ charge comparisons 
Female nonsmt~ker a~e 45 
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~ Ceding Co 200% t7/7~ ReA 1 5 0 %  . ~ R c  B 1(')0% 
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Figure 3.1 • - Equivalent rating table, mortality charge compansons 
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present values are very close to being equal. So a rating that equates each 

reinsurer's YRT rates to the ceding company's 200% mortality charges was 

found. However, reinsurers B and C are able to "shave" three table ratings, 

i.e. 75%, from the ceding (xm,pany rating due to their higher underlying 

rates. For the male smoker (figure 3.1c), the assumed present value of 

charges, of about $285 per thousand, cannot be met by reinsurer C. 9~is is 

because reinsurer C's lowest rating, standard, produces a present value that 

significantly exceeds $285. FL~, this, it must be assumed that reinsurer C's 

offer is standard, since there is no lower rating. The same is true, to a 

greater extent, for reinsurer B for both female classifications (figures 3.1d 

and e). R~nis i~lies that their standard rates are more than sufficient to 

oover a risk rated 200% by the ceding company. 

~!ne above assumptions must be made because this is the pricing stage. 

There is no way of knowing exactly how aggressive each reinsurer's 

underwriting is and hence, what ratings they will offer. However, the 

reinsurers' rates are known. With these rates it can be estimated what 

rating equates them to the ceding con~pany's rates at the ceding oompany 

rating. 

As in the illustration above, it is reasonable to expect a reinsurer's 

facultative YRT rates to be able to absorb at least one table of the ceding 

company's mortality charges. But when nine tables of mortality charges can 

be absorbed at the lowest offer (100%) as with reinsurer B in figure 3.1e, a 

reinsurer can be ~e~nely aggressive in its underwriting. ~TLis is rare, Im/t 

it does happen. 

In summary, equivalent rating tables are a "best guess" at the 

reinsurers' offers. ~e equivalent ratings developed in this section will be 

used throughout the illustrations in section 3. 
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3.2 ~ ~ c j ~ i . ~  p l ,~mm'~ ~ : J ~ a i  

The aggressive placement method, as described in section 1.3.1, has been the 

most common method used when placing substandard reinsurance. This section 

will demonstrate the profit ~ using the equivalent ratings. 

3.2.1 ~cenario 1: Osding entire policy to r~immEer 

Figure 3.2a on the following page shows the resulting profitability when the 

case is ceded to each reinsurer under the four classifications using the 

aggressive placement method. It shows that reinsurance could produce 

profitable results if the policies were placed with specific reinsurers and 

the ~ reinsurance offers were oorrect. However, the aggressive 

placement method does not analyze the offers in this manner. Tne method 

merely aocepts the lowest ratinq and does not consider the impact on 

profitability. This rating beoumes bc~h the issue and reinsurance rating. 

For example, for the male nonsmoker, the company would be most 

profitable placing the case with reinsurer E, but because it did not offer 

the lowest rating (175%), it would not place the case with that reinsurer. 

Placing the case with reinsurers B and C, on the other hand, produces the 

lowest profitability, but these reinsurers have the lowest ratings (125%), so 

the case is placed with reinsurer B or C since profitability is not 

cor~sidered. ~e issue and reinst~ance ratings would then be 125%. 

Figure 3.2b in appendix 4 shows the yearly per unit surplus and how 

significant the impact on profitability can be when the following lowest 

offers are accepted: 

Classification Actual Rating Reinsurer Offered Rating Surplus45,30 

male nonsmoker 200% C 125% -32.25 
male smoker 200% C standard (100%) -40.01 
female nonsmoker 200% B standard (100%) -32.02 
female smoker 200% B s ~  (100%) -95.26 
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Figure 3.2a ;~a~=~i~e p] ~ method 

Equivalent rating table 

Male Nonsmk 

Male Smoker 

Female Non 

Female Sink 

C~DING OC&MPANYRATD~ AND R E I N ~ O ~ . ~ , S  

Actual RtgCedingCo Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

200% 200% 150% 125% 125% 225% 175% 

200% 200% 150% 100% 100% 150% 175% 

200% 200% 150% 100% 125% 225% 175% 

200% 200% 125% 100% 100% 150% 175% 

Profit margins 

30 YEAR PRES~qTVAI/JEOF PROFIT/ I~J~S~TVALUEOF PREMITJM 

Issue RtgActual Rtg Ceding CO Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

Male NoDsmk = offer 200% 5.03% 0.76% -3.44% -4.58% *5.73% 4.46% 

Male Smoker = offer 200% 4.71% 0.83% -3.34% -4.45% 1.99% 1.92% 

Female Non = offer 200% 6.28% 3.45% -5.84% -0.46% *7.11% 4.28% 

Female Smk = offer 200% 5.88% 1.87% -14.37% -3.32% 2.26% 3.65% 

30 Y E A R ~  C~ ~ USING 

Issue RtgActual RtgCedingoo Re A 

Male Nonsmk = offer 200% 12.13% 7.72% 

Male Smoker = offer 200% 13.54% 8.11% 

Female Non = offer 200% 13.08% 10.76% 

Female Smk = offer 200% 13.97% 9.85% 

TARGET SURPLUs 

ReB ReC 

2.25% 0.61% 

1.35% &n/a 

-5.69%1 6.25% 

#n/a 0.38% 

Re D Re E 

*12.62% 10.97% 

10.44% 9.13% 

i*13.28% 10.46% 

9.93% 10.37% 

'&' Denote. whgre return on investment was unable to be calculated due to 
multlple slgn changes on proIlt. 

• #' Denotes where return on investment was unable to be calculated due to 
no sign change on profit (al~ys negative). 

Surplus 

3Oth YEAR SURPI/JS 

Issue Rtg Actuad Rtg Ceding Co Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

Male Nonsmk = offer 200% 42.05 5.72 -24.22 -32.25 *50.25 35.43 

Male Smoker = offer 200% 49.29 8.06 -29.97 -40.01 19.40 19.40 

Female Non = offer 200% 43.11 21.41 -32.02 -2.68 "51.06 28.00 

Female Smk = offer 200% 46.38 12.99 -95.26 -21.99 16.46 27.70 

Profit margins and s~-plus were/~letermin~, using the.ass@~ share calgulations., 
For eacn reinsurer, th~ calcM/latlons ~ r.De orEere~ l-atl~g as ~ iSSue ratlng 
and zero retention. F~r the . .c~ling_~y, the .c@Icu.l. ations used the ceding 
oompany rating as the issue lazing Ior eacn clau~sirication and full retention. 

'*' Denotes where the reinsurer's offered rating is higher than the ceding company 
~ti~. 
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These figures are far below the profit goals set by the ceding company, 

which were to recover acquisition costs within 15 years with a 30 year 

present value of profit over premium of 5% and a target surplus return on 

investment of 12%. ~he aggregate surplus position at the end of 30 years for 

these four policies under this scenario is: 

aggsurpltts45,30 = 200 [(-32.25) + (-40.01) + (-32.02) + (-95.26)] =-$39,908. 

To understand why profit has gone from $36,812 without reinsuranc~ to 

-$39,908 after reinsurance, specific pieces of the asset share can be 

c~ed. A c(~,plete illustration of the calculations for the male nonsmoker 

is shown in appendix 2. Appendix 2 can be oc~ed to appendix 1 to see how 

reins~ impacts begexPx,t , deat~enx,t, and ~ACtaxx, t. 

C~ing the appendices shows that begexPx,t increases significantly 

when reinsurance is used in all years except the first. Without reinsurance 

the issue rating would be 200%, resulting in a significantly higher premium 

than when the issue rating is 125% under the aggressive placement method. 

The first year begexPx,t without reinsurance is higher because of the larger 

first year co~ssions paid on the higher premium due to the higher issue 

rating. This increase in co~ssions outweighs the reinsurance premium and 

expenses when reinsLirance is used. C~ing appendix 1 and 2, begexP45,1 is 

29.04 with reiDs~ versus 31.46 wit~ r e ~ ,  but begexP45, 2 is 

6.06 with reinsuranoe versus 4.24 without reins~, begexP45, 3 is 5.79 

with reinsurance versus 3.70 without reinsuranoe and this pattern continues. 

q~e appendices also show a decrease in deathbenx, t for all years when 

reinsurance is used. This is because a portion of the death benefit is paid 

by the reinsurer. However, the decrease is not enough to offset the increase 

in begexPx,t, which contains the premi~ paid to the reinsurer. This can be 

seen by looking at the total expenses for each year, expense x ,t' which 

includes both begexPx,t and deathbenx, t. Only the first year total expense 

is lower when reinsurance is used (29.07 vs. 31.49). The total expense is 
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significantly higher in years 2 through 30. 

The DACtaxx, t is slightly reduced in the first nine years when 

reinsurance is used. In years I0 through 30, DACtaxx,t, which is now a 

credit, is lower when no reinsurance is used. 

So even though reins~ lowers first year expenses and the first 9 

years' DAC tax, the significant increase in total renewal expenses 

substantially reduces profitability (aggsurplus45 ' 30 of -$39,908 vs. 

$36,s12). 

3.2.2 Scenario 2: Increasing ~ a n  

When retention is increased to 50%, figure 3.2c in appendix 4 shows that the 

loss is significantly reduced for each classification. The aggregate surplus 

position at the end of 30 years would now be a loss of -$24,354. However, 

this is still far from profitable. 

3.2.30unclusiuns 

For these four policies, increasing retention mitigated the loss. However, 

none of the profit results under the aggressive placement method are close to 

the target profit goals. So it appears that some reinsurers are using 

inverse underwriting. 

If reinsurers B and C did not participate in the shopping program and 

only the reinsurers not using inverse underwriting were utilized, the 

aggressive placement method could prrrh/ce profitable results. In fact, a 

30th year aggregate surplus of $11,904 would result if only reinsurers A, D, 

and E were oonsidered for the aggressive placement method using the given 

offers. 

Classification Actual Rating Reinsurer ~fered Rating Surplus45,30 

male nonsmoker 200% A 150% 5.72 
male s~oker 200% D 150% 19.40 
female nonsmoker 200% A 150% 21.41 
female smoker 200% A 125% 12.99 
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Since the ceding company solicitated offers from five reinsurers, these 

profit results are not the true results under this placement method. The 

initial ptlrpose of analyzing this method is not to determine which reinsurers 

to use, but to determine the financial outcomes under the placement method. 

It is possible that a ceding c~mpany, even knowing the profit results 

under this method, may ~ to place business with reinsurers B and C in 

order to obtain the lowest possible rating for their client. This may be 

justified by the rationale that the aggressive placement method may result in 

additional standard sales from agents. 

If a ceding oompany finds inverse underwriting is taking place but still 

wishes to pursue only an aggressive placement method, it could approach the 

reinsurers which are using inverse underwriting and renegotiate the rates. 

If it does not wish to renegotiate the rates, then it may choose not to 

include them in there shopping program. However, it may also wish to utilize 

another placement methc~ to enhance the profitability. These are 

demonstrated in the next two sections. 

3.3 ~ ~ ~  plaomzmt m ~  

Under this method, the policy is issued at the ceding co~0any rating, but is 

reinsured with the reinsurer which offers the lowest rates. ~nis method is 

~ l y  not practiced because it defeats one of the main purposes of 

facultative shopping programs - to place the case at the most competitive 

issue rating possible. 

So analyzing this method is for ins~onal purposes only. It gives an 

indication of whether there is profit potential with reinsurance. Since this 

method is the "upper bound" in the pricing search for a reinsurance placement 

met3xx~, it serves only as a check to see with wb/ch reinsurers profit is 

attainable. If a reinsurer consistently produces losses for each 

classification, the ceding company may wish to renegotiate the facultative 
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agr~t with that reinsurer. 

3.3.1 Som~rlo i: O ~  the entire policy to rei, m=ex • 

Figure 3.3a on the following page shows the offers and the resulting 

profitability with each reinsurer under the conservative placement method. 

It shows that profit is not attainable for the female smoker when using 

reinsurer B. 

If the hypothetical offer~ are correct, the best profit is attainable as 

foll~: 

classification Actual Rating Reinsurer Offered Rating Surplus45,30 

male no~ker 200% E 175% 54.36 
male smoker 200% D 150% 49.54 
fesnale nonsmoker 200% A 150% 48.51 
female smoker 200% A 125% 50.36 

Figure 3.3b in appendix 4 shows that the profit using the above reinsurers 

under this method is greater than the profit if no reinsurance is used (shown 

in figure 2. I). The 30th year aggregate surplus position is increased from 

$36,812 to $40,556. 

3.3.2 ~ o  2: Incressing retention 

Figure 3.3c in appendix 4 s~ that increasing the retention from 0% to 50%, 

reduces profitability on all four policies. ~he 30th year aggregate surplus 

position for the four policies is reduced to $38,361 from $40,556. 

3.3.3 (~usio.s 

With the exception of reinsuring the female smoker with reinsurer B, the 

oonservative placement method analysis indicated that profit is attainable in 

each classification with each reinsurer. ~11is does not mean that profit 

goals can be met using reasonable techniques. It simply means that by using 

the ceding company rating, the upper bound, as the issue rating, the ceding 

company can reduce its risk and still be profitable. 
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Figure 3.3a  Om-~rvat i~a~ p ~  method 

Bquivalent rating table 

Male Nonsmk 

Male Smoker 

Female Non 

Female Smk 

C~DINGC~MPANYRATINGANDREIN~O~h~S 

Actual Rtg :eding CO Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

200% 200% 150% 125% 125% 225% 175% 

200% 200% 150% 100% 100% 150% 175% 

200% 200% 150% 100% 125% 225% 175% 

200% 200% 125% 100% 100% 150% 175% 

Profit margins 

Male Nonsmk 

Male Smoker 

Female Non 

Female Smk 

30YEAR~VAI//EOFPROFIT/PRES~TVAI//EOF~ 

iIssueRtglActual RtgCedingCo Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

200% 200% 5.03% 5.19% 3.90% 2.94% 3.72% 6.50% 

200% 200% 4.71% 3.65% 3.04% 2.08% 4.73% 3.29% 

200% 200% 6.28% 7.07% 3.44% 5.60% 5.35% 6.04% 

200% 200% 5.88% 6.39% -5.67% 3.63% 5.21% 5.06% 

30 YEAR REI'JRNON INVESTM~USING 

Issue ~tg AcUml ~ Ceding Co Re A 

Male Nonsmk 200% 200% 12.13% 12.55% 

Male Smoker 200% 200% 13.54% 12.00% 

Female Non 200% 200% 13.08% 14.22% 

Female Smk 200% 200% 13.97% 15.00% 

Surplus 

TARGET SURPLUS 

Re B Re C Re D Re E 

10.46% 9.55% 10.60% 12.94% 

10.07% 9.83% 14.15% 10.85% 

10.34% 12.12% 11.64% 12.02% 

-0.82% 11.39% 13.28% 11.77% 

30~ YEAR SURPLUS 

Issue Rtg ~ Rtg Ceding Co Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

Male Nor&s~k 200% 200% 42.05 43.37 32.61 24.58 31.15 54.36 

Male Smoker 200% 200% 49.29 38.19 31.78 21.74 49.54 34.39 

Female Non 200% 200% 43.11 48.51 23.64 38.44 36.73 41.46 

Female Sink 200% 200% 46.38 50.36 -44.69 28.58 41.08 39.91 

PL~fit m@rg" .~3s and s u[plus were d~termined, using t~e asset share ~alculati'ons. 
W lth eacn.relnsurer, the calc~ar~ons usea.tne ceeung cggpany,rat~ng as the 
issue ]cating~ the offered rating as ~ re~istt~nc~ ratiO-~ z,er.o 
retention. ~Dr ~ne oe~ung osmpany, ~39 ca~cu~ar~o~ uses r-he ceo/ng 
company rating as the issue rat/rig wlth full retentlon. 
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Now it can be determined how much lower than the upper bound the issue 

rating can be, while still producing a profitable otrtoome. This is 

determined in the next section through the comp~m~se placement method. 

At this point, it is known that the aggressive placement method results in 

large losses when significant inverse underwriting is taking place. In 

addition, it has been shown that profitable results can occur under a method 

that cannot effectively be used. The compromise method will attempt to find 

a balance between these two methods. 

As stated in section i. 3.3, the first step in the o~g0romise method is 

to determine the compromise profit goal. Assume the ceding company's 

co~promise profit goals are: 

• Break even within 20 years. 

• Have a positive 30 year present value of profits over premium. 

• A goal of 8% for the 30 year return on investment using target surplus. 

Step 2, the "initial oompromise" method, is to determine whether the 

cc~promise profit goals can be attained by issuing the policy at the lowest 

offered rating but reinsuring the case with the reinsurer with the lowest 

rates (but not necessarily the lowest rating). 

Figure 3.4a on the following page shows the offers and the resulting 

profitability with each reinsurer under the "initial ~m~mise method". It 

shows that none of the offers meet the c~prcmdse profit goals. 

If the hypothetical offers are correct, the best profitability would 

result from the following plaoam_nt: 

Classification Actual rtg Issue rtg the lowest rates ~rplus45,30 

male nonsmoker 200% 125% Reinsurer E, 175% -2.47 
male smoker 200% 100% Reinsurer D, 150% -12.22 
female nonsmoker 200% 100% Reinsurer A, 150% -7.15 
female smoker 200% 100% Reinsurer A, 125% -0.21 

Figure 3.4b (appendix 4) shows that there is a dramatic improvement over 
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Figure 3 . 4 a  - Ini~i~1 uum~x~ise m~.hod 

~qLtivalent rating table 

Sale Nonsmk 

Male Smoker 

~.al e Non 

CEDING ODMPANYRATINGANDREIN~O~Tm~S 

Actual Rtg Ceding Co Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

200% 200% 150% 125% 125% 225% 175% 

200% 200% 150% 100% 100% 150% 175% 

200% 200% 150% 100% 125% 225% 175% 

200% 200% 125% 100% 100% 150% 175% 

Profit margins 

Male Nonsmk 

Male Smoker 

Female Non 

Female Smk 

30 YEAR PRESENT VALUEOFPROFIT / PRESenT VALUE OF PRIIMIUM 

Issue Rtg Actual Rtg Ceding Co Re A Re B Re C Re D 

125% 200% -2.10% -1.91% -3.44% -4.58% -3.65% 

100% 200% -1.39% -2.62% -3.34% -4.45% -1.36% 

100% 200% -2.29% --1.30% -5.84% -3.14% -3.45% 

100% 200% -0.63% 0.03 -14.37% -3.32% -1.43% 

Re E 

-0.35% 

-3.05% 

-2.59% 

-1.61% 

301rEARRE~ON INV~USINGTA~SURPLUS 

Male Nonsmk 

Male Smoker 

Female Non 

Female Smk 

Issue Rig Actual Rig Ceding Co Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

= offer 200% 3.88% 4.09% 2.25% 0.61% 1.57% 6.20% 

= offer 200% 4.13% 0.95% 1.35% &n/a 3.97% 1.14% 
i 

= offer 200% 3.98% 5.35% -5.69% 2.90% 2.68% 3.87 °i 

= offer 200% 6.38% 7.20% Xn/a 0.38% 4.72% 4.64% 

'&' Deno.teswh~re return on investment~as unable to be calculated due to 
multiple slgn changes on profit. 

'#' Der~eswhere return on investment was unable to be calculated due to 
no slgn change ~n profit (always negative). 

surplus 

Male Nonsmk 

Male Smoker 

Female Non 

Female Smk 

30th YEAR SURPLUS 

Issue Rtg Actual Rtg Ceding Co Re A 

125% 200% -14.79 -13.46 

100% 200% -12.47 -23.56 

100% 200% -12.55 -7.15 

100% 200% -4.19 -O.21 

Re B Re C Re D Re E 

-24.22 -32.25 -25.68 -2.47 

-29.97 -40.01 -12.22 -27.37 

-32.02 -17.23 -18.93 -14.21 

-95.26 -21.99 -9.49 -10.66 

..~gfit margins and surplus ~are d@termined using the asset share c@Iculations. 
Winn eacn reinsurer, ~ calculations .u:ged the offeres rating asme issue 
ratir~ and zero re.tentlon. For the ~ oumpany, the calc~latlons used the 
iowesf offered rating for eacn czasslIlcanlon hnd full retentlon. 
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the aggressive placement method. Tne 30 th year aggregate surplus improved 

from a loss of -$39,909 to a loss of -$4,410. 

Figure 3.4c (apper~/x 4) ~ that increasing retention to 50% reduces 

surplus under the initial compromise method. The resulting 30th year 

aggregate surplus is reduced to -$6,604 from -$4,410 at zero retention. 

qhe initial ccmpromise method does not produce profitable outoomes at 

either zero or 50% retention. Steps 3 and 4 should therefore be analyzed. 

Under steps 3 and 4, the issue z-ating is increased. However, 

constraints are set on the increase in the issue rating. ~he maximum issue 

rating will be the rating of the reinsurer. This constraint avoids issuing 

the policy at a higher rating than the reinsurance rating. As mentioned 

earlier, this avoids straining relations with reinsurers. 

Step 3, the "issue rating increase" method, determines the amount of 

increase in the issue rating necessary to meet the compromise profit goals. 

Figure 3.5a on the following page shows the issue rating increases necessary 

to meet the compromise profit goals for each classification with each 

reinsurer. It shows that the compromise profit goals cannot be met within 

the issue rating constraint for reinsurers B and C. It also fails the 

constraint test with reinsurer A for the male nonsmoker, but only by 5% 

(issue rating = 155% vs offer of 150%). So, for the most part, reinsurers A, 

D, and E's hypothetical offers allow the ceding cumpany to meet its 

cc~uvomise profit goals within the i~ue rating constraint. For these 

reinsurers, the issue ratings needed to meet cc~promise profit goals are all 

substantially less than the ceding cumpany rating of 200%. 

The lowest issue ratings that can be used are illustrated below, showing 

how far below the maximum constraint each issue ~ating is: 

Classification Reinsurer Issue rtu necessary Maximum rta 
male nonsmoker E 150% 175% 
male smoker D 125% 150% 
female nonsmoker A 125% 150% 
female smoker A 110% 125% 
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Figure 3.5a - Zssue ra~qng in=tease 
Equivalent ra=i6g table 

CEDING ODMPANY RATING AND REINSURERS Ottt~S 

Actual Rtg Ceding Co Re A Re B Re C 

Male Nons~k 200% 200% 150% 125% 125% 

Male Smoker 200% 200% 150% 100% 100% 

Fe~aleNon 200% 200% 150% 100% 125% 

Female Smk 200% 200% 125% 100% 100% 

Re D 

225% 

150% 

225% 

150% 

gera't!ngs necessary . for the the 

Re E 

175% 

175% 

175% 

175% 

CEDING COMPANY ISSUE RATING 

Male Nons~k 200% 

Male Smoker 200% 

Female Non 200% 

Female Sr~k 200% 

USING EAL~ REINSURER 

Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

155%* 175%* 190%* 175% 150% 

145% 160%* 170%* 125% 155% 

125% 170%* 150%* 150% 145% 

110% 325%* 155%* 130% 140% 

'*' Denotes a rating exceeding the reinsurer's offer above. 

Profit margins using the issue ratings above 

30 YEAR PRES~qr VAI//E OF P~3FIT / PRESenT VAI/JE OF PREMIUM 

Male Nonsmk 200% 

Male S~oker 200% 

F~le Non 200% 

F~male Sa~ 200% 

Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

1.25% 1.72% 2.07% 1.54% 2.23% 

0.56% 0.78% 0.37% 0.41% 0.74% 

1.26~ 1.15% 1.83% 1.55% 1.89% 
I 

0.76~ 1.91% 0.88% 0.89% 1.43%! 

30 YEAR ~ O~ 

Actual Rtg 

Male Nonsmk 200% 

Male Smoker 200% 

Fema/eNQn 200% 

Female Smk 200% 

INVF2IM~rf USING~ SURPLUS 

Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

8.29% 8.28% 8.66% 8.29% 8.84% 

7.64~ 7.39% 7.34% 7.94% 7.60% 

8.53% 8.02% 8.58% 8.15% 8.36% 

8.28% 8.56% 8.10% 8.24% 8.14% 

Surplus using the issue ratings above 

~al R~ 

Male smk 200% 

Male Smoker 200% 

Female Non 200% 

Female Smk 200% 

30th YEAR SURPI/JS 

Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

9.48 13.68 16.96 12.22 16.71 

4.99 7.75 3.75 3.87 7.31 

7.39 7.47 11.34 9.64 11.59 

5.13 17.69 6.46 6.29 10.23 
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Figure 3.5b (appendix 4) shows the resulting profitability when these 

four cases are hypothetically placed with the above reinsurers. Figure 3.5c 

(appendix 4) shows how increasing retention worsens the profitability for 

each classification. Aggsurplus45,30 goes from $6,621 at zero retention to 

$4,425 at 50% retention. 

It will not always be the case that profit goals can be met solely 

through the issue rating increase method. The next step of the method 

considers using agent ~ssions as a variable in meeting profit goals. 

Step 4, the "reduced commissions" method, determines the incTeased issue 

rating necessary to meet compromise profit goals if co~mdssions are paid on 

the base premium of the policy only. By reducing commission expenses, the 

issue ratings are reduced substantially from thc~e in step 3. Figure 3.6a on 

the following page shows the reinsurers offers (maxJ~m/m constraints) and the 

issue rating necessary to meet the ~ s e  profit goals under the reduced 

eo~missions method. As in step 3 though, neither reinsurer B nor C's offer 

can meet the compromise goals without the issue rating violating the 

oonstra/nt. However, the offer of reinsurers A, D, and E now all meet the 

compromise goals without violating the constraint for each classification. 

The same reinsurers as in step 3 produce the lowest necessary issue 

rating. Tnese are shown below, again with their maxJaum constra/nts: 

Classification Reinm~er Issue rtu necessary 
i~ale ~ e r  E 130% 175% 
male smoker D 115% 150% 
female nonsmoker A 115% 150% 
female smoker A 110% 125% 

Figures 3.6b (appelxiix 4) shows the restiltir~ profitability when these 

four cases are hypothetically placed with the above reinsurers under the 

reduced commissions method. Again, increasing retention worsens the 

profitability for each classification. This is ~ in figure 3.6c 

(appendix 4). Dggsurplus45,30 goes from $5,659 at zero retention to $3,464 

at 50% retention. 
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Equivalent rating table 

CIDING C[~MPANY RATING AND REINSURIRS OFFERS 

Actu~ R~ ~di~ ~ 

Male Nonsmk 200% 200% 

Male Smoker 200% 200% 

Fe~aleNon 

Female Smk 

200% 200% 

200% 200% 

Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

150% 125% 125% 225% 175% 

150% 100% 100% 150% 175% 

150% 100% 125% 225% 175% 

125% 100% 100% 150% 175% 

Issue. ra "tJMngs neoessary for the 
policyholde@ to meet c~m~rcmdse ~ ~oals. ~ the 

CEDING C[]MPANY ISSUE RATID~ USING EACH REIN~ 

Male Nonsmk 

~al ~g 

2O0% 

Male Smoker 200% 

Female Non 200% 

Female Smk 200% 

Re A Re B Re C Re D 

135% 145%* 155%* 150% 

130% 140%* 145%* ]/5% 

11,5% 145%* 130%* 130% 

110% 245%* 135%* 120% 

ReE 

130% 

135% 

125% 

125% 

'*" Denotesa rating exceedingthe reinsurer's offer above. 

Profit margins using the issue ratings above 

30 YEAR PRESIder VALUE OF PROFIT / PRESENT VAI/JE OF 

Male Nonsmk 200% 

Male Smoker 200% 

Female Non 200% 

Female Smk 200% 

Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

1,00% 1.03% 1.39% 1.56% 1.76% 

0.50% 0.78% 0.20% 0.23% 0.58% 

1,03% 1.00% 1.44% 1.15% 1.26% 

1.14% 1.48% 0.73% .090% 1.28% 

30 YEAR REIURN ON 

Actual Rtg 

Male Nonsmk 200% 

Male Smoker 200% 

Fesklle Non 200% 

Female Smk 200% 

USING TARGET SURPLUS 

Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

8.84% 8.29% 8.93% 9.41% 9.04% 

8.09% 7.78% 7.61% 7.90% 7.78% 

8,63% 8.67% 8.77% 8.23% 8.16% 

9,17% 9.78% 8.52% 8.66% 8.32% 

Surplus using the issue ratings above 

Ac~al R~ 

Male Nons~k 200% 

Male Smoker 200% 

Female Non 200% 

Female Smk 200% 

30th YEAR SURPLUS 

Re A Re B Re C Re D Re E 

7.22 7.61 10.58 11.67 12.56 

4,73 7.47 1.96 2.11 5.52 

5.90 6.15 8.54 6.84 7.36 

7.72 11.99 5.18 6.24 8.92 
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Step 5 is exercised only if the compromise profit goals are not met 

under any of steps 2, 3, or 4. ~rlis step first adjusts the compromise goals 

~ .  Then if no ocmTpramise goals can be met, the method proceeds to 

step 7. Under step 7, the facultative agreements are renegotiated with the 

reinsurers with which the ceding cem~0any cannot meet profit goals. Since the 

ocs~prc~ise goals are already extremely aggressive, a break even year of 20 or 

less and a positive 30 year profit margin, the ceding oo~3~ny will probably 

want to renegotiate facultative agreements with reinsurers B and C. This 

will benefit both the reinsurers, by making placement with them possible, and 

the ceding company, by increasing the number of reinsurers which can be 

realistically considered for placement. 

In step 6, the decision must be made as to which of the methods 

developed in steps 2, 3 or 4 should be used. Since the results in steps 3 

and 4 were the only ones that met the ~ s e  profit goals, the ceding 

cc~pany's decision set consists of the issue rating increase and the reduced 

corm~issions placement methods. 

3 . 4 . 1  QmxTlusians 

Now that the compromise placement method has been analyzed, the ceding 

company's decision set under this method will be mmmarized. If the issue 

rating increase method is chosen, the reinsurance costs are spread to all 

parties except the agent. ~he resulting placement situation will be: 

• the ceding oompany meets its ~ s e  profit goals 

• the applicant's rating is reduced 

• the agent receives full oommissions 

• the reinsurer with the lowest rates, not rating, places 

the case 

If the reduced oo~ssions method is ~ ,  no conmissions will be paid 

on the substandard extra premiums. So this method uses all of the tools 
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available to achieve the oompromise profit goals. In other words, it spreads 

the re/nsur-ance costs to all parties involved. This method's resulting 

placement situation will be: 

• the ceding ocmpany meets its compromise profit goals 

• the applicant's rating is substantially reduced 

• the agent receives the same oc~nissions as those for a 

stendard case 

• the reinsurer with the lowest rates, not rating, places 

the case 

Decisions made under the co~promise method are subject to company 

~%ilosophy. Some companies may prefer the simplicity of the initial 

cc~oromise method. If that were the case here, facultative agree_me~ts should 

be renegotiated with reinsurers B and C. Or, a hybrid of the issue rating 

increase method and the aggressive placement method could be used, where the 

lowest YRT offered rates are used and maxima~ issue rating is automatically 

used. For example, instead of using the necessary issue rating for the male 

nonsmoker of 150%, the maximum rating of 175% (reinsurer E) would be used. 

This is simpler, but less equitable than the compromise method. The ceding 

company will be more profitable and the agent receives higher cc~anissions, 

but both are at the expense of the insured's higher issue rating. In 

addition, without renegotiating facultative agreements with reinsurers B and 

C, these reinsurers will n~ver plaoe a case. Or, if marketing concerns take 

priority over profitability, the ceding ccnpany may choose to use the 

~ i v e  placement method to place the case with the reinsurer offering the 

lowest rating. 

In the illustrations, the issue rating was increased in increments of 5% 

to demonstrate how sensitive surplus is to changes in the issue rating. It 

is probably more realistic for a cfm~any to use table (25%) increments. 

Again, this decision is subject to (rmpany ~h/losophy. 
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In stmmary, the ceding company's philceophy determines which placement 

method is best. When pricing for the most effective placement method, the 

aggressive, conservative and compromise methods should be analyzed in that 

order. Tn/s creates a converging pricing process analogous to a binary 

search. The entire pricing process for substamdard/re~ business is 

summarized in a model solution in the next section. 

3.5 A ~ solu~,/on using the t r a f i t i ~ m l  la"lcing 

Using the asset share recursive formula and the tools developed in the 

previous demonstrations, a pricing algorithm will now be given that 

summarizes the traditional approach. 

A. Determine profit objectives and price the product without reinsurance to 

meet profit objectives. 

B. Draft facultative agreements with each reinsurer and obtain the 

reinsurance rates. 

c. Determine "actual ratings" for all classifications being priced. The 

"ceding company rating" will equal the "actual rating". Using the 

simplifying assumption that the actual rating is a static pricing variable, 

determine equivalent rating tables for each reinsurer. These equivalent 

reinsurance ratings are assumed to be the "offered" ratings by each reinsurer. 

D. Using the reinsurers' offered ratirgs developed in step C, determine the 

profit outcomes under the aggressive placement method. 

E. If the aggressive placement method p ~  losses, price the 

conservative placement method to see if profit is attainable with 
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r e ~ .  7b/s step, along with step D will determine which reinsurers, 

if any, are using inverse underwriting. If profit is not attainable, go to 

step G. 

F. If profit is attainable, investigate results under the compromise 

placement method. Determine o0mprcmdse profit objectives and spread the 

reinsurance costs using the compromise placement method. This is where the 

level of o~luLdssions should be decided. 

G. If profit is not attainable with reinsurance, go back to step B and 

consider renegotiating the facu/tative agreements with reinsurers charging 

the highest rates. 

To see how the algorithm works, each step of the algorithm will be 

applied to the four policies priced in this section. 

A. It was shown that the policies all met the profit goals without 

reinsurance. 

B. 7he rates were received from the participating reinsurers after the 

agreements were drawn up. 

C. Using the ceding company's average actual rating of 200%, equivalent 

rating tables were then used to develop the reinsurers' hypothetical offered 

ratings. The development of these ratings pointed out a wide disparity in 

rates, especially with r e ~  B and C, because of the number of tables 

they were able to absorb versus the other reinsurers. 

D. After pricing the aggressive placement method, it was found that business 
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placed under this method showed significant losses. 

E. The consezvative placement method showed that profit was attainable so 

step G was not necessary. 

F. Ocmpromise profit goals were decided once it was discovered that the 

aggressive placement method produced losses but profit was attainable under 

the conservative placement method. For the four classifications that were 

priced, the ceding company's profitable decision set came down to a choice 

between the issue rating increase method or the reduced commdssions method. 

G. Tnough this step was not needed, it should be noted that in the 

illustrations, none of the cases were placed with the two companies using 

inverse underwriting (reinsurers B and C). The ceding company should 

o0nsider renegotiating the facultative agreements with these two reinsurers 

to maintain good relations. Otherwise these two reinsurers' placement ratios 

will be low. 

3.6 ~e ~ a n  tool 

With the pricing oompleted, t_he placement process will now be addressed. 

Even though premiums, commissions, and the placement method have been 

decided, when actual offers are made and acoepted on the substandard 

policies, profitability will not be the same on a case by case basis. One 

case may have a break even year of 19, while another has a break even year of 

14. ~%ile this is the case for most products that are priced, it is 

particularly true for substandard/reinsured products due to the additional 

variables involved. Wouldn't it be nice to place each case having the same 

or as close to the same break even year? This is possible, and this section 

will develop a retention tool that can be used to do just that. 
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When profitability results are developed at the two ends of the 

retention spectrum, zero and full retention, intermediate retention 

percentages will tend toward each speu~m. In fact, an exact linear 

relationship results if reinsurance expenses are assumed at full retention. 

Assuming reinsurance expenses at full retention is not an unrealistic 

assumption because even though a case was "shopped out", it may not be placed 

i.e. it is fully retained. 

To illustrate this linear relationship, assume the hypothetical offers 

developed in section 3 .i are the actual offers received from the reinsurers. 

For the issue rating increase method, the per unit surplus45,30 at each 

retention extreme is shown below for each classification. The per unit 

surplus with 50% retention is then ocmpared to the average surplus of the 

retention extremes revealing the linear relationship: 

Per unit surplus at the given retentions 
Classification Full 5Q% ~ Avg of extremes 

male nonsmoker 4.39 i0.55 16.71 i0.55 
male smoker 3.61 3.74 3.87 3.74 
female nonsmoker 2.00 4.70 7.39 4.70 
female s~r)ker 1.15 3.14 5.13 3.14 

Using this linear relationship, a retention formula can now be 

developed, qhe targeted surplus w~xlld be defined as follow~: 

targeted surplUSx, t = (X) (full retention surplusx,t) 

+ (l-X) (zero retention surplusx,t), 

where X is the retention that will meet the targeted surplus. 

Solving for X, the retention formula beoomes 

targeted surplus x' t - zero retention surplus x, t 
X= I 

full retention s u r p l u s x ,  t - z e r o  r e t e n t i o n  s u r p l u s x ,  t 

with the constraints: 

I) targeted surplusx, t is between the retention extremes', 

2) resulting in 0% _< X _< 100%. 

ThiS makes retention a valuable tool in placing a policy. It can be 

used to precisely meet targeted surplus in a given year. To illustrate, 
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oonsider the ceding oompany's placement method decision set: the issue rating 

increase method and the reduced comaissions method. It will be shown that 

the comprcmdse goal's break even year, 20, .can be met by setting the targeted 

surplus45,20 to zero an(] solving for X. 

To begin, the zero and full retention surplus45,20 ira/st be found. For 

the issue rating increase method the male nonsmoker's zero and full retention 

per unit surplus45,20 are $1.85 and -$2.20 respectively. Solving for X: 

(0.00) - (1.85) 
X = = 45.68%. 

(-2.20) - (1.85) 

Using a retention of 45.68% in the asset share calculations produces $0.00 

per unit surplus45,20 . The following four pages illustrate the effectiveness 

of the retention tool. Figure 3.7a summarizes the results for each 

classification using the hypothetical offers. Figure 3.7b shows the yearly 

progression of per unit surplus for each classification. 

Applying the same formula under the reduced oo,~aissions method also gives 

$0.00 per unit surplus45,20 for each classification. These results are shown 

in figures 3.8a and b. 

It should be noted that it would not be realistic to retain 45.68% of 

the policy. The exact retention was used in the illustrations to show that 

the targeted surplus can precisely be met. Rc~dilg to the nearest 5%, or to 

the more profitable retention extreme oould be used instead. 

It should also be noted that the zero retention surplus will not always 

be the higher surplus of the retention extremes. If the aggressive placement 

method %~s chosen, it was most often the case that the full retention surplus 

was better. The conservative placement meth(x~ had scattered results. So it 

cannot be assumed that a particular retention extreme will always have better 

surplus. 

So no matter which method the ceding c(mpany decides to use, the 

retention tool can be used to meet surplus goals. 
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Figure 3.7a - IBsue rating ~ met~Jd 
Hypothetical plaoament uslng lowest issue rating that met cc~promise profit goals. 

CEDING (X~MPANY'S PROFIT UND~ HYPOFHEIqCAL ~ AT ZERO ~ C ~  

Actual Issue Reinsur- 
Rig 

Ma/eNonsmk 200% 

Male Smoker 200% 

Female Non 200% 

Female Smk 200% 

Rig ance Rig Reinsurer 

150% 175% E 

125% 150% D 

125% 150% A 

110% 125% A 

surplus45,20 pvprofprem45 tazgsurpROI45 

1.85 2.23% 8.84% 

1.38 0.41% 7.94% 

0.50 1.26% 8.53% 

0.08 0.76% 8.38% 

C~DING CQMPANY' S PROFIT AT FULL ~ION 

Actual iI6sue Reinsur- 
im~ m~e ~g Rei.surer 

Male Nonsmk 200% 150% N/A N/A 

Male Smoker 200% 125% N/A N/A 

Female Non 200% 125%! N/A N/A 
i 

Female Smk 200% 110% I N/A N/A 

surplbts45~20 pvprofprem45 ~ r g s ~ I  45 

-2.20 0.59% 7.39% 

-0.57 0.39% 7.60% 

-3.51 0.34% 7.25% 

-O.0~ 0.17% 7.27% 

C~I)]3~G COMPANY'S PROFIT AT SPEUIFI~D ~ION 

Actual Issue 
Rig ~g 

Male ~ 200% 150% 

Male S,DKe.ri 200% 125% 
! i 

Female Non 200% 125% 

Female Smk 200% 110% 

ReiDsur-, 
ance Rtg lReinsurer Retest/unsurplus45f20 

175% i E 45.68% O.(M) 
i 

150% D 70.77% O.00 

150% A 12.47% O.(X) 

125% ! A 2.86% 0.00 

pvprof prem4 5 targsurpROI45 

1.48% 8.23% 

0.39% 7.69% 

1.15% 8.36% 

0.74% 8.34% 
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Fiqure 3.7b - Issue rating increase method. Issue rating 
increased to break even before co~prcmise goal year at zero 
retention. Retention used to exactly break even in year 20. 

Parameters for asset share calculations 

sex: 
~oking ~at~: 

break even goal: 
reinsurer: 
retention: 

reinsurer rtg: 
issue rtg: 

actual rtg: 
std net prem: 
substd extra: 

pre/~l L~45,0 : 

policy year(t) 

male 
nonsmoker 

20 yrs 
E 

45.68% 
175% 
150% 
200% 

15.88 
1.43 

19.49 

male 
smoker 
2O yrs 

D 
70.77% 

150% 
125% 
200% 

22.23 
0.60 

25.61 

~e] 
nonsmoker 
2O yrs 

A! 
12.47% i 

150% 
125% ! 
200% 

13.08 
0.55 

15.39 

female 
smoker 
20 yrs 

A 
2.86% 
125% 
110% 
2OO% 

16.00 
0.33 

18.40 

Per unit surplus45ft 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

i0 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

-8.68 
-i0.08 
-11.07 
-11.29 
-11.30 
-11.17 
-11.07 
-10.95 
-10.69 
-10.19 
-9.22 
-8.26 
-7.30 
-6.32 
-5.33 
-4.32 
-3.29 
-2.22 
-1.13 

-9.72 
-10.31 
-10.69 
-10.27 
-9.68 
-9.37 
-9.17 
-8.61 
-8.06 
-7.52 
-6.45 
-5.47 
-4.57 
-3.75 
-3.00 
-2.36 
-1.73 
-1.12 
-0.54 

-6.51 -7.09 
-7.60 -7.77 
-8.22 -8.00 
-8.28 -7.66 
-8.22 -7.21 
-8.07 -6.96 
-7.89 -6.55 
-7.49 -6.15 
-7.13 -5.81 
-6.79 -5.50 
-6.07 -4.79 
-5.38 -4.12 
-4.69 -3.61 
-4.02 -3.04 
-3.36 -2.51 
-2.69 -2.00 
-2.01 -1.49 
-1.34 -I.00 
-0.67 -0.50 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3O 

pvprofprem45: 

targsurpRO145: 

0.00 
1.15 
2.31 
3.46 
4.60 
5.73 
6.78 
7.83 
8.92 

i0;01 
11.08 

0L00 
0.51 
0.97 
1.40 
1.78 
2.14 
2.49 
2.81 
3.11 
3.41 
3.69 

0.00 
0.69 
1.36 
2.03 
2.69 
3.34 
3.98 
4.63 
5.29 
5.99 
6.72 

0.00 
0.50 
0.99 
1.49 
1.97 
2.44 
2.90 
3.38 
3.89 
4.43 
5.02 

1.48% 0.39% 1.15% I 0.74% 

8.23% 7.69% 8.36% 8.34% 
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Figure 3.Sa - I ~ - ~  oummlssiu.s 

Hypothetical placement using lowest issue rating that met cc~prc~ise profit goals. 

CEDING OCI~ANY'S PROFIT U~)ER ~ C A L  ~ AT ZERO ~ O N  

Actual Issue Reinsur- 
Rig Rig ance RtgiReinsurer 

M~/e Nonsmk 200% 130% 175% E 

Male Smc~er 200% I 115% 150% D 

Female Non 200% 115% 150% A 

Female S~k 200% 110% 125% A 

surplus45,20 pvpr°fprem45 taZ~SLL"I~ROI 4 5 

1.58 1.76% 9.04% 

1.19 0.23% 7.90% 

0.57 : 1.03% 8.63% 

1.60 ! 1.14% 9.17% 

Male Nonsmk 

Male Smoker 

Female Non 

Female Sink 

CI~gING ~ANY'S PROFIT AT FULL ~ I O N  

AC~I Issue Reinsur- ! 
Rtg ance RtgiReinsurer surplus45r20 Im2pD 

200% 130% N/A N/A -2.47 

200% 115% N/A N/A -0.76 

200% 115% N/A N/A -3,44 

200% 110% N/A N/A -1.19 

Im2profprem451targs~I45 

0.03% I 7.15% 

0.20% 7.51% 

0.09% 7.16% 

0.55% 7.97% 

Male Nons~k 

Male Smoker 

Female Non 

Female Sink 

CIDING OOMPANY'S PROFIT AT SPBCIFIEI) ~ O N  

Actual Issue Reinsur- 
RUg Rig ~ Rig Reinsurer R~.i(~ 

200% 130% 175% E 39.01% 

200% 115% 150% D 61.03% 

200% 115% 150% A 14.21% 

200% 110% 125% A 57,35% 

~/rplus45 ~ 20 pvprofprem45 

O.00 1.09% 8.38% 

0.~) 0.21% 7.65% 

0.(M) 0.90% 8.41% 

0.00 0.80% 8.47% 
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Figure 3.8b - Reduced commissions method, base commissions 
only. Issue rating increased to break even before 
compromise goal year at zero retenti()n. Retention used to 
exactly break even in year 20. 

Parameters for asset share calculations 

sex: 
~oking sta~s: 

break even goal: 
reinsurer: 
retention: 

reinsurer rig: 
issue rtg: 

actual rtg: 
std net prem: 
substd extra: 

premtlum45,0: 

policy year(t) 

male 
nonsmoker 

20 yrs 
E 

39.01% 
175% 
130% 
200% 

15.88 
1.43 

19.49 

Per 

male 
smoker TM 

20 yrs 

150% I 
115% 
200% 

22.23 
0.60 

25.611 

female 
nonsmoker 
20 yrs 

A 
14.21% 

150% 
115% 
200% 

13.08 
0.55 

15.39 

female 
smoker 
20 yrs 

A 
57.35% 

125% 
110% 
2OO% 

16.00 
0.33 

18.40 

unit surplus45, t 

1 i -6.46 
2 -7.82 
3 -8.78 
4 -9.06 
5 -9.15 
6 -9.12 
7 -9.12 
8 -8.65 
9 -8.18 

i0 -7.77 
ii -6.95 
12 -6.18 
13 -5.43 
14 -4.68 
15 -3.94 
16 -3.18 
17 -2.42 
18 -1.63 
19 -0.82 

-8.80 
-9.35 
-9.71 
-9.30 
-8.73 
-8.45 
-8.02 
-7.46 
-6.94 
-6.44 
-5.45 
-4.55 
-3.75 
-3.03 
-2.38 
-i. 85 
-1.34 
-0.85 
-0.40 

-5.67 -6.77 
-6.73 -7.43 
-7.34 -7.65 
-7.43 -7.33 
-7.40 -6.94 
-7.29 -6.77 
-6.91 -6.42 
-6.51 -6.08 
-6.17 -5.78 
-5.85 -5.52 
-5.18 -4.86 
-4.55 -4.24 
-3.94 -3.71 
-3.35 -3.16 
-2.78 -2.64 
-2.21 -2.13 
-i. 65 -i. 61 
-i. 09 -i. 09 
-0.54 -0.55 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

pvpr°fprem45: 

targsur~145: 

0.00 
0.84 
1.67 
2.50 
3.31 
4.11 
4.82 
5.54 
6.29 
7.04 
7.75 

0.00 
0.36 
0.66 
0.92 
1.13 
1.32 
1.49 
1.63 
1.76 
1.86 
1.95 

0.00 
0.55 
1.09 
1.61 
2.12 
2.62 
3.10 
3.59 
4.08 
4 • 59 
5.13 

0.00 
O.55 
1.09 
1.64 
2.17 
2.70 
3.23 
3.76 
4.31 
4.87 
5.44 

1.09% 0.21% 0.90% 0.80% 

I I 
8.38% 7.65% 8.41%~ 8.47% 
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3.7 use of a camp~A~r [~ram 

Using the pricing algorithm and retention plaoem~nt tools can involve an 

overwhelming number of calculations. Tne complexity involved in both pricing 

and placing substandard/reinsured cases necessitates the use of a computer 

program. Such a program and its uses will be described in this section. 

The c(~puter program is simply a version of the asset share program used 

to price the product. ~ progr-~m should be dynamic in the sense that it 

a/lows various input p~z-ameters to be used in pricing and sensitivity 

testing. The input parameters for the program should be: 

• Classification: sex, smoking status, issue age, actual rating. 

• Placement tools: issue rating, reins~ rating, reinsurer. 

• Commissions. 

• Retention. 

Tables of each reinsurers' YRT rates must also be incorporated into the 

program. 

For Phase I, pricing the entire block without reinsurance, input the 

actual rating and 100% retention. Do this for all classifications being 

priced until the premit~ structure is finalized. 

For Phase II, pricing with reins~, oontinue to use the actual 

rating, but vary the retention as desired. Inlm/t the reinsurer's 

hypothetical offer, developed using equivalent rating tables. Apply the 

steps of the pricing algorithm, varying the issue and r e ~  ratings as 

needed. Do this for each reinsurer for the entire block until the cc~nission 

structure and the placement method are decided. Apply sensitivity testing by 

varying the reinsurer's hypothetical rating. This will indicate how close 

the hypothetical offers must be in order to ensure profitability. 
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For Phase III, actually placing individual cases after the product has 

been priced, this same program can be used. The following process should be 

used: 

i. During this phase, unlike when the product was being priced, the actual 

mortality is not assumed to be known. So as the reinsurers' offers come in, 

the rates at their offered ratings should be compared to the ceding company's 

rates. In doing this, make an educated guess as to what the expected 

mortality is. Use this in the asset share as the actual rating. 

2. Input each reinsurer's offered rating, and apply the placement method. If 

the issue rating increase method is being used, determine which reinsurer's 

offer requires the lowest issue rating to meet the profit goals. 

3. Using the reinsurer producing the best profit, calculate the retention 

extremes' surplus for the profit goal targeted year. Using the zero and full 

retention surpluses, solve for retention that will meet the profit goals, 

subject to the constraints. Input retention to verify results. 

There are three strong arguments for using the program to actually place 

individual policies: 

• ~he oc6t of creating the program wall oontinue to be recovered by using 

it after the original pricing is completed. 

• Profitability can be assured on every policy based on the pricing 

as~ions and offered ratings. 

• It will allow the ceding company to truly "shop" each policy. The few 

minutes it takes to pick the reinsurer, the issue rating, and the 

retention amount will cost much less than placing a policy unwisely. 
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3.8 ~lying the model soluti~ to ot/~r u~s of substandard reinmaran=e 

section discusses how the pricing algorithm can be used in other areas 

of the substandard reinsurance market. 

Same oc~panies prefer to do their own underwriting and issue on the 

basis of the "ceding ccmvpany rating". Any substar~ard reinsurance from 

these companies will usually be placed under a~tic reinsurance treaties. 

The pricing algorithm can be used for these autcmatic agreements as well. 

The autamatic YRT rates must be incorporated int~ the ~ program. 

Because it is treaty insurance, no facultative methods apply, so the 

algorithm is reduced to steps A, B, C, part of F, and G. 

A. Determine profit objectives and price the product without reinsurance to 

meet profit objectives. 

B. Draft a~tic treaties with each reinsurer and obtain the reinsurance 

rates, 

C. Develop rating equivalency tables for each classification. 

D. N/A. 

E. N/A. 

F. Tne issue rating and reinsurance rating are both set equal to the ceding 

cc~pany's underwritten rating. Tnis is really the "issue rating increase" 

method (step 3 of the oomprQmise placement algorithm) using the maximum 

rating possible (issue rating = reinsurance rating). Use the pricing program 

to d e ~  the profitability. A/so de~e profitability under the 

"reduced c~dssions" method (step 4 of cc~pr~mise algorithm). If 
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profitability cannot be attained go to step G. 

G. Go back to step B and renegotiate the all automatic treaties necessary. 

Another method used to reinsure difficult subst~3ndard cases is to place 

them facultatively under automatic agreements. To save on shopping expenses, 

some ceding cc~mm%ies are now submitting facultat/ve cases to automatic 

reinsurers before shopping among other outlets. So the shopping expense 

assumption in the program should be reduced appropriately. However, this is 

the same as shopping the ~ policy to one reinsurer, so the pricing 

algorithm still applies. 

Another method of transferring substandard risk, but seldcm used, is 

substandard ooinsurance. The ceding co~pany transfers the reserve to the 

reinsurer, is charged premiums, and is given expense allowances to help cover 

expenses and ccmnissions incurred (Tiller 70-73). The premiums are usually 

based on the gross premium c~ed to the policyholder (Tiller 73). ~he 

expense allowances are usually proportionate to the gross premium (which 

includes the substandard extra premium), such as 75% to 85% in the first year 

and 10% to 15% in renewal years (Tiller 75). The most oc~mon use of 

ooinsurance is for term products since they have little or no cash value 

and minimal investment risk (Tiller 77). Coinstn-aiK~ involves no YRT rates 

or shopping. The pricing consideratior~ for c o ~  are the allc~u~zes. 

A computer program similar to the one used for facultative shopping can be 

used to determine the profitability. To do so, use (I - allowanf~x,s) 

multiplied by the gross premiums as reinsurance premiums. This is a fairly 

straightforward process. 

So the model used to price substandard cases reinsured facultatively on 

a YRT basis can be used to analyze most any r e ~  agreement. 
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4. A R~K) PRICING ~ 

Section 3 illustrated a unit-based convergent traditional pricing algorithm 

that can be effectively used to price substandard/reinsurance. The process 

will now be taken to a macro level where ~ effects of particular 

decisions can be factored into pricing. ~nese effects can be analyzed by 

moving frcm a unit-based analysis to a project-based analysis which shows the 

expected profit on the entire substandard block. 

A project-based analysis will be demonstz~ted in this section using the 

macro pricing method as described by Shane Chalke 5. Any adjustments to the 

model, needed to aocount for ~/reinsurance considerations, will be 

substituted where appropriate. Tnese modifications are discussed below. 

4.1 ~ - ~ r ~ b ~ m = ~  ~ pricing ~msiU=oti~s 

Macro pricing analysis produces to a decision set of possible price 

structures. Normally, these price structures are a given range of prices, 

each with a sub-range of cc~nission scales. This range of price structures 

can be chosen by management provided that they meet profitability 

constraints. For substandard/reinsurance, the placement methods represent 

the price structures since the price levels are determined by the expected 

issue ratings under each placement method. Developing these expected issue 

ratings introduces some additional subjectivity over that of the traditional 

pricing model. 

The additional subjectivity inherent in macro pricing results from the 

added assumptions which are made for sales distribution among pricing 

classifications, sales patterns, and production volt~e. In addition, the 

reinsuranoe element of substardard/reinsurance macro pricing, requires 

assumptions for the expected issue ratings for each placement method. Tne 

5 For a detailed discussion on macro pricing, see Shane Chalke's study note 
Macro Pricinu: Toward a Comprehensive Product Development Process. 
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expected issue rating depends on the placement distribution among reinsurers, 

retention amount, and assumed reinsurance rating used under each placement 

method. Tnerefore, assumptions for these items ;a/st also be made. 

Along with the pricing structures, the macro pricing decision set 

usually includes a decision to not offer the product. Because substandard is 

a subset of the product, this decision cannot be included in the substandard/ 

reinsurance decision set. Hence, the objective of substandard/reinsurance 

macro pricing is to determine the impact of reinsurance. So the decision to 

not use reinsurance is used in lieu of the decision to not offer the product. 

In arriving at the decision set, substandard/reinsurance macro pricing 

emphasizes two decision points in addition to price and profitability - risk 

assessment and effective reinsuz-ance placement. This means that the 

underwriting department must now become involved because these issues are 

primarily their responsibility. These additional decision points could 

affect the convergence of the macro pricing algorithm which is dependent on 

marketing choosing a price/production pair which has acceptable projected 

profitability. Some definition regarding decision points should help resolve 

this potential problem. "Open" decision points are normally decided between 

actuarial and marketing and center around the premiu~ and oc~nission 

structures. Risk ~ e n t  and effective reinsurance placement are not open 

decision points, but are similar to profitability in that they become design 

constraints that determine which premium and commission ~ will be 

allowed as open decision points in the decision set. So in addition to 

profitability, a second overriding determinant is whether or not the price 

for a particular premium structure compensates the ocmpany for the risk 

involved. A ooordinated effort by actuarial and underwriting using 

sensitivity testing will allow management to determine which price structures 

will comprise the decision set from which marketing will choose. ~ne second 
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decision point, the effectiveness of reinsurance placement, also becomes a 

design oonstraint. This constraint set by underwriting and will remove any 

placement methods frc~ the decision set which would not be acceptable to 

participating reinsurers. So, althouc~ there are additional decision points 

to oonsider for substandard/reinsurance macro pricing, they are not open 

decision points, and therefore should not affect the algorithm's convergence. 

A final consideration for substandard/reinsurance macro pricing is its 

relationship to the product as a whole. A distinguishing feature of 

insurance is that it generally represents only a small portion of 

a prcx~uct's total block of business. However, substandard macro pricing 

results do affect the product's total profitability, both independently, as 

a stand-alone pricing subset, and interdependently, as it affects the 

portion. Because only the stand-alone substandard block will be 

considered here, it is important to note that included in the product's total 

profitability should be possible "crDss-over" effects that ~ /  

reinsurance decisions oould have on the standard portion of the block. An 

example of such an effect would be increased standard production due to 

utilizing aggressive substandard/reinsurance placement. This could occur for 

n~tlti-person cases such as employer-provided executive bonus or deferred 

~ t i o n  packages involving both substandard and standard employees. 

Depending on the ~ y ' s  target market, this effect can range anywhere from 

negligible to substantial. 

4.2  ~ ~ C l l  a~tWP..t~'~ 

A ocnplete macro pricing analysis would ultimately result in using a 

detailed model office projection with cells that vary by issue age, rating, 

sex, smoking status, price structure, and projected production volume. In 

keeping with the traditional algorithm's demonstration, this demonstration 

will macro price issue age 45, actual rating 200% and face amount $200,000. 
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~nese will be distributed by sex and smoking status for each price structure 

at various production levels. Tn/s will allow a more explicit demonstration. 

Assuming the average issue age is 45, the average z-ating is 200%, the average 

face amount is $200,000, and that the product has been balanced over these 

classifications, the results will also be realistic. However, it should be 

noted that the simplifying assumptions used here are for demonstration 

purposes only, and that an actual macro pricing process would cover a more 

extensive level of detail. 

Another simplifying assumption that must be made is that of retention. 

Although the amount of retention could vary significantly among placement 

methods, it will be assumed that on average, 50% of each policy will be 

retained within each placement method. 

The following section presents a step by step demonstration of the macro 

pricing algorithm. 

4 . 3  ~ C r l  of tl~ ~ pri~r~ al~-iti~m 

This section will demonstrate a step-wise progression through the macro 

pricing algorithm. ~wo demonstrations will be illustrated throughout the 

algorithm - one assuming this is a new product, and another assuming it is a 

replant product. ~e reason for demonstrating both a new and replacement 

product is that different decisions can result. For example, the 

administrative start-up costs associated with the new product for the 

compromise placement method may eliminate this as a possible decision. On 

the other hand, the replacement product's administrative start-up costs may 

be immaterial if the existing product already has a system set up to handle 

this placement metbfxL Other diff~ incltlde sales project/on patterns 

and the decision making process it.self, which are described below in their 

respective steps of the macro pricing algorithm for substandard/reinsurance. 
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i. Determine oc~mpetit~ve focus. The issue here is the ability to place 

cases withoc~ sacrificing risk and profitability. It can be 

assumed that the competitive focus will be that of a residual effect of the 

competitive focus of the product as a whole. So it will be assumed that 

substandard business mirrors standard sales, i.e. assume a proportionate 

amount of sales. 

2. Determine Darticttlar desiun constl-aints. External oonstraints limiting 

product design include administrative, marketing, actuarial, legal, and 

contractual. 

Reinsurance placement will require additional administrative capability, 

with the cc~rcmdse placement method needing the most and the aggressive 

plaoement method the least. The additional maintenance of appropriate 

r e ~  data for inclusion in company f~ial statements must also be 

considered. 

Reinsurance placement also means creating reinsurance treaties, which 

carries with them additional implications. Drafting of treaties requires 

input from the actuarial, legal and underwriting departments. The 

reinsurance treaties themselves may impose placement constraints such as not 

allowing the ceding company to increase the issue rating above that of the 

reinsurer' s rating. 

For a new product, there are usually more constraints than for a 

replaomment product. Totally new reinsurance treaties ~ be drafted. In 

addition, it is likely that an administrative system to handle reinsurance 

for the product does not yet exist. 

At this point, none of the decisions in the decision set have been 

elimir~ted. It will be assumed that constraints will not be considered until 

after each decision's projected financial impact has been demonstrated. 
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3. Develop retail price structure. ~ne retail price structures consist of 

using no reinsurance, the core placement methods, i.e. aggressive, 

oonservative, and initial ccmprrm/se, and the issue rating increase 

placement method. Cc~missions are not oonsidered in this step of the 

algorithm, so the reduced commissions plaoement method is not included as a 

retail price structure. From this point forward, the "initial" oca~x~mnise 

placement method will be referred to as just the ocmpromise place method. 

Given the knowledge of the previous sections of this paper, which 

demonstrate evidence of inverse unde/-writing by reinsurers B and C, a 

comprehensive decision set can be constructed. Tne retail price structures 

that will be used are listed below: 

I. aggressive placement method, 
2. aggressive placement method without reinsurers B and C included, 
3. compromise placement method, 
4. oompro~ise placement method without reinsurers B and C included, 
5. minimum issue rating increase placement method, 
6. maximum issue rating increase placement method, 
7. oonservative placement method, 
8. no reinsurance (no placement). 

Recall that the issue rating increase plaom~nt method determines the 

lowest possible issue rating necessary to be profitable subject to the 

maximum rating, which is the lesser of the ceding cumpany rating and the 

reinsurance rating. Since results are measured by profit as premium 

production increases, it is only fair to give a range of premiums offered by 

this plaoement method. The minimum will be quite ocmpetitive but relatively 

unprofitable as production increases. The maximum will be less cc~petitive 

but more profitable as production increases. Tn/s gives the company a more 

complete basis on which to base its decision. 

In price structures 2 and 4, by eliminating reinsurers B and C from the 

analysis, the aggressive and ccmprc~ise methods' profitability will be 

substantially enhanced. It gives the ceding company a means of analyzing the 

effectiveness of each placement method without inverse underwriting 

influencing the results. Also, by both including and excluding these two 
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reinsurers, the ceding company will have the opportunity to determine the 

actual impact of inverse under~iting. 

Although some of these decisions would generally be refinements, they 

are included now so that the algorithm has more potential to converge to an 

aoceptable decision the first time through. 

With the retail price structures defined, the premium levels of each 

structure must now be determined. Tn/s is dependent on the expected issue 

rating of each price structure. ~he expected issue rating, in turn, depends 

upon the definition of each retail price structure, i.e. placement method. 

The expected issue rating of the placement methods are determined using the 

ceding cc~pany rating and the reinsurers' ratings constructed using the 

equivalent rating tables. ~hese items were discussed earlier in the paper, 

but will be ~ized here for the male nonsmoker. ~ne equivalent ratings 

represent the reinsurers' expected offered ratings. For the male nonsmoker 

rated 200% by the ceding company, these are: 

Ceding Reinsurer Reinsurer Reinsurer Reinsurer Reinsurer 
Company A B C D E 

200% 150% 125% 125% 225% 175% 

Given these equiualent ratings, and the retail price structures, the expected 

issue ratings for each price structure would be defined as follows: 

~etail Price Structure Issue Ratina Definition Issue Ratinq 
aggressive min ( 150%, 125%, 125%, 225%175% ) 125% 
aggressive w/o B & C min(150%,225%175%) 150% 
ccmpr~raise ~in ( 150%, 125%, 125%, 225%175% ) 125% 
c~ise w/o B & C ~dn(150%,225%175%) 150% 
rain iss rtq increase minimum profitable rating 125% < rtg< 200% 
max iss rig increase rain(ceding co, reins rtg) 125% < rtg < 200% 
conservative ceding cc~y ratiDg 200% 
no reinsurance ceding company rating 200% 

Note that at this point, only a range of issue ratings can be given for the 

issue rating increase placement methods. ~h~s is because these ratings are 

determined on a case by case basis using the asset share program. ~his will 

be dete~ in a later step of the algorithm. For now, the range that is 
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given is sufficient, as these ratings are to be used for competitive 

comparisons. The range of the issue rating increase placement method's issue 

ratings is between the aggressive and no reinsurance issue ratings, so their 

relative competitiveness will be known. Tnis is true for all of the pricing 

classifications. 

4. Develop comoetitive co~L,~risons. Using the expected issue ratings from 

step 3, the resulting premium range of the price structures can be used to 

determine the competitiveness of the substandard premiums relative to peer 

compan/es in the industry. There will be substantially more work involved 

here if this is a new product. If an existing product is being replaced, 

maybe all that is needed is a comparison to the existing product premiums. 

5. Dete/mine unit-based marginal cost assumptions. Marginal costs are 

defined as expenses which cannot be eliminated by choosing any of the 

decisions in the decision set. Unit-based marginal oosts apply uniformly to 

individual policies and will not vary between the new and replacement 

products. ~hey include normal underwriting and issue oosts, mailing and 

printing costs, production oosts for the policy form and related documents, 

production costs for the policyholder's annual report, co, missions on the 

portion of the policy, billing and oollection costs, DAC tax, 

premium tax, reinsurnnce placement costs, reinsurance annual administrative 

costs, reinsurance premiums, and shopping costs. These costs are similar to 

those used in the traditional pricing model. One difference is that fixed 

costs are implicitly included in the traditional unit-based cost assumptions. 

So the first step here is to remove fixed costs from these ass~0tioDs to 

arrive at truly marginal assumptions. 

Typical of traditional un/t-based pricing, fixed oosts are spread over 

the thousands of insur-dnce in force, premium in force, and number of policies 
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in force. This is usually done by charging an average per thousand, percent 

of premium, and per policy amount to each policy. These averages are arrived 

at by taking the total amo~mt of fixed costs incurred or expected to be 

incurred, and allocating it to each of the three categories. 

T~ere are two types of fixed oosts which are charged to policies: 

recurring overhead, and project-based costs. In section 3, the traditional 

pricing method included recurring overhead costs with variable unit-based 

cost assu~cions for the percent of premi~n and per policy oosts. Only the 

variable amount of these annual policy charges are unit-based marginal costs. 

Because the fixed amount of these oosts represents a general overhead charge 

which cannot be eliminated using any of the decisions in the decision set, 

they are non-marginal and are not included in the macro pricing analysis. So 

the fixed recurring overhead costs must be removed from the per policy and 

percent of premi~ traditional unit-based costs to arrive at marginal unit- 

based costs. Asmm~ 2% of the annual percent of premium represents the 

recurring overhead charge. Also assume $30 and $15 represent the recurring 

overhead per policy charges for the first and re2wawal years respectively. 

Tnese amounts must then be subtracted from the traditional unit-based oost 

~ o ~  ~ in  al~-~Ltx 1. 

Project-based costs, which are generally start-up in nature, were 

included in the traditional first year per thousand charge. For pricing, 

this amount is based on the expected, rather than actual amount of project- 

based cost, since the amount is unknown ~til the project is c~mpleted. 

Unlike recurring overhead costs, this amount can vary substantially among the 

decisions in the decision set and therefore is a marginal expense. However, 

it is not a unit-based marginal expense as implied by its name, and therefore 

is not addressed in this step of the algorithm. (Step 9 covers non-unit 

based marginal oost assumptions. ) For now, the amount of traditional 

project-based cost must be removed fram the traditional first year per 
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thousand charge to arrive at a unit-based marginal per thousand cc6t. Recall 

that the traditional first year per thousand expense ~s $I.I0. Assume that 

the marginal costs are only $0.60 of $I.i0 and the remaining $0.50 represents 

project-based costs. Then only $0.60 will be used in the unit-based marginal 

cost assumptions. 

~ne unit-based marginal costs now consist of only those costs which can 

vary by production amount. Tne resulting unit-based marginal profit 

represents a gross profit which is used to cover project-based oosts and 

overhead. Any remaining profit is the actual net profit of the product. 

Tn/s illustrates a major difference between cost assumptions of macro and 

traditional pricing. Macro pricing focuses on the use of explicit 

assumptions, rather than a ~  to implicitly spread fixed co6ts among 

policies. 

Unlike traditional pricing, macro pricing also explicitly recognizes the 

unit-based marginal cost ~ o n s  that will vary among the price 

structures. Included are reinsurance placement o0sts, reinsurance annual 

administration oosts, and shopping costs. The traditional pricing model 

applied the same reinsurance cost assumptions to each placement method when 

in reality, these costs will vary. 

The macro pricing assumptions for reinsuranoe placement costs, 

reinsurance annual administration costs, and shopping ocsts are shown on an 

expected average per case basis in figure 4 .I. Note that the issue rating 

increase placement method has significantly higher placement oost assLm~tions 

due to the additional effort involved. The conservative and co~rcmdse 

placement methods require more placeme2~ effort than the aggressive placement 

method due to the additional rate analysis. Tne annual reinsurance 

administration oost is reduced when the aggressive placement method is used 

since only one rating is used in annual processing; the other methods require 

separate issue and reinsurance ratings to be maintained and used in annual 
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processing. Shopping costa will be lowest using the aggressive placement 

method since it is expected that this placement method will result in the 

highest amount of placement. These costs will increase with other the 

placement methods and are the highest under the oonservative placement method 

because of the expected decreased placement. The costs shown in figure 4.1 

represent additional per policy expenses. All of these costs are added to 

the marginal first year per policy oost, and the annual reinsurance 

administration costs are also added to the marginal renewal year per policy 

oosts. 

Fiqur~ 4.1 Unit bssed ~ ~ cost ~ c r ~  

Placement Annual rein Shopping 
Price Structure costs admincosts costs 

aggressive $25 $5 $15 

oo~promise $40 $10 $20 

issue rating increase $70 $I0 $20 

oonservative $40 $i0 $30 

no reinsurance $0 $0 $0 

Costs which cannot be shown explicitly but can vary significantly by 

placement method are the reinsurance premiums, which also affect the net 

premium and DAC tax amounts. The reinsurance premiums are dependent upon the 

reinsurer being used. As shown in sections 2 and 3, determining which 

reinsurer has the lowest reinsuranoe premiums is not straight forward since 

inverse underwriting might be taking place. The equivalent rating tables 

developed in section 3 must be used to determine which reinsurers, and at 

what offers, the business will be placed within each pricing structure. 

(This is demonstrated in step 7. ) 

6. Develop wholesale price structures. ~%olesale price structures are 

determined by assuming different levels of co~missions for each of the retail 
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price structures. For demonstration purposes, only two levels will be 

considered: pay full cc~missions on the substandard extra premium, or pay no 

ooRnissions on the substandard extra premium. (Recall that full agent 

oommissions are 50% of first year premium and 4% of renewal premium with 

equal overrides for the general agent. ) ~ classes of wholesale price 

structures result, a full and zero c~ions class, each containing the 

eight retail price structures, for a total of 16 wholesale price structures. 

At this point it is necessary to define some terminology. In section 3, 

paying no co~ssions on the substandard extra premium for the issue rating 

increase placement method was called the "reduced oo~ssions placement 

method". For sn/bstandard/reinsurance macro pricing, it is more appropriate 

to term this structure the "zero cc~ssions issue rating increase wholesale 

price structure". This will allow both of the wholesale price structure 

classes to use the retail price structure names. 

7. Balance products over various usages. With the price structures and unit- 

based costs defined, this step now balances the unit profitability over 

various usages of the substandard block. Oc~nents of each of the price 

structures are altered to arrive at c ~ l e  unit profitability by issue 

age, rating, sex, smoking status, policy size, and premium pa~. ~'ne goal 

here is to refine each price s ~ e  into stand-alone workable designs. As 

mentioned earlier, the distribution will be only by sex and smoking class. 

The number of rating classifications wottld normally include a range of 

expected ratings separated into credibly sized representative cells such as 

(100%-150%],(150%- 200%],(200%-250%], (250%-300%] ar~ over 300%. For 

simplicity, it was assumed that all insureds have an actual rating of 200%. 

As mentioned earlier, it is also assumed that all policies have a face amount 

of $200,000. 

Before balancing the unit profitability, the expected issue rating for 
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the issue rating increase method ~st first be determined. ThiS was not done 

for this placement method earlier in the development of the retail price 

~ e s  for two reasons: the issue rating increase method requires profit 

analysis in determining the issue rating, and it was not necessary at that 

time since the rarge of premdt~s given by the other price structures included 

the issue rating increase method's p06sible premium levels. Also, because 

the minimum issue rating increase method uses the lowest profitable issue 

rating, determir/r~ the expected issue rating for this method is a balancing 

process in ~tself, making it appropriate to defer it until this step of the 

algorithm. The maximum issue rating increase method's issue rating mere]y 

serves as an upper bound for the issue rating under this placement method. 

As with the other placement methods, the derivation of the male nonsmoker 

expected issue rating will be illustrated as an example. 

Using the traditional asset share unit-based calculations with the 

marginal oost ~ o n s  developed in step 5, the lowest profitable issue 

rating using each reinsurer can be determined. These represent the minimum 

issue rating increase method's expected issue ratings and are shown below for 

bDth the full and zero ccmlnissions wholesale price structures. The highest 

allowable issue rating is the minimum of the ceding company's rating (200%) 

or the reinsurer's rating, and represents the ~ premium structure for 

this placement method. TD/s issue rating does not vary between the full and 

zero commissions wholesale price structure. 

Price Reinsurer Reinsurer Reinsurer iReinsurer Reinsurer 
Structure Commissions A B I C D E 

I 

, ~ R ~  1~,n 135% 155~ { 170~ 140% 12s% 

,.~i.,=R~ ~ 125~ 140% i 150~ ! 130% ~i 120~ 

t N Rtg Both 150% 125% 125% 200% 175% 

In determining the overall expected issue z-ating for the male nonsmoker, 

distribution assumptions among the reinsurers must be made. Because the 
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minimum issue rat/rig necessary to be profitable exceeded the maximum 

allowable issue rating for both reinsurers B and C, no placement will take 

place with them for this placement method under either of the wholesale price 

sti-dctures. Based on the remaining reinsurer's allowable issue ratings, a 

distribution of 35% to reinsurer A, 25% to reinsurer D, and 40% to reinsurer 

E is assumed for both of the rain/mum ~holesale price structures; and a 

dist.ri~xlt/on of 60% to reinsurer A, 10% to reinsurer D, and 30% to reinsurer 

E is assumed for both of the maximum wholesale price ~tl-uctures. The male 

nonsmoker's expected issue ratings for the issue rating increase placement 

method can now be determined. For the full cc~nissions minimum issue rating 

increase placement method, the expected issue rating is: 

(issue rating using reinsurer A) x (expected placement with reinsurer A) 
+ (issue rating using reinsurer B) x (expected placement with reinsurer B) 
+ (issue rating using reinsurer C) x (expected placement with reinsurer C) 
+ (issue rating using reinsurer D) x (expected placement with reinsurer D) 
+ (issue rating using reinsurer E) x (expected placement with reinsurer E) 
= (135%) x (35%) 
+ (155%) x (o%) 
+ (170%) X (0%) 
+ (140%) X ('25%) 
+ (125%) x (40%) 
= 132.25% 

similarly, the resulting expected issue ratings for the zero commissions 

minimum issue rating and both maximum wholesale issue rating increase 

placement methods are 124.25% and 163.50% respectively. 

Note that the ~ issue rating increase placement method has an 

issue rating that varies betweem the full and zero oommissions 

wholesale price ~ e s .  This is a variation to the price s ~ e s  

described in Shane (31alke's study note. Tnis variation could not be avoided 

due to the nature of this placement method. Because the zero ocm~issions 

wholesale structure results in a different price level than the full 

commissions structure, it could have been classified as a retail price 

structure. But this would then violate the definition of a retail price 

structure sinoe, as mentioned in the retail price ~ e  step, commissions 
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are not considered. Therefore, it is more appropriate to classify it as a 

wholesale price structure. Even though th/s naming variation exists, it will 

Fi.cJux'e 4 . 2 . 1 ~  issue ra t ings  f a r  the ,dx:xlesa].e lX~Oe ~U'uct:xzz'z~ 

FUll ommdssions on substandazd extra premium 

nonsmokMaleer Male Female Female 
Price Structure smoker nonsmoker smoker 

i 

aggressive I 125% 100% 100% 100% 
| 

c~m~se I 125% 100% 100% 100% 
J 

min iss rtg increase I 132% 114% 110% 100% 

aggressive w/o B & C 150% 150% 150% 125% 

ocm~sromisew/o B & C 150% 150% 150% 125% 

iss rtg increase 164% 153% i 163% 138% 

conservative 200% 200% 200% 200% 

no reinsurance i 200% 200% 200% 200% 

Zero oommissions on substandard extra premium 

! Male Male Female Female 
Price Structure ] nonsmoker smoker nonmmoker smoker 

aggressive i 125% 100% 100% 100% 
I 

compromise i 125% 100% 100% 100% 
I , 

min iss rtg increase 124% 109% 108% 100% 

aggressive w/o B & C 150% 150% 150% 125% 

c~uisew/o B & C 150% 150% 150% 125% 

max iss rtg increase 164% 153% 163% 138% 

conservative 200% 200% 200% 200% 

no reinsurance 200% 200% 200% 200% 

* This expected issue rating is the same as the full oommissions 
wholesale structure's because it cannot be red~ lower than 
the already standard (100%) issue rating achieved under the full 
co~ssions wholesale s ~ e .  

not affect the ultimate decision that is made. The expected issue ratings 

for the male nonsmoker under each placement method have now been determined. 
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Applying the same methodology to the other three classifications 

completes the derivation of the expected issue ratings. Tne expected issue 

ratings for all of the wholesale price structures are shown in figure 4.2. 

The price structures are given in order of increasing expected issue rating, 

henoe, increasing premium level. 

In the derivation of the expected issue ratings for the issue rating 

increase plaomnent method, reinsurance distrJ/m3tion ~ions bad to be 

made. These assumptions must now be made for the other placement methods in 

order for the unit-based marginal profit to be analyzed for each price 

structure. The resulting reinsurance placement distribution assumptions for 

the male nonsmoker are shown in figure 4.3 with the reasoning for each given 

below. 

Figure 4.3 ~ ~ pl~-~t di~L~on 

Retail ReinsurerReinsurerReinsurerReinsurerReinsurer 
Price Structure A B C D E 

aggressive 0% 50% 50% 0% 0% 

aggressive w/o B & C 100% I n/a n/a 0% 0% 
! 

compromise 0% i 0% 0% 0% 100% 

compromise w/o B & C 0% i n/a n/a 0% 100% 

conservative 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

mi~ iss rt~ iDcrease 35% 0% 0% 25% 40% 

max iss rtg increase 60% 0% 0% 10% 30% 

no reinsuranoe n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Tne first item to note is that these distributions apply to both the 

full and zero commission wholesale structures under each placement method. 

From figure 4.3, it can be seen that under the aggressive placement method, 

all of the business will be placed with reinsurers B and C simply because 

they always offer the lowest rating. ~en reinsurers B and C are not 

included in the aggressive placement methc~, reinsurer A would then have the 
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lowest rating and receive the business. 

~be ccmpmsmise placement method places the case with the reinsurer with 

the lowest rates. This w~s determined to be reinsurer E in section 3. So, 

as shown in figure 4.3, the compromise placement method places the business 

with reinsurer E for the male nonsmoker. 

Like the c~rcmise method, the oonse.rvat/ve method places the case with 

the reinsurer with the lowest rates (reinsurer E). 

As was shown above, the issue rating increase placement method allows 

placement with all feasible reinsurers. %~ne placement distribution was 

spread among the reinsurers based on the resulting issue rating necessary to 

meet the targeted profitability using each reinsurers rates at their offered 

ratings. 

With the reins~ distribution assumptions defined, the unit-based 

profitability for each classification under each placement method can now be 

determined. The present value of marginal profit will be the decision 

%-ariable for the macro pricing model. To calculate this amount for each 

price structure based on premi~ production projections, the present value of 

profit over the present value of premium (pvprofprem) is needed. Since it 

will be the only profit measure emphasized in the macro pricing analysis, the 

target stL~plus used in section 3 (3% of reserve plus $0.50 per thousand of 

net amount at risk) will also be included in pvprofprem. Using the 

r e ~  placement distribution in figure 4.3, pvprofprems, c for each 

classification within each price structure can be calculated with the 

following formula: 

pvprofprems, c = Z (pvprofits,c,r) (dist%s,c,r), 
r 

where pvprofits,c, r is the traditional present value of marginal per unit 

profit calculation for each price structure (s), classification (c), and 

reinsurer (r). The variable dist%s,c, r is the percentage of expected 

placement with each reinsurer for each price structure's distribution as 
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sh~4n for the male nonsmoker in figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.4 shows the resulting present value of marginal per unit profit 

for each cell. These are given for the two wholesale price structures in 

order of increasing premium level. 

Figure 4.4 Present value of marshal per unit pmsfit 

Full ocnmissions on ~ extra premium 

Price Structure 

aggressive 

compromise 

rain iss rtg increase 

aggressive w/o B & C 

compromise w/o B & C 

max iss rtg increase 

Male 
nODS~Klker 

Male 
smoker 

Female 
nonsmoker 

Female 
smoker 

-0.72% -0.57% -0.85% -2.42% 

0.71% 0.41% 0.22% 1.99% [ 
0.37% 0.50% [ 0.12% 0.55% 

2.99% 3.76% 5.48% 3.88% 

3.34% ! 3.76% 5.01% 3.47% 
I 

3.43% 3.13% 5.13% 3.52% 

conservative I 7.53% 6.25% 8.48% 7.87 % 
I 

no reinsurance 7.87% 7.22% 9.41% 8.75% 

Zero commissions on ~ extra premium 

Male Male Female : Female 
Price Structure nonsmoker smoker nonmnoker smoker 

aggressive 0.06% -0.57%* -0.85%* -2.42%* 

~c~aise 1.96% 0.41% 0.22% .I 1.99% 

min iss rtg increase 0.66% 0.41% 0.38% 0.55% 

aggressive w/o B & C 5.25% 5.18% 7.54% 4.73% 

i 
ccmp1~nise w/o B & C 5.60% 5.18% 7.07% 4.32% 

i~ iss rtg ~ease 6.11% 4.63% 8.01% 4.77% 
I 

I conservative Ii. 42% 8.79% 12.05% I0.41% 

[ no r e ~  11.75% 9.78% 12.97% 11.59% 

* The profit for the zero commissions is the same as the full 
cc~mission's because the expected issue rating is 
(100%), so there is no substandard extra premium on which to 
vary co~dssions. 
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In balancing the substandard/reinsurance pricing, the goal is to have 

oc~parable unit profitability across classifications within each price 

structure. For the ceding company, the major balance focus is on the no- 

reinsurance price structure since all of its parameters are within the 

control of the o0~pany. Figure 4.3 shows that the per unit profit for this 

price ~ is consistent among classes, so the balance is at an 

acceptable level. 

On a relative basis, all of the other price structures produce rather 

oo~sistent profitability among classes. Figure 4.4 shows that, with the 

except/on of the minimum issue rating increase method, there is an increasing 

progression of profitability as the premium level increases, qT~is is an 

expected result. It will then be assumed that no further balancing is 

necessary. This assumption is also based on the fact that "fine tuning" is 

only done once a price structure has been decided upon, and is a final step 

of the algorithm. 

Finally, it should be noted that these marginal per unit profit results 

apply to both the new and replacement products. The algorithm can now 

proceed to step 8. 

8. Determine profile of the anticipated book of business. This step develops 

ass~ons eoncerning the distribution of the substandard business among 

classes as well as the Dattez~ (not amount) of production over time. 

The distribution among underwriting classes can be more objectively 

estimated when an existing ~ is being replaced by studying the existing 

product's distribution. More subjectivity is introduced when projecting the 

distribution for a new product. Factors to be considered are geogra~lic 

location of the target market, epidemics suc~ as AIDS, and other items 

affecting the anticipated growth in the size of the substandard market. 

The premium distrib_~ion among sex and smoking classes for both the new 
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product and replacement product illustrations will be assumed to be identical 

and will be as follows: 

male female 

nonsmoker 50% 25% 

smoker 15% 10% 

It will be assumed that the ceding company expects the product life to 

be three years. For the new product, introductory factors such as sales 

force education must be considered in developing the pattern. This can 

result in a slow first year and a booming second year as the field becomes 

more familiar with the product. Using year 1 sales as a base, the pattern of 

anticipated substandard production for the new product will be as follows: 

Year i: 1.00; 

Year 2: 2.00 of year 1 volume; 

Year 3: 1.50 of year 2 volume. 

For the replacement product, an i/m~diate increase in production can be 

expected since a replacement is usually perceived as an enhancement. This 

increasing sales pattern is likely to carry over into the second year and 

taper off in the third year. Using the current sales volume on the existing 

product as the base, the pattern of anticipated substandard production for 

the replacement product is assumed to be: 

Year I: 1.25 of current volume; 

Year 2: 1.50 of year 1 volume; 

Year 3: 1.25 of year 2 volt, he. 

9. Determine non-unit based maruinal cost ~ o r ~ .  ~nese cost 

assumptions include project-based expenses which can be eliminated through 

the choice of at least one of the elements of the decision set. For 

substandard/reins~, these are the start-up costs associated with each 
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placement methc~. As mentioned in step 5, $0.50 of the $I.i0 traditional 

first year per thousand cost assumption was used to implicitly spread this 

oost. The traditional pricing method assumed the same amount for each 

placement method where, as will be shown below, this amount will vary among 

placement methods, and each plao~nent method's start-up cost will be 

separately and explicitly eor~idered in the macro pricing method. 

Marginal start-up costs for reinsurance placement methods include the 

drafting of reinsurance agreements and the cost of implementing the 

administration system. ~ese can vary significantly between the new product 

and the replacement product depending on whether the existing product has an 

administration system in place that can be used for the reinsurance placement 

method being oonsidered. 

Figure 4.5 shows the assumed start-up oosts for both products under each 

price structure. 

Figure 4.5 Nun-m~t hssed ~ start-up osst 
~wtt~ 

New Replacement 
Price Structure ! product product 

aggressive $I00,000 $0 

ccmprcmdse $145,000 $45,000 

issue r~ting increase $175,000 $75,000 

aggressive w/o B $ C $i00,000 $0 
m 

cQmpromisew/o B $ C $145,000 $45,000 

conservative $i00,000 $0 
i 

I no reinsurance $0 $0 

AS expected, the new product's start-up costs are higher than the 

replacement product's oosts. ~he numbers in the table are based on the 

following assumptions: 

i. ~ new product's oost of drafting reinsurance agreements is $50,000. 

2. For the replacement product, the existing product already has an 
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administrative system that can handle the aggressive and 

cor~ervative placement methods, so the administrative developmental 

costs are $0. 

3. The new product's marginal administrative developmental cost is 

$50,000 for the aggressive and conservative placement methods. 

4. For both products, the additional administrative developmental 

costs for the cc~rcmise and issue rating increase placement 

methods is $25,000. 

5. For both products, the developmental oost of the computer program 

to be used to determine pla~t parameters for the issue rating 

increase placement method is $50,000. 

6. For both products, the developmental oost of the computer program 

to be used to determine placement parameters for the compromise 

placement method is $20,000. 

i0. Develop model office projections. Given the project-based marginal costs, 

model office projections can now be developed for each price structure for a 

range of production scenarios. Outlined below is the development of the 

formula leading to the project-based marginal present value of profit that 

will be used in the decision process. 

~qe results frown step 7 are the starting point of the project-based 

model office. ~ne first step is to move to an analysis based on profit per 

dollar of premium paid. The measure pvprofprems, c can be interpreted as 

meaning that $i of annual pr~um translates to a present value of profit 

equal to pvprofprems, c * ax:3-~ ~ne life annuity due (~x:3-~) is taken over 

the pricing horizon (30 years) and decr~aented by mortality based on the 

actual rating (200%), lapses, and the after-tax present value rate of 5.28%. 
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~his value will vary by classification. 

for eachclass are: 

For issue age 45, the life annuities 

male nonsmoker: 7.20, 
male smoker: 7.06, 
fe~,ale nonsmoker: 7.31, 
feRale smoker: 7.24. 

so, for example, assume pvprofprems, c is 10% for a price structure for the 

male nonsmoker. For every $i of annual premix, the expected present value 

of profit is 10% x 7.20 = $0.72. ~ne resulting formula for present value of 

profit per dollar of premium paid is then: 

pvpr°fpez$1pre~ns,c = pvpr°fprems,c * ax:3~" 

The next step is to determine the present value of marginal profit per 

dollar of premium paid for each price structure across classifications using 

the distribution assumptions (dist%c) developed in step 8: 

pvprofper$1prem s = Z (pvprofper$1prems,c) (dist% c) 
c 

Since the product life is expected to be three years, the production 

pat-tern developed in step 8 must be applied to the first year's projected 

premium production amount. The result will be three present values of 

profit, one beginning in issue year I, the next in issue year 2, and the last 

in issue year 3. The sum of these three values is then the present value of 

expected unit based marginal profit per dollar of annual premium: 

iy 
p~nitprofper$1prem s = (pvprofper$lprems) • (i + 9iy) -(iy-l) ~ (patternt) , 

iy t=l 

pattern t is the pattern of premi~ production for issue years t = i, 2, 

and 3 developed in step 8, and Jiy is the after-tax present value rate for 

each issue year (iy). A constant after-tax rate of 5.28% is assumed for each 

issue year. 

In order to arrive at an actual dollar amount of expected present value 

of profit, the first year premium production must simply be ~valtiplied by 

pvunitprDfper$1prem s. qhis now results in the total expected present value 

of profit before project-based oosts. Because the project-based marginal 
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costs are start-up costs (occur at t=0), they are simply subtracted from the 

total expected unit based marginal profit to arrive at the present ualue of 

project based marginal profit for the prioe ~cture (pvprojectprofs). The 

resulting forra/la is as follows: 

pvprojectprof s = (pvunitprofpez$1prems) (prem~;Dlume s) - projo0Sts, 

where premvolume s is the projected first year premium production for the 

price structure (s) and projcost s is the price structure's start-up costs. 

Figure 4.6 on the following page shows pvunitprofpez$1prem s for each 

price structure for both the new and replacement products under the two 

wholesale price s~es. As expected, the profit increases as the issue 

ratings increase, with the exception being the issue rating increase 

placement method. For the minimum issue rating increase method, the slight 

increase in the issue rating over that of the compromise method is offset by 

the additional placement oosts, making profitability slightly less. This is 

also true of the full cc~ssions maximum issue rating increase method, but 

to a lesser extent. 

With the expected present values of unit profit per dollar of premium 

developed, the model office projections can now be constructed for various 

production amounts. 

The issue rating for each placement method shown in figure 4.6 is the 

aggregate expected issue rating among pricing classifications. It was 

determined using the premium distribution percentages among sex and s~oki~ 

classes as weights within each price structure. ~hese ratings now give 

marketing the ability to project production on a relative basis, since they 

already know the competitiveness of the 200% substandard premium. 

Assume that the marketing department does not expect to sell more than 

$i million dollars of s u b ~  premium. So, project-based model office 

projections between $0 and $i million of premium production need to be 

developed. The resulting pvprojectprof s is shown in appendix 5 under both 
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~holesale price structures for the new product, and in appendix 6 for the 

replacement product. These appendices show the expected present values of 

project-based profit as production increases from $0 to $i million for each 

price structure, and are based on the formulas developed above. The analysis 

of these results is discussed in steps Ii and 12 below. 

Figure 4.6 Pr-~__'-It waltle of ~ unit based ~ufit 

Full ccsnissions on substandard extra premium 

New IReplacement 
Price Structure Issue rating product I product 

aggressive 113% -36.30% ] -33.31% 

oompromise 113% 27.10% 24.87% 

min iss rtg increase 121% 13.89% 12.75% 

aggressive %//0 B & C 148% 154.56% 141.86% 

~ s e  w/o B & C 148% 155.15% 142.40% 

max iss rtg increase 159% 154.71% 141.99% 

no reinsurunce 200% 307.91% 282.60% 

oonservative 200% 333.63% 306.21% 

Zero commissions on substandard extra premi~ 

New Replacement 
Price Structure Issue rat/rig product 

aggressive 113% -20.75% -19.05% 

oumprcmdse 113% 52.32% 48.02% 

min iss rtg increase 116% 21.91% 20.11% 

aggressive w/o B & C 148% 233.16% 214.00% 

co~prcmisew/o B & C 148% 233.75% 214.54% 

max iss rtg increase 159% 252.24% 231.51% 

no reinsurance 200% i 448.39% 411.53% 

conservative 200% 475.14% 436.09% 
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ii. Assemble the price/production ~ph. From the model office projections 

just developed in step I0, price/production graphs can be assembled for the 

two wholesale price structures under the new product and replacement product. 

Figure 4.7 on the following page shows the price/production graphs for 

the new product. The price structures are represented by the x-ax/s and are 

shown in order of increasing issue rating. At this point, all 16 price 

structures make up the decision set for the new product. Not surprisingly, 

since the aggressive placement method has negative expected profits per 

dollar of premium paid (shown in figure 4.6), the higher the premium 

production, the more money the ceding company loses. On the other hand, it 

appears that there is potential for substantial profit with several of the 

other price structures under both wholesale structures, beginning with the 

aggressive placement method without reinsurers B and C, and moving up to the 

no-reinsurance method. 

The price/production graphs for the replacement product are shown in 

figure 4.8. Tne profit potential for each price structure is similar to 

that of the new product's. Tn/s is because the only differences between the 

replacement product and the new product are the start-up costs and premium 

production pattern assumptions. The sharply increasing premium pattern 

between years i and 2 for the new product make it appear that the new product 

has more profit potential. This premium pattern is dependent on the first 

year level of production, huwever, ar~ it is unlikely that the first year 

premium production will be as large as the replacement product's first year 

production. Also, more sales are required to o v ~  the new product's 

start-up costs because they are larger than the replacement product's costs. 

~his could be significant for smaller companies. 

The graphs developed in step ii ere then presented in the marketing/ 

actuarial/underwriting/management decision meeting, which is the next step 

of the algorithm. 
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4.7 Na~ [zcx:]uct p L - J . c e / p c ~ o n  ~ L . a ~  

Full Commissions Wholesale Price Structure 

2 

1 

0 

-1 o 

Prof i t  ( M i l l i o n s )  

100 ]rO0 30~' qOQ $00 I 0 0  TO0 0@0 

Premium Production (Thousands) 

1.000 

Placement M~,lhnd (1~,: Rtn) 

[":1 NO Reinsurance (200%) 

• Conservative (200%) 

• Max Iss Rtg Incr(159%) 

• Compt w/o B&C (148%) 

• Aggress w/o B&C (148%) 

I Min iss Rig Incr(121%) 

[~] Compromise (113%) 

I Aggressive (113%) 

Zero Commissions Wholesale Price Structure 

Prof i t  ( M i l l i o n s )  

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

-1o , .  , .  . .  , .  ,o~ ,oo , .  . ~  ,oo 

Premium Production (Thousands) 

t .~I<H) 

Placemen! Method (Iss Rtg) 

F]No Reinsurance (20Q% 

Em Conservative (200%) 

I IMax  Iss Rtg Incr(159%) 

• Compr wlo B&C (148%) 

• Aggress w/o B&C (148%) 

I M i n  Iss Rig Incr(116%) 

I~l Compromise (113%) 

• AggressNe (I 13%) 
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l~cjuz, e 4.8 P,T,I~-,,¢¢ i . - ~ ' s  price/pL-r~,~P_.io, qz'ap~ 

Full C o m m i s s i o n s  W h o l e s a l e  Pr ice S t ruc tu re  

Profit (Thousands) 
Placement Method (Iss Rtg) 

No Reinsurance (200%) 

• Conservative (200%) 

• Max lee Rtg Incr(159%) 

• Compr wlo B&C (14~%) 

• Aggtess wlo B&C (146%) 

• Mtn Iss Rtg Inct(121%) 

~ l  Comprom ise (113%) 

I Aggressive (113%) 

Premium Production (Thousands) 

Ze ro  C o m m i s s i o n s  W h o l e s a l e  Pr ice S t ruc tu re  

Profit (Millions) 

-11 I00 ~Q 300 40Q SO0 eGO ~'GO 11.00 

Premium Production (Thousands) 

1.000 

Placement Method (Iss Rtcj) 

[ ] N o  Reinsurance (200%) 

BB Conservative (200%) 

• MIX Iss Rtg Incr(159%) 

• Cortr lpr w / o  B&C (1 4 8 % )  

• Aggress wlo S&C (148%} 

• Min lee Rtg Incr(116%) 

[ ]  Compromise (113%) 

BE Aggressive (113%) 
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12. Marketing/actuarial/hiDderwriting/management decision Ineeting. 7he 

decision sets for the new and replacement products must now be narrowed to 

ortly those decisions that have potential for profit. 7TLis will eliminate 

price structures that exhibited negative profit in the price/production 

graphs and also price structures with design constraints which inhibit their 

potential performance. 

Alth~ the oonservative plaees~nt method exhibited high profit per 

dollar of pre~um, the t~iting depar~t is a/~ sure to place design 

constraints on it due to its potential ~ive effect on reinsurance 

relationships. So, the conserarative pla~t method will not be included in 

either product's decision set. 

For the new product, both wholesale structures under the aggressive 

placement method are eliminated due to negative profits. With the new 

product's decision set narrow~d, marketing must now specify equal effort 

price/production pairs. 7~ese pairs represent the amount of production that 

marketing feels can be achieved with an equal amotznt of effort under each 

price structure. ~ssume marketing specifies the equal effort price/ 

production pairs for the remaining price structures shown in figure 4.9 on 

the following page. ]also shown are the ac~ying e x ~  profits for 

each pri~/production pair. These profit ar~m~nts are higb/ighted in apper~lix 

5 and represent the amount of expected profit, given marketing,s production 

projection for each prioe structure. 

From these price/production pairs, the aggressive and ecm~oromise methods 

~rithout incl,~ng reinsurers B and C, will result in the highest expected 

profit. 7~ results dem~z~strate the effect that inverse underwriting has 

on these two placement methods. 7~e methods produce the worst profit with 

reinsurers B and C included, but produce the best profit among the remaining 

reinsurance plac~mnent methods when reinsurers B and C are excluded. If the 

ceding company chooses the aggressive or compromise method without including 
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reinsurers B and C, it should consider terminating relations with these two 

reinsurers or renegotiating the reinsurance rates. If the latter option is 

chosen, additional analysis would be required. 

Figure 4.9 New ~d~L't's equal effort ~riOB/l~]t~1~ic~l pairs 

Projected 
Price Structure C~missions Issue rating Production Profit 

~ s e  i Full 113% I 750,000 58,215 

cc~romise Zero 113% ! 700,000 221,267 

rain iss z~ increase 

rain iss rig increase 

aggressive w/o B & C 

aggressive w/o B & C 

c ~ s e  w/o B & C 

cc~promise w/o B & C 

max iss rig increase 

max iss rtg increase 

no reinsurance 

no reinsurance 

Zero 

Full 

Full 

Zero 

Full 

Zero 

Full 

Zero 

Full 

Zero 

116% 

121% 

148% 

148% 

148%" 

148% 

159% 

159% 

200% 

200% 

700,000 

650,000 

400,000 

300,000 

400,000 

300,000 

300,000 

200,000 

150,000 

50,000 

-21,618 

-84,724 

518,258 

599,493 

475,596 

556,246 

289,119 

329,489 

500,447 

237,571 

Figure 4.9 also illustrates that insufficient sales will be generated 

under either of the wholesale minimum issue rating increase placement methods 

to be profitable. Their maximum premitau oounterparts would be profitable, 

but not enough to make them a choice based on expected profits. The full 

oQmmissions n o - r e ~  price ~ e  exhibits high expected profits, 

but probably not enou~ to oomperugate for the additicnal risk involved 

(discussed below). 

For the replacement product, both wholesale structures under the 

aggressive placement method are eliminated due to negative profits. ~nis 

results in the same decision set as that of the new product. 

However, the replacement product's decision process is different from 
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that of the new product's. In deciding on a price structure here, management 

~ust set a ~ acceptable profit level first. From this level, the 

minimum amount of production neoessary under each prioe structure can be 

determined. Then marketing can chcose the price/production pair it feels can 

most easily be met. 

Asstm~ management sets the minimum acceptable profit level at $500,000. 

The resulting minimum production amounts for the remaining price structures 

in the decision set are shown in figure 4.10 bel~. These numbers are also 

highlighted in appendix 6 and were determined by setting pvprojectprof s 

equal to $500,000, and solving for premvolume s using the formula given for 

pvprojectprof s in step I0. 

Figure 4.10 ] ~  product's ~ ]x','~x-C..iQn to l:¢,~n~ 
$500,000 of ~it 

Price Structure 

co~or~ se 

co~oro~tise 

rain iss rt~ increase 

rain iss rtg increase 

aggressive w/o B & C 

aggressive w/o B & C 

oo~mom/se w/o B & C 

~m~oromisew/o B & C 

m~x iss z~ ~ 

~ax iss rtg incr~ 

no reinsurance 

no reinsurance 

Co~ssions 

Fu/I 

Zero 

Zero 

Full 

Full 

Zero 

Full 

Zero 

Full 

Zero 

Full 

Zero 

Issue rating 

113% 

113% 

116% 

121% 

148% 

148% 

148% 

148% 

159% 

159% 

200% 

200% 

Production 

2,191,544 

1,134,869 

2,859,181 

4,510,842 

352,459 

233,645 

382,734 

254,037 

404,957 

248,368 

163,287 

114,656 

From these m/n/mum ~ o n  amounts, marketing can immed/ately dismiss 

the oompromise and ~ issue rating increase placement methods because 

their required production exceeds the ~ potential sales of $i million. 
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M~rketincj must now decide which of the remaining production amounts can most 

easily be met given the corresponding price structures. 

Tne remaining price structures az~ all potent/al candidates. ~hich 

~ e  is chosen depends on company philosophy. A oeding oompany which 

prefers the ease of the aggressive and cc~orc~ise placement methods may 

choose one of these if marketing feels the required production can be met. 

~he small amount of production necessary when no reinsurance is used may 

appeal to other cc~panies. However, two other items must be considered 

before making the decision. Tnese are discussed below. 

Figure 4. i0 shows the no-reinsurance price structure requires the least 

amount of product/on. Two factors, however, may deem this price structure an 

unacceptable choice. The first is that it has by far the highest issue 

rating, which may be unacceptable to marketing. The second is the company's 

policy concerning the additional risk involved when no reinsurance is used. 

Ceding companies generally feel that reinsurance is a necessity for 

substandard risks. 

Management should also consider the equity provided by the zero 

commissions issue rating increase placement method (demonstrated in section 

3 ). It must be remembered that this placement method has a range of possible 

issue ratings (hence, premiums) that are profitable, since the maximum 

premium requires a relatively low amount of production compared to the 

remaining price structures, a lower issue rating could be used and still meet 

the minimum acceptable profit level with an increase in production. This 

makes this placement method very attractive. If marketing feels that the 

effort required to meet the production for this price structure is not 

substantially more than any of the other price structures, this placement 

method could be appealing to management, based on its profit equity among 

classifications. 
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13. Final ste~s. With the price structure decision made, the product design 

is now refined to achieve a more precise balance. To do so, the pricing 

actuary mere closely analyzes the price structure. After this is complete, 

the final product detail and filing materials are developed. 

It may be that additional analysis is needed. If, for instance, the 

company chose to renegot/ate reinsurance agreements with reinsurers B and C, 

additional analysis would then be needed. ~e pricing actuary would 

substitute the new reinsurunoe rates into the placement structures and 

reconstruc~ the price/production graphs. ~he process would then continue 

with step 12. 

This analysis made simplifying assumptions which allowed for an explicit 

illustrat/on. These included the use of an average issue age, average face 

amotmt, and average rating. In reality, distribution assumptions should be 

made for each of these. Tnis will uncover cells that are particularly 

unprofitable or overly sensitive to certain pricing assumptions and will 

possibly lead to a more oonclusive analysis. 

A "cross-over" analysis may also be performed if the con~oany feels that 

its substandard price structure will significantly affect the performance of 

the standard portion of the product. 

4.4 (3umc/~siun 

The macro pricing algorithm indeed oonverged on decision sets for both 

products that included acceptable decisions. ~he new product's best decision 

was either the aggressive or u~,~r~mise placement methods without including 

reinsurers B and C. ~ replacement product had several possible choices 

that could be chosen depending on company ~hilosophy, but the most equitable 

decision would be the zero c~,i,dssions issue rating increase placement 

method. 

It is important to note that these results are very similar to those of 
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the traditional pricing algorithm. In fact, if the decision to not include 

reinsurers B and C in the aggressive and oumpromise placement methods were 

not used, the acceptable decisions would have been the same as those of the 

trad/tional pricing algorithm. 
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In the last few years, the substandard reinsurance market, primarily the 

facultative market, has "tightened up" with respect to underwriting and 

price. Reinsurers are now more profit-oriented than in the 70"s and 80"s, a 

time when they were trying to increase their market share. 

In response to the tightened market, ceding companies have sought ways 

to reduoe their reinm/z-ance oosts. The prominent method used for placing 

substandard business is to implement a facultative shopping program. Under 

this method, the ceding ccmpany tries to place a case, using reinsurance, at 

the most co, repetitive rating. 

Caution shoud be exercised, however, when placing reinsurance based on 

the lowest rating. Some reinsurers may offer oc~petitively low ratings while 

charging higher underlying mortality rates, qhese higher mortality rates can 

significantly impact the profitability of substandard business. 

In determining how to place substandard business with a reinsurer, the 

company shottld analyze each reinsurer's rates, qhis should be done during 

the pricing process when a placement method is being established, as well as 

after pricing is completed when individual cases are being placed. 

The actuarial department can provide valuable profit analysis for the 

different prioe/rating methods used by each of the reinsurers. Such analysis 

can be obtained through a unit-based traditiona/ pricing algorithm, a 

project-based macro pricing algorithm, or both. ~he ceding company can then 

use these analyses to choose the plac~m~_nt method most suitable to its needs. 
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6. SSGG~PI(]RS P~R Pt~ S~]DY 

~his paper demons~ted the i~ct of r e i ~  on statutory earnings of a 

part/cipating whole life product using a traditional and mcro ~Ddel. It 

focused on substandard reinsurance, but both models cr)uld easily be mcddfied 

to analyze the i~ct of standard reinsuranoe as well. 

~he i~ct of reinsurance on different product lines could also be 

studied. Products to consider might be individual disability insurance using 

excess share coinsuran~ or YRT reinsul-ance, individual annuity insurance 

using coinsurance or modified coinsurance, or nonparticipating life insurance 

using various methods of reinstucance. 

Both n~els developed in this paper were used to analyze t/-aditional 

proportional reinsurance that is placed on a case by case basis. ~he 

traditional model is flexible enough, however, to handle the above 

reinsurance arrangements as well as quota share and group reinsul-ance. With 

the appropriate changes, the ~xlel could be also used to analyze 

nonproportional reinsurance arrangements. These analyses could then be taken 

to the macro level to examine their project based profitability. 

GAAP reserves could be incorporated into the model to determine the 

i~ct on Managem~-nt Based Financial earnings. ~his gives the actuary 

another way to analyze profit. 

A crucial element to the success of any reinsurance agreement is 

pr<x~ucing ~Kx~el office projections and monitoring the program to determine 

whether the projections are being ~t. ~he models could be us~ to produoe 

this projection. %~nen experience s*~es, perhaps annually, can be conducted 

to c ~ e  actual results 11o ex~. A case study cottld be illt~tl-ated. 

So, although this paper concentrated on analyzing facultative 

reinsurunce, the models e~loyed in these analyses could be used in a wide 

range of applications. 
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Append ix  1 

Full Retention, Male Nonsmoker Age 45 

CONSTANT VARIABLES 

Variable Value Variable 

taxrate . : 34% DBx,t: 
interest r~f~: 8.00% expth°Ux 1 

pv rate: 5.28% expthou . '. 
avgsiZex: 200 expd~&~ 

std net prem: 15.88 explapse t 
substd extra: 4.46 expdiv t 
% prem load: 10.00% issue rtg 
policy fee: 50 reinsurer: 

premrate . : 22.60 reinsurer rtg: 
• x,t 

premlum45 n 22.85 retention: 
prem tax raf~ 2.50% actual rtg: 

DECREMENTS AND DISCOUNTING 
Standard extra 
mortality mortality 

rate rate qdx, t qWx~t Px+t 

Value 

i000.00 
i.i0 
0.00 

225.00 
4.00 
5.00 
200% 
N/A 
N/A 

100% 
200% 

Ix, ~ Dt 

0 O. 
1 0 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
8 0 
9 O. 

I0 O. 
Ii O. 
12 O. 
13 0. 
14 0. 
15 0. 
16 0. 
17 0. 
18 0. 
19 O. 
20 0. 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 

00062 0.00101 0.00163 
00090 0.00144 0.00234 
00121 0.00192 0.00312 
00143 0.00227 0.00370 
00162 0.00256 0.00418 
00179 0.00283 0.00462 
00194 0.00308 0.00502 
00210 0.00334 0.00544 
00230 0.00367 0.00597 
00255 0.00408 0.00663 
00294 0.00470 0.00764 
00339 0.00542 0.00881 
00390 0.00624 0.01014 
00449 0.00719 0.01168 
00517 0.00827 0.01344 
00595 0.00952 0.01547 
00672 0.01047 0.01719 
00758 0.01151 0.01909 
00852 0.01262 0.02114 
00956 0.01381 0.02337 
01073 0.01511 0.02585 
01202 0.01653 0.02855 
01348 0.01809 0.03157 
01511 0.01980 0.03491 
01664 0.02152 0.03815 
01831 0.02336 0.04167 
02011 0.02540 0.04551 
02204 0.02755 0.04959 
02413 0 . 0 2 9 8 5  0.05398 
02641 0.03233 0.05874 

n/a n/a n/a 

15.00% 
12.50% 
10.00% 
9.0O% 
8.OO% 
7.OO% 
5.OO% 
5.OO% 
5.00% 
5.00% 
5.OO% 
5.OO% 
5.00% 
5.OO% 
5.OO% 
5.00% 
5.00% 
5.00% 
5.00% 
5.00% 
5.OO% 
5.00% 
5.00% 
5 OO% 
5 OO% 
5 OO% 
5 00% 
5 00% 
5 00% 
5 OO% 

n/a 

0.848 
0.872 
0. 896 
0. 906 
0.915 
0.915 
0.944 
0.944 
0.944 
0.943 
0.942 
0.941 
0.939 
0.938 
0.936 
0.934 
0.932 
0.930 
0.928 
0.926 
0.924 
0.921 
0.918 
0.915 
0.911 
0.908 
0.904 
0.900 
0.896 
0.891 

0.85 
0.74 
0.66 
0.60 
0.55 
0.51 
0.48 
0.46 
0.43 
0.41 
0.38 
0.36 
0 . 3 4  
0 . 3 2  
0.30 
0.28 
0.26 
0.24 
0.22 
0.21 
0.19 
0.18 
0.16 
0.15 
0.14 
0.12 
0.11 
0.i0 
0.09 
0.08 

0 950 
0 902 
0 857 
0 814 
0 773 
0 734 
0 698 
0 663 
0. 629 
0.598 
0.568 
0.539 
0.512 
0.487 
0.462 
0.439 
0.417 
0.396 
0. 376 
0.357 
0 339 
0 322 
0 306 
0 291 
0 276 
0 262 
0 249 
0 237 
0 225 
0 214 
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Appendix i 

Full Retention, 

EXPENSES, CASH 

t premiUmx~t expp°lx t exppremxct 

0 22.85 
1 19.39 200 1.260 
2 16.92 25 0.188 
3 15.17 25 0.188 
4 13.75 25 0.138 
5 12.59 25 0.138 
6 11.65 25 0.138 
7 Ii.01 25 0.138 
8 10.40 25 0.138 
9 9.82 25 0.138 

i0 9.26 25 0.138 
ii 8.73 25 0.055 
12 8.22 25 0.055 
13 7.72 25 0.055 
14 7.25 25 0.055 
15 6.79 25 0.055 
16 6.34 25 0.055 
17 5.92 25 0.055 
18 5.51 25 0.055 
19 5.12 25 0.055 
20 4.74 25 0.055 
21 4.38 25 0.055 
22 4.04 25 0.055 
23 3.71 25 0.055 
24 3.39 25 0.055 
25 3.09 25 0.055 
26 2.81 25 0.055 
27 2.54 25 0.055 
28 2.29 25 0.055 
29 2.05 25 0.055 
30 n/a 25 0.055 

Male Nonsmoker Age 45 

VALUES AND DIVIDENDS 

begeXPxr ~ endexPx~ ~ 

31.46 0.028 
4,24 0.023 
3.70 0.020 
2 56 0.018 
2 32 0.016 
2 12 0.014 
1 96 0.013 
1 86 0.012 
i 75 0.012 
I 65 0.011 
0 79 0.010 
0 75 0.010 
0.70 0.009 
0.66 0.009 
0.62 0.008 
0.58 0.008 
0.54 O.OO7 
0.51 0.007 
0.47 0.006 
0.44 0.006 
0.41 0.005 
0 . 3 7  0 . 0 0 5  
0 . 3 5  0 . 0 0 4  
0 . 3 2  0 . 0 0 4  
0.29 0.004 
0.26 0.003 
0.24 0.003 
0.22 0.003 
0.20 0.002 
0.18 0.002 

CVx,t.._ dividendx,t 

0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
9.47 0.09 

22.78 0.23 
36.60 0.37 
50.98 0.51 
65.87 0.66 
81.27 1.63 
97.18 2.64 

113.56 3.56 
130.40 4.34 
147.71 5.01 
165.48 5.60 
183 74 6.10 
202 45 6.60 
22i 59 7.18 
241 15 7.75 
261 05 8 33 
281 25 8 93 
301 68 9 57 
322 30 I0 27 
343 i0 ii 08 
364 07 II 94 
385.23 12 83 
406.55 13 79 
427.97 16 53 
449.05 16 19 
470.28 17.00 
491.19 18.30 
511.65 19.67 
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Appendix 1 

Full Retention, Male Nonsmoker Age 45 

DEATH EXPENSES, POLICY BENIFITS, 

t dthexPx,t deathbenxrt 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

I0 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

0 0018 
0 0022 
0 0026 
0 0028 
0 0028 
0 0029 
0 0029 
0 0029 
0 0031 
0 0032 
0 0035 
0 0038 
0 0041 
0 0044 
0 0048 
0 0052 
0.0054 
0.0056 
0.0057 
0 0059 
0 0060 
0 0062 
0 0063 
0 0064 
0 0064 
0 0063 
0.0063 
0.0062 
0.0061 
0.0059 

TOTAL EXPENSES, AND INVESTMENT INCOME 

polbenxtt, expenSextt, invinCx, t 

1.64 1.64 31.49 -0.75 
2.00 2.00 4.26 0.51 
2.33 3.10 3.72 1.26 
2.47 3.98 2.58 1.99 
2.53 4.51 2.34 2.60 
2.56 4.81 2.14 3.17 
2.57 4.59 1.98 3.70 
2.63 5.37 1.87 4.26 
2.73 6.14 1.77 4.78 
2.86 6.82 1.67 5.24 
3.11 7.50 0.81 5.72 
3.38 8.10 0.76 6.13 
3.66 8.63 0.72 6.49 
3.96 9.10 0.67 6.80 
4.28 9.55 0.63 7.06 
4.61 i0.00 0.59 7.28 
4.78 10.24 0.55 7.46 
4.96 i0.45 0.52 7.60 
5. Ii i0.60 0.48 7.72 
5.24 10.71 0.45 7.80 
5.37 I0.79 0.42 7.84 
5.48 I0.84 0.39 7.86 
5 . 59 l0 . 84 0 . 36 7 . 85 
5 . 67 I0 • 81 0 . 33 7 . 82 
5.67 i0.66 0.30 7.77 
5.65 i0.69 0.27 7.70 
5.60 10.26 0.25 7.60 
5.52 9.93 0.23 7.51 
5.41 9.60 0.20 7.41 
5.28 9.23 0.18 7.31 
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Appendix i 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

iO 
Ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3O 

Full Retention, Male Nonsmoker Age 45 

STATUTORY RESERVES, FEDERALLY PRESCRIBED RESERVES, TAX RESERVES 

Substd Substd 
Standard extra Total Standard extra Total 

fpVx,t fpVxrt - fpVx,t Vx,t Vx,t Vxft taxVx,t 

0 00 
8 74 

17 97 
27 70 
3? 96 
48 78 
60.16 
72.07 
84.54 
97.54 

111.09 
125.17 
139.82 
155.07 
170.88 
187.26 
204.20 
221.65 
239.56 
257.87 
276.55 
295.60 
315.01 
334.82 
355.01 
375.50 
395.84 
416.56 
437.15 
457.46 

0.00 
3.18 
6.44 
9.77 

13.13 
16 50 
19 90 
23 31 
26 74 
30 16 
33 58 
36 90 
40 09 
43 14 
46 04 
48 87 
51 62 
54 26 
56 75 
59 06 
61 16 
63 05 
64 76 
66 29 
67 74 
69 16 
7O 53 
71 75 
72 81 
73 55 

0.00 0.00 2 
11.92 13.95 6 
24.40 28.37 9 
37.47 43.27 12 
51.09 58.65 15 
65.29 74.53 17 
80.06 90.88 20 
95.39 107.69 23 

111.28 124.94 26 
127.71 142.60 29 
144.67 160.65 31 
162.07 179.09 34 
179.91 197.93 36 
198.21 217.16 38 
216.93 236.75 40 
236.14 256.68 42 
255.82 276.93 44 
275.91 297.43 46 
296.31 318.13 47 
316.93 338.95 48 
337.71 359.86 49 
358.65 380.86 50 
379.77 401.93 51 
401.11 423.07 52 
422.74 444.28 52 
444.66 465.47 53 
466.36 486.24 53 
488.31 507.07 53 
509.95 527.50 54 
531.00 547.41 54 

o 
.99 2.99 0.00 
• 01 19.96 11.92 
.04 37.41 24.40 
• 06 55.33 37.47 

05 73.70 51.09 
98 92.51 65.29 
87 111.75 80.06 
70 131.39 95.39 
48 151.41 Ili.28 
18 171.78 127.71 
81 192.47 144.67 
30 213.39 162.O7 
62 234.55 179.91 
77 255.93 198.21 
75 277.50 216.93 
62 299.30 236.14 
37 321.30 255.82 
O0 343.43 275.91 
47 365.59 296.31 
76 387.71 316.93 
86 409.72 337.71 
78 431.64 358.65 
53 453.45 379.77 
14 475.21 401.11 
67 496.95 422.74 
17 518.64 444.66 
62 539.87 466.36 
96 561.02 488.31 
16 581.66 509.95 
14 601.55 531.32 
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Appendix 1 

Full Retention, Male Nonsmoker Age 45 

TAXES, ASSETS, LIABILITIES, SURPLUS 

change in 

L ~axliabxr~ DACtaXx,~ taxlncx,~ taXx, t 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

i0 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2O 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

0.00 
8.83 
7.38 
6.34 
5.61 
5.14 
5.29 
4.84 
4.40 
3.95 
3.50 
3.01 
2.52 
2.05 
1.57 
I .II 
0.69 
0.27 

-0.16 
-0.59 
- 1  O0 
-I 39 
-i 74 
-2 06 
-2 32 
-2 55 
-2 81 
-2 97 
-3 14 
-3 27 

1.672 
1.242 
0.912 
0,654 
0.434 
0.243 
0.077 

-0.059 
-0.189 
-0.311 
-0.340 
-0.288 
-0.253 
-0.228 
-0.211 
-0.199 
-0.191 
-0.184 
-0.177 
-0.170 
-0.163 
-0.157 
-0.150 
-0.144 
-0.138 
-0.132 
-0.126 
-0.120 
-0.114 
-0.108 

-9.37 
6.04 
4.89 
4.91 
4 . 3 3  
3.92 
3.58 
3.13 
2.69 
2.31 
2.84 
2.70 
2.58 
2.46 
2.34 
2 . 1 6  
2.12 
2 10 
2 13 
2 17 
2 22 
2 25 
2 28 
2 31 
2 38 
2 24 
2 58 
2 74 
2.92 
3.10 

* assetSx t .- '  liab. t'i and surplus x • 
is per dnlt I n  ~6rce at the end 65 

assetSx t ASx,t liabx t surplusx t 
_ _ _  f _  - , , 

0 0 0 
-3.18 -7.85 -9.26 2.54 -10.39 
2.06 3.72 5.02 14.78 -11.06 
1.66 13.42 20.20 24.84 -11.42 
1.67 22.35 37.13 33.30 -10.95 
1.47 30.38 55.12 40.62 -10.24 
1.33 37.86 74.24 47.18 -9.32 
1.22 45.44 94.28 53.86 -8.42 
1.07 52.40 115.11 59.81 -7.41 
0.91 58.77 136.74 65.07 -6.30 
0.79 64.55 159.23 69.64 -5.09 
0.97 70.27 183.92 73.53 -3.26 
0.92 75.35 209.54 76.73 -1.39 
0.88 79.83 236.2] 79.26 0.56 
0.84 83.73 264.05 81.16 2.58 
0.80 87.06 293.14 82.41 4.65 
0.74 89.80 323.56 83.07 6.73 

.0.72 92.08 355.68 83.18 8.90 
0.71 93.92 389.70 82.77 11.15 
0.72 95,34 425.87 81.84 13.49 
0.74 96.35 464.47 80.43 15.92 
0.75 96.97 505.83 78.55 18.42 
0.77 97.23 550.41 76.25 20.98 
0.78 97.14 598.77 73.57 23.58 
0.79 96.75 651.68 70.55 26.20 
0.81 96.14 710.16 67.28 28.86 
0.76 95.20 774.20 63.78 31.42 
0.88 94.22 847.14 60.05 34.18 
0.93 93.18 930.43 56.18 36.99 
0.99 92.08 1026.12 52.19 39.88 
1.05 90.96 1137,42 48.11 42.86 

are per unit issued. AS 
the year. x,t 
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t 

Full Retention, Male Nonsmoker Age 45 

GAIN AND PROFIT 

gainx, t profitx,t_ pvprofitx_ pvprem x 

0 
1 -10.39 -10.39 
2 -0.67 -0.12 
3 -0.36 0.22 
4 0.47 1.07 
5 0.71 1.29 
6 0.92 1.46 
7 0.90 1.39 
8 1.01 1.46 
9 i. Ii 1.50 

i0 1.22 1.55 
ii 1.82 2.09 
12 1.88 2.05 
13 1.95 2.02 
14 2.01 1.98 
15 2.07 1.93 
16 2.09 1.84 
17 2.17 1.81 
18 2.25 1.78 
19 2.34 1.75 
20 2.43 1.72 
21 2.50 1.66 
22 2.56 1.58 
23 2.59 1.49 
24 2.62 1.38 
25 2.66 1.28 
26 2.56 1.04 
27 2.75 1.09 
28 2.82 1.01 
29 2.89 0.93 
30 2.97 0.87 

-9.87 22 85 
-9.98 44 56 
-9.79 62 05 
-8.91 76 54 
-7.92 88 90 
-6.84 99 53 
-5.88 108 78 
-4.91 116 91 
-3.97 124 20 
-3.04 130 75 
-1.85 136 62 
-0.75 141 88 
0.29 146 59 
1.25 150 80 
2.15 154 55 
2.96 157 90 
3.71 160 88 
4.42 163 53 
5.08 165 87 
5.69 167 94 
6.25 169 77 
6.76 171 38 
7.22 172 79 
7.62 174 03 
7.97 175 ii 
8.25 176 04 
8.52 176 86 
8.76 177 56 
8.97 178 16 
9.15 178.67 

pvprofprem45 

n 

i0 -2.33% 
15 1.39% 
20 3.39% 
25 4.55% 
30 5.12% 
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Full Retention, Male Nonsmoker Age 45 

TARGET SURPLUS RETRUN ON INVESTMENT 

~_ surplusx,t gainx~ t _ Pr°fitx~t_ pvprofit x pvprem x targsurpROI45 

0 
1 -10.98 -10.39 -10.39 -9.87 22.85 12.28% 
2 -11.57 -0.67 -0.09 -9.95 44.56 
3 -12.25 -0.36 0.25 -9.74 62.05 
4 -12.05 0.47 1.12 -8.83 76.54 
5 -11.57 0.71 1.35 -7.78 88.90 
6 -10.85 0.92 1.53 -6.66 99.53 
7 -10.13 0.90 1.47 -5.64 108.78 
8 -9.31 i.O1 1.55 -4.61 116.91 
9 -8.37 I.II 1.60 -3.60 124.20 

I0 -7.68 1.22 1.66 -2.61 130.75 
II -6.31 1.82 2.23 -1.35 136.62 
12 -4.81 1.88 2.21 -0.15 141.88 
13 -3.17 1.95 2.20 0.97 146.59 
14 -1.40 2.01 2.18 2.03 150.80 
15 0.49 2.07 2.14 3.03 154.55 
16 2.45 2.09 2.06 3.93 157.90 
17 4.54 2.17 2.04 4.78 160.88 
18 6.76 2.25 2.01 5.58 163.53 
19 9.12 2.34 1.98 6.32 165.87 
20 11.60 2.43 1.95 7.02 ]67.94 
21 14.19 2.50 1.89 7.66 169.77 
22 16.86 2.56 1.81 8.24 171.38 
23 19.60 2.59 1.70 8.77 172.79 
24 22.39 2.62 1.59 9.23 174.o3 
25 25.24 2.66 1.48 9.64 175.11 
26 28.00 2.56 1.23 9.96 176.04 
27 30.96 2.75 1.27 10.28 176.86 
28 34.00 2.82 1.18 10.56 177.56 
29 37.12 2.89 1.09 10.80 178.16 
30 40.32 2.97 1.01 11.02 178.67 

* Target surplus is 3% of reserves held plus 50~ per thousand of net 
amount at risk, where net amount st risk is death benefit less cash 
value. (Note that using cash value rather than reserve results in a 
more conservative net amount at risk.) 
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Aggressive Placement Method, Male Nonsmoker Age 45 

CONSTANT VARIABLES 

Variable Value Variable Value 

taxrate x -: 34% DBx t: i000.00 
interest ra£~: 8.00% expthoux'l: I.I0 

pv rate: 5.28% expthou -'- : 0.00 
avgsize : 200 expd~&~: 225.00 

std net pre~: 15.88 explapsee: 4.00 
substd extra: 1.20 expdiv~: 5.00 
% prem load: 10.00% issue rtg: 125% 
policy fee: 50 reinsurer: C 

premratex,t: 18.98 reinsurer rtg: 125% 
premlum4~ O: 19.23 retention: 0% 

prem tax r~fe: 2.50% actual rtg: 200% 

DECREMENTS AND DISCOUNTING 
Standard extra 
mortality mortality 

rate rate qdx, t qWx,t Px+t Ix,t D t 

0 0.00062 
1 0.00090 
2 0.00121 
3 0.00143 
4 0.00162 
5 0.00179 
6 0.00194 
7 0.00210 
8 0.00230 
9 0.00255 

i0 0.00294 
ii 0.00339 
12 0.00390 
13 0.00449 
14 0.00517 
15 0.00595 
16 0.00672 
17 0.00758 
18 0.00852 
19 0.00956 
20 0.01073 
21 0.01202 
22 0.01348 
23 0.01511 
24 0.01664 
25 0.01831 
26 0.02011 
27 0.02204 
28 0.02413 
29 0.02641 
30 n/a 

0.00101 
0.00144 
0.00192 
0 00227 
0 00256 
0 00283 
0 00308 
0 00334 
0 00367 
0 00408 
0 00470 
0 00542 
0 00624 
0 00719 
0 00827 
0 00952 
0 01047 
0 01151 
0.01262 
0 01381 
0 01511 
0 01653 
0 01809 
0 01980 
0 02152 
0 02336 
0 02540 
0 02755 
0 02985 
0 03233 

n/a 

0.00163 15.00% 
0.00234 12.50% 
0.00312 10.00% 
0.00370 9.00% 
0.00418 8.00% 
0.00462 7.00% 
0.00502 5.00% 
0.00544 5.00% 
0.00597 5.00% 
0.00663 5.00% 
0.00764 5.00% 
0.00881 5.00% 
0.01014 5.00% 
0.01168 5.00% 
0.01344 5.00% 
0.01547 5.00% 
0.01719 5.00% 
0.01909 5.00% 
0.02114 5.00% 
0.02337 5.00% 
0.02585 5.00% 
0.02855 5.00% 
0.03157 5.00% 
0.03491 5.00% 
0.03815 5.00% 
0.04167 5.00% 
0.04551 5.00% 
0.04959 5.00% 
0.05398 5.00% 
0.05874 5.00% 

n/a n/a 

0 848 
0 872 
0 896 
0 906 
0 915 
0 915 
0 944 
0 944 
0 944 
0 943 
0 942 
0 941 
0 939 
0.938 
0.936 
0.934 
0.932 
0.930 
0.928 
0.926 
0.924 
0.921 
0.918 
0.915 
0.911 
0.908 
0.904 
0.900 
0.896 
0.891 

0.85 
0.74 
0.66 
0.60 
0.55 
0.51 
0.48 
0.46 
0.43 
0.41 
0.38 
0.36 
0.34 
0.32 
0.30 
0.28 
0.26 
0.24 
0.22 
0.21 
0.19 
0.18 
0.16 
0.15 
0.14 
0.12 
0.ii 
0 . i 0  
0.09 
0.08 

0 950 
0 902 
0 857 
0 814 
0 773 
0 734 
0 698 
0 663 
0 629 
0 598 
0 568 
0 539  
0 512 
0.487 
0.462 
0.439 
0.417 
0. 396 
0. 376 
0.357 
0.339 
0.322 
0.306 
0.291 
0.276 
0. 262 
0. 249 
0.237 
0.225 
0.214 
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Aggressive Placement Method, 

EXPENSES, 

t premiUmxtt expp°Ix t 

0 19.23 
1 16.32 220 1.260 
2 14.24 30 0.188 
3 12.77 30 0.188 
4 11.57 30 0.138 
5 10.60 30 0.138 
6 9.81 30 0.138 
7 9.27 30 0.138 
8 8.75 30 0.138 
9 8.26 30 0.138 

i0 7.80 30 0.138 
ii 7.35 30 0.055 
12 6.92 30 0.055 
13 6.50 30 0.055 
14 6.10 30 0.055 
15 5.71 30 0.055 
16 5.34 30 0.055 
17 4.98 30 0.055 
18 4.63 30 0.055 
19 4.31 30 0.055 
20 3.99 30 0.055 
21 3.69 30 0.055 
22 3.40 30 0.055 
23 3.12 30 0.055 
24 2.86 30 0.055 
25 2.60 30 0.055 
26 2.36 30 0.055 
27 2.14 30 0.055 
28 1.93 30 0.055 
29 1.73 30 0.055 
30 n/a 30 0.055 

Male Nonsmoker Age 

CASH VALUES AND DIVIDENDS 

e x p p r e m x  t b e g e X P x , t  e n d e x P x , t  
t . . - 

29.04 0.028 
6.06 0.023 
5.79 0.020 
4.90 O.018 
4.59 O.016 
4.53 0.014 
4.59 O.O13 
4.52 0 012 
4.48 0 012 
4.49 0 011 
3.92 0 010 
4.01 0 010 
4.17 0 009 
4.28 0 009 
4.33 0 008 
4.42 0 008 
4.40 O 007 
4.32 0 007 
4.23 0 006 
4.02 0 006 
3.89 0 005 
3.77 0.005 
3.61 0.004 
3.47 0.004 
3.30 0.004 
3.14 0.003 
2.99 0.003 
2.83 0.003 
2.63 0.002 
2.43 0.002 

45 

CVx,t dividendx t 
s 

0.00 0 00 
0.00 0 O0 
9.4? 0 09 

22.78 0 23 
36.60 0 37 
50.98 0 51 
65.87 O 66 
81 27 1 63 
97 18 2 64 

113 56 3 56 
130 40 4 34 
147 71 5 01 
165 48 5.60 
183 74 6.10 
202.45 6.60 
221 59 7.18 
241 15 7.75 
261 05 8 33 
281 25 8 93 
301 68 9 57 
322 30 I0 27 
343.10 ii 08 
364.07 ii 94 
385.23 12 83 
406.55 13 79 
427.97 16 53 
449.05 16 19 
470.28 17 O0 
491.19 18 30 
511.65 ]9 67 
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Aggressive Placement Method, Male Nonsmoker Age 45 

DEATH EXPENSES, POLICY BENIFITS, TOTAL EXPENSES, AND INVESTMENT INCOME 

t dthexPx,t deathbenx, t polbenx, t expenSex, t invinCx, t 

0 
1 0.0018 
2 0.0022 
3 0.0026 
4 0.0028 
5 0.0028 
6 0.0029 
7 0.0029 
8 0.0029 
9 0.0031 

i0 0.0032 
Ii 0.0035 
12 0.0038 
13 0.0041 
14 0.0044 
15 0.0048 
16 0.0052 
17 0.0054 
18 0.0056 
19 0.0057 
20 0.0059 
21 0.0060 
22 0.0062 
23 0.0063 
24 0.0064 
25 0.0064 
26 0.0063 
27 0.0063 
28 0.0062 
29 0.0061 
30 0.0059 

0.01 
00l 
0 03 
0 07 
0 I0 
0 14 
0 18 
0 22 
0 27 
0 33 
0 41 
0 5O 
0.61 
0.73 
0.87 
I .02 
1.15 
1.29 
1.43 
1.58 
i .73 
1.88 
2.03 
2.18 
2.30 
2.41 
2.51 
2.59 
2.65 
2.70 

0 01 
0 01 
0 81 
1 58 
2 08 
2 39 
2 19 
2 96 
3 68 
4 29 
4 8O 
5.22 
5 58 
5 87 
6 14 
6 41 
6 61 
6 79 
6 93 
7 05 
7 15 
7 23 
7 29 
7 32 
7 29 
7 45 
7 17 
7 00 
6 85 
6 65 

29.07 -0.79 
6.08 0.22 
5.81 0.80 
4.92 1.34 
4.61 i .80 
4.55 2.20 
4 • 60 2.56 
4.54 2.94 
4.50 3.31 
4.50 3.62 
3.93 3.92 
4.03 4.15 
4.18 4.32 
4.29 4.43 
4.34 4.50 
4.43 4.52 
4.41 4.50 
4.33 4.44 
4.24 4.35 
4.03 4.22 
3.90 4.06 
3.78 3.86 
3.62 3.63 
3.48 3.37 
3.31 3.08 
3.15 2.77 
3.00 2.42 
2.84 2.05 
2.64 1.67 
2.43 1.27 
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Aggressive Placement Method, Male Nonsmoker Age 45 

STATUTORY RESERVES, FEDERALLY PRESCRIBED RESERVES, TAX RESERVES 

t 

0 
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 8.74 0.88 9.62 
3 17.97 1.78 19.74 
4 27.70 2.70 30.40 
5 37.96 3.64 41.6o 
6 48.78 4.58 53.37 
7 60.16 5.54 65.70 
8 72.07 6.51 78.58 
9 84.54 7.48 92.02 

I0 97.54 8.46 106.01 
ii 111.09 9.44 120.53 
12 125.17 10.41 135.58 
13 139.82 11.34 151.16 
14 155.07 12.24 167.31 
15 170.88 13.11 183.99 
16 187.26 13.96 201.23 
17 204.20 14.80 219.00 
18 221.65 15.61 237.26 
19 239.56 16.38 255.95 
20 257.87 17.11 274.99 
21 276.55 17.79 294.34 
22 295.60 18.41 314.01 
23 315.01 18.99 334.00 
24 334.82 19.52 354.34 
25 355.01 20.03 375.03 
26 375.50 20.53 396.03 
27 395.84 21.02 416.85 
28 416.56 21.46 438.02 
29 437.15 21.86 459.00 
30 457.46 22.16 479.62 

Substd Substd 
Standard extra Total Standard extra Total 

fpVx~t_ fpVx,t_ fpVx,t Vx,t Vx,t Vx,t taxVx,t 

0.00 
13.95 
28 37 
43 27 
58 65 
74 53 
90 88 

107 69 
124 94 
142 60 
160 65 
179 09 
197.93 
217 16 
236 75 
256 68 
276 93 
297 43 
318 13 
338 95 
359 86 
380 86 
401 93 
423.07 
444.28 
465.47 
486.24 
507.07 
527.50 
547.41 

0 
0.84 0.84 0.00 
1.69 15.64 9.62 
2.54 30.91 19.74 
3.40 46.67 30.40 
4.25 62.90 41.60 
5.09 79.62 53.37 
5.92 96.80 66.53 
6.74 114.43 82.90 
7.54 132.48 99.81 
8.34 150.93 117.12 
9.11 169.76 134.74 
9.85 188.94 152.72 

10.54 208.47 171.08 
11.20 228.35 189.85 
11.81 248.56 209.05 
12.39 269.07 228.77 
12.94 289.87 248.89 
13.46 310.89 269.38 
13.94 332.06 290.18 
14.36 353.31 311.25 
14.74 374.60 332.57 
15.07 395.93 354.17 
15.35 417.28 376.01 
15.59 438.66 398.06 
15.81 460.09 420.34 
16.02 481.49 444.50 
16.21 502.46 465.23 
16.37 523.44 487.28 
16.49 543.98 509.48 
16.53 563.95 531.32 
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Aggressive Placement Method, Male Nonsmoker Age 45 

TAXES, ASSETS, LIABILITIES, SURPLUS 

change in 
t t a x l i a b x , t  DACtaxx t 

. s 

0 
1 0.00 1.247 
2 7.12 0.878 
3 5.99 0.605 
4 5.19 0.404 
5 4.63 0.247 
6 4.29 0.100 
7 4.85 -0.033 
8 5.68 -0.127 
9 5.16 -0.216 

i0 4.59 -0.302 
11 4.00 -0.322 
12 3.44 -0.281 
13 2.90 -0.260 
14 2.38 -0.243 
15 1.88 -0.227 
16 1.41 -0.218 
17 0.94 -0.203 
18 0.49 -0.185 
19 0.04 -0.167 
20 -0.40 -0.142 
21 -0.81 -0.124 
22 -1.19 -0.II0 
23 -1.56 -0.095 
24 -1.91 -0.083 
25 -2.19 -0.072 
26 -2.25 -0.063 
27 -2.9] -0.056 
28 -2.95 -0.049 
29 -3.08 -0.O41 
30 - 3 . 2 2  -0.032 

taxinCx, ~ taXx~ ~ assetSx, ~ ASx, t 

0 
-9.39 -3.19 -7.44 
4.20 1.43 1.57 
3.04 1.03 8.96 
2.84 0.96 15.62 
2.30 0.78 21.52 
1.68 0.57 26.82 
0.69 0.23 32.15 

-1.09 -0.37 37.24 
-1.48 -0.50 41.63 
-1.80 -0.61 45.33 
-1.33 -0.45 48.78 
-1.47 -0.50 51.52 
-1.69 -0.57 53.57 
-1.86 -0.63 54.97 
-1.99 -0.68 55.77 
-2.24 -0.76 55.92 
-2.33 -0.79 55.53 
-2.36 -0.80 54.64 
-2.39 -0.81 53.26 
-2.30 -0.78 51.49 
-2.31 -0.79 49.28 
-2.38 -0.81 46.63 
-2.41 -0.82 43.57 
-2.48 -0.84 40.11 
-2.54 -0.86 36.31 
-3.05 -1.04 32.12 
-2.53 -0.86 27.59 
-2.76 -0.94 22.88 
-2.85 -0.97 17.95 
-2.89 -0.98 12.85 

ASx,t_ liabx, t 

-8.77 
2.12 

13.49 
25.95 
39.04 
52.58 
66.71 
81.80 
96.87 

111.82 
127.67 
143.29 
158.51 
173.35 
187.78 
201.48 
214.47 
226.69 
237.92 
248.22 
257 05 
263 96 
268 55 
270 18 
268 25 
261 21 
248 10 
2 2 8 . 4 5  
2 0 0 . 0 9  
1 6 0 . 7 0  

surplusx t 
r 

0 0 
0.71 -8.15 

11.58 -i0.01 
20.52 -11.56 
28.08 -12.47 
34.66 -13.15 
40.60 -13.79 
46.65 -14.50 
52.09 -14.85 
56.93 -15.30 
61.19 -15.85 
64.86 -16.08 
67.94 -16.42 
70.45 -16.88 
72.41 -17.44 
73.82 -18.05 
74.68 -18.76 
75.05 -19.52 
74.93 -20.29 
74.34 -21.08 
73.29 -21.80 
71.81 -22.54 
69.94 -23.31 
67.70 -24.13 
65.13 -25.01 
62.29 -25.97 
59.21 -27.09 
55.88 -28.29 
52.42 -29.54 
48.81 -30.86 
45.10 -32.25 
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t 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

i0 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2O 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3O 

Aggressive Placement Method, Male Nonsmoker Age 45 

GAIN AND PROFIT 

gainx, t profitx, t pvprofit x pvprem x pvprofprem45 

-8.15 
-1.85 
-I .56 
-0.90 
-0.68 
--0.64 
-0.71 
-0.35 
-0.45 
-0.55 
-0.23 
-0.34 
-0 47 
-0 56 
-0 61 
-0 71 
-0 76 
-0 77 
-O.78 
-0.73 
-0.73 
-0.78 
-0.82 
-0.88 
-0.96 
-i. 12 
-1.20 
-1.25 
-1.32 
-1.39 

-8.15 
-i .42 
-1,03 
-0.29 
-0.02 
0.05 
0.02 
0.41 
0.34 
0.26 
0.61 
0.51 
0.40 
0.33 
0.31 
0,24 
0,23 
0,26 
0,29 
0.39 
0.42 
0.41 
0.41 
0,39 
0.36 
0.25 
0,23 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 

-7.74 19.23 
-9.03 37.50 
-9.91 52.22 

-10.15 64.42 
-i0 16 74.81 
-i0 13 83.76 
-i0 12 91.55 
-9 84 98.39 
-9 63 104.53 
-9 48 110.04 
-9 13 114.98 
-8 85 119.40 
-8 65 123.37 
-8 49 126.91 
-8 34 130.07 
-8 24 132.89 
-8 14 135.40 
-8 04 137.62 
-7.93 139.60 
-7 79 141.34 
-7 65 142.88 
-7 52 144.23 
-7 39 145.42 
-7 28 146.46 
-7 18 147.37 
-7 ii 148.16 
-7 05 148.84 
-6 99 149.43 
-6 94 149.94 
-6 89 150.37 

n 

i0 -8.61% 
15 -6.41% 
2O -5.51% 
25 -4.87% 
3O -4.58% 
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Appendix 2 

Aggressive Placement Method, Male Nonsmoker Age 45 

TARGET SURPLUS RETRUN ON INVESTMENT 

t surplusx, ~ gainx, t profitxet_ pvprofit x pvprem X targsurpRO145 

0 
1 -8.68 -8.15 -8.15 -7.74 19.23 
2 -10.40 -1.85 -1.39 -9.00 37.50 
3 -12.25 -1.56 -I.01 -9.87 52.22 
4 -13.40 -0.90 -0.26 -iO.O8 64.42 
5 -14.28 -0.68 0.03 -10.05 74.81 
6 -15.10 -0.64 0.11 -9.97 83.76 
7 -15.98 -0.71 0.08 -9.91 91.55 
8 -16.51 -0.35 0.49 -9.59 98.39 
9 -17.11 -0.45 0.42 -9.32 104.53 

I0 -18.18 -0.55 0.35 -9.11 110.04 
11 -18.85 -0.23 0.73 -8.69 114.98 
12 -19.56 -0.34 0.66 -8.34 119.40 
13 -20.33 -0.47 0.57 -8.05 123.37 
14 -21.14 -0.56 0.52 -7.80 126.91 
15 -21.93 -0.61 0.51 -7.56 130.07 
16 -22.78 -0.71 0.45 -7.37 132.89 
]7 -23.62 -0.76 0.44 -7.18 135.40 
18 -24.43 -0.77 0.48 -6.99 137.62 
19 -25.21 -0.78 0.51 -6.80 139.60 
20 -25.89 -0.73 0.61 -6.59 141.34 
21 -26.55 -0.73 0.63 -6.37 142.88 
22 -27.23 -0.78 0.63 -6.17 144.23 
23 -27.91 -0.82 0.62 -5.98 145.42 
24 -28.64 -0.88 0.59 -5.81 146.46 
25 -29.43 -0.96 0.56 -5.66 147.37 
26 -30.36 -1.12 0.44 -5.54 148.16 
27 -31.36 -1.20 0.40 -5.44 148.84 
28 -32.41 -1.25 0.40 -5.35 149.43 
29 -33.51 -1.32 0.39 -5.26 149.94 
30 -34.69 -1.39 0.38 -5.18 150.37 

0.61% 
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~ .A~pm.al v 3 

~: tax ilh~i-~tiun m,~ fu~a 

To illt~t~ate the calculation in a simplified example, assume level premi~ns 

are charged by the ceding oum@any and ~ .  A/so assume no deaths or 

lapses. ~ the ~ taxable ~ and _a~,w~:icn for one policy would be as 

follo~m: 

policy.year(t) gr~ss ~ reins prem [l~Ctax t c]~w~=ion 

1 $ii0 $i0 $7.70 $0.385 
2 $110 $i0 $7.70 $i.155 
3 $II0 $i0 $7.70 $1.925 
4 $ii0 $i0 $7.70 $2.695 
5 $II0 $I0 $7.70 $3.465 
6 $Ii0 $I0 $7.70 $4.235 
7 $Ii0 $i0 . $7.70 $5.005 
8 $ii0 $i0 $7.70 $5.775 
9 $ii0 $i0 $7.70 $6.545 

l0 $110 $I0 $7.70 $7.315 
ii $ii0 $10 $7.70 $7.700 
12 $ii0 $i0 $7.70 $7.700 

Year 1 [1%C ta~ble amount iS: 

= (g~ w~h - reins ~e h) Zx, 0 7.7~ 

= (If0 - 10)(1.0)(0.077) = $7.70. 

Year 1 deduction is: 

m~ian I = ~ % 10% = (7.70)(~)(0.1) = $0.385. 

~e net [1%C taxable ammunt for year 1 is: 

mc~xx, 1 = mc~% - dea=~ h = 7.70 - 0.385 = $7.n5. 

Year  2 [ 1 ~  taxab] .e  ~ i s :  

~%Ctax 2 - (gross pr~ 2 - reins Pr~2) ix, 1 7.7% 

= (II0 - 10)(I.0)(0.077) = $7.70. 

Year 2 de~uctiun is: 

de(h]ct/on 2 = DACtax 2 ~ 10% + l]~'Tax I 10% 

= (7.7o)(%)(0.1) + (7.70)(0.1) = $1.155. 
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Appendix 3 

The net DAC taxable amount for year 2 is: 

~caxx, 2 = DACtax 2 - d ~ o n  2 = 7.70 - 1.155 = $6.545 

~he net DAC taxable amuunt in years 3 thr~ i0 decreases by the 10% 

~ c n  ($0.77) and % I0% ($0.385) in year Ii. By the eleventh year, the 

deduction nets out the tax. 

This example shows that the premium for this policy that is treated as 

capital expense is indeed recovered over the 120 mcnth period, which is the 

intent of the law. 

If premiums are level and no decrements are used, the DAC taxable amount 

calculation is ~=ight forward and changes by a o0nstant amount each year 

with the exception of years 1 and ii. In the asset share calculations 

however, the reinsurer's YRT premiums are not level and decrements reduce 

Ix, t each year, making the calculation cc~plex. The formula is as follc~: 

DAC~x, t = (7.7%)(premiumx, t - reinpremx,t) 

- (%)(lO%)(7.7%)(premi~x, t - reinpremx,t) 

min(t-l,9) 
- (7.7~)(10~) z (preui~x,t_ s - =einpremx,t_ s) 

s- I  

- (~)(i0%)(7.7%) (premi~x,t_lO - re~premx,t_lO) 

~here DACtaXx, t is now the net DAC ~ l e  amctu~ since the deduction is 

accounted for in the calculation. ~use of de~=,~nts resulting in less 

new ixt~ium each year, the ~ c r ~  will begin to ot~tweigh the tax at 

point in the asset share calculat/cr~. So DACtaXx, t will ultimately become a 

credit. 
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~.~,,.IL< 4 

m~icy ~ X t ]  

mmnsz~-:. C C B B 
~L~¢ 0% 0% 0% 0% 

12~ ~ 100% E0% 
m~ rg:. IZm I00% I00% 100% 

a:nal r~. X~ 2OO% 3:o% 2OO% 
s~d nit pmz¢ 15.88 22.23 13.08 16.00 
subCd eCra: 1.20 0.00 0.00 0.~0 
pR~J~45,1: ]9.2~ 25.g5 14.78 ]8.03 

unit su~45~ t 

1 -6.15 -9.35 -6.25 -7.98 
2 -IO.~ -10.64 -7.81 -11].07 
3 -11.56 -11.70 -6.96 -il.S0 
4 -12.47 -12.m -9.71 -13.36 
5 -13.15 ! -12.07 -10.57 -14.92 

-13.79 -12.37 -m.~ -Z6.SR 
7 -14.50 -12.64 -I0.89 -m.73 
8 -14.85 -].3.C0 -I/.22 -3D.75 
9 -]-5.30 -1.3.49 -11.69 -22.92 
IC -L5.85 -14.O5 -12.21 -25.~D 
I/ -16.O8 -14.17 -12.48 -27.29 
12 i -16.42 -14.43 -12.79 -29.51 
13, -16.88 -14.88 -L~.12 -31.82 
141 -17.44 -15.46 -13.45 -34.Lg 

-IB.O5 -].6.14 -13.77 -36.5~ 
115: -IB.76 -17.n~ -14.~9 -39.30 
17! -19.52 -i~.o~ -14.82 - 4 2 . m  
18 -20.29 -19.19 -15.56 -45.04 
19 -21.08 -20.44 -16.43 -48.22 
~D -21.80 -21.69 -17.42 -51.57 
21 -22.54 -Z3.04 -18.53 -~.12 

-23.31 -24.51 -19.71 -58.87 
23 -24.13 -35.09 -20.97 -62.82 
34 -25.01 -19.78 -22.30 -66.95 
25 -25.97 -29.56 -23.69 -71.~ 
36 -27.09 -31.43 -~5.14 J -75.64 
27 -28.29 -33.43 -26.71 / -60.26 
2B -29.54 -35.54 -38.38 i -85.07 
29 -30.86 -37.73 -30.16 -~0.06 
30 -32.25 -~O.m -32.co -~.36 

l~.,.g~TiJ~u.=: -4.5~ --4.45% -5.84% ! -14.57',I 
'i" 

~ , ~ :  o.~., ~',~ -5"~i #~ 

• o 

sin nm prsm 
su~ eCra: 

Pmadum~5,1: 

I mu=/~t) 

male f~ale 
sm:~r ru =~6k~ 

C C B 
50% 50% 5O% 
IZR 100% 
125% 10~ I0C% I 

15.88 22.23 13.08 I 
1.20 0.00 O.CO 
19.23 25.95 14.78 

f~r unit surPhs45,t 

I 

ferule 
srg~q¢ 

B 

5m 
IOta 
iCOn, 
20~ 

16.00 
O.O0 
18.03 

i -7.98 I -9.15 -6.03 -7.42 
2 -9.66 -lO. 22 -7.47 --6.88 
3 -11.07 -]/. 12 -8.51 -i0.01 
4 -1..1.83 -1.1.26 - -9 .1 .2  - 10 .69  
5 -12.40 , -LI.20 -9.64 -3_1.39 
6 -12.88 -11.31 -9.85 -12.40 
7 -L3...%,t : -11.27 -9.93 -13.19 
8 -13.42 -]-1.34 -I0.12 -14.15 
9 -13.59 -11.47 -10.41 -]5.21 1 
if) -13.83 -11.65 -10.75 -16.> 
i/ -13.72 -11.38 -I0.81 -17.18 
12 -13.73 -].i.26 -10.92 -IB.iD 
13 -].3.84 -11.30 -I/.08 -19.14 
14 -14.03 -ll. 47 -Ii. 25 -20.19 
15 -14.28 -11.75 -i/.44 -21.28 
16 -14.63 -12.21 -ii. 71 -22.49 
17 -lb. GR -12.75 -12.06 -23.8~ 
18 -15.44 -]3.37 -12.48 -25.22 
].9 -15.86 -14 .C6 -12.97 -26.70 
20 -16.27 -14.78 -13.52 -28.28 
21 -16 .'70 -15.58 -14.1.5 -29.96 
99 -17.17 -16.46 -14.82 -11.76 
25 -17.~O -17.42 -15.55 -33.66 
24 -18.30 -IB. 47 -16.33 -35.67 
25 -18.96 -19.58 -17.16 -37.75 
35 -19.77 -20.76 -18.00 -39.93 
27 -33.65 -Z2.CI3  -1.8.98 "42.21 
28 -21.55 -23.37 -2D.Ol -44.60 
29 -22.50 -24.77 -21.1/ -47.10 
30 -23.52 -26.24 -22.29 -4933 

p~.L~[~uu45: -3.34,% --2. g"2% -4.06~ - 7 . 5 ~  

haL~45:.. 2.17% -0.37% 0.93% -15.99 
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~dix4 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~m:~ r'~1~1::~-'~ 

~45,1: 
pc.icy ,~,,.~,-(t) 

1 

3 
4 
5 
6 
? 

8 
S 
iC 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

21 

2~ 

301 

role fems]e f 'sm~ 
n~sm:Msr sndssr 

E D A A 
C$ 0% 0% Ot 

17'3t ~ ].50% 125% 

2[E~ X~% 2C0% 2CCR 
15.88 22.23 13.08 16.00 
4.46 3.70 3.35 3.07 
22.85 29.05 18.51 21.44 

! ~ ur~t ~ 4 5  t, 

-10.33 -11.81 -8.43 -g.~D 
-11.33 -11.57 -8.8B -.9.16 
-11.76 -II.OD -8.82 -8.63 
-11.25 -9.50 -8.08 -7.39 
-10.48 -7.77 -7.15 -5,99 
-9.~i -6.~9 -6.09 -4.75 
-8.59 -5.21 -5.26 -3.88 
-7.57 -4.05 -4.40 -2.g7 
-6.47 -2.77 -3.45 -2.00 
-5.28 -1.41 -2.39 -0.92 
-3.39 0.72 -0.77 0.76 
-1.39 2.92 0.94 2.51 
0.75 5.19 2.74 4.30 
3.(I3 7.56 4.66 6.29 
5.46 10.00 6.68 8.35 
8,0~ 12.46 8.86 10.51 
10.72 15.m 11.14 12.76 
13.53 17.58 D.~) ]5.09 
16.47 20.17 15.9~ 17.51 
~9,51 22.75 ~8.43 X).00 
22.~5 ~5.33 21.0~ 22.58 
25.88 27.~0 23.71 25.25 
29.~D ' 30.48 ~5.47 28.02 
32.60 "n.06 29.31 30.85 
~6.C8 35.68 32.23 33.80 
39.48 38.34 35.23 36.83 
43.30 41.85 39.~3 39.98 
46.80 43.81 41.56 4~.25 
50.55 46.64 44.95 46.72 
54.36 49.54 48.51 50.36 

6.50% 4.73% 7.07% 6.39% 

12.94% 14.1.9~ 14.22% LS.U3% 

1~9,m 3.3= - c~,=~m lm,rm,: , t  F . ; ; . , ;  

E ;  

sed r~: rmm~ 
stm~ e~ra: 

;mm~m45,1: I 

1 
2 
3! 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

19 
m 

21 
22 
23 

25 

27 
28 
29 
3O 

mira role fem/s 

E D A A 

~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ 

4.~ 3.~ 3.~ 3.~ 
~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ 

; 

~t sxplus45,t 
i 

i 

-10.39 -11.~ I -8.~ 4.22 
-11.~ -~.66 1 -8.~ 4.22 
-11.64 -~.21 -8.00 ~.74 

-I0.~ ~.~ -7.~ ~.~ 
~.~ ~.~ ~.45 ~.14 
-8.~ ~.~ -8.~ ~.~ 

~.~ ~.~ ~,~ ~.~ 
~.~ q.~ ~.~ ~.~ 

~.~ 0 . ~  ~.~ ~.~ 
~.~ 2 . ~  ~.~ i.~ 
0.~ 4.~ I.~ 3.~ 
2.64 6.~ 3.~ 5.~ 
4.~ 9.~ 5.~ 7.~ 
7.~ 11.~ 7.~ 9.~ 
9.~ ~.~ 9.~ 11.~ 
~.~ ~.~ 11.~ ~.~ 
~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ 
~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ 
~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ 
~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ 
~.11 ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ 
~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ 
~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ 
~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ 
~.~ ~.~ ~.~ 39.~ 
~.~ ~.~ 39.~ ~.~ 
~.~ ~.39 ~.~ ~.~ 
~.~ ~.~ 45.~ ~.~ 

5.~ 4.~ 6.~ 6.~ 

~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ 
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,'W.u ~.h: 4 

sm~dng ~,=: 

I 

E D A A 
~L~ru 0% 0% 0% 0% 

175% ~ 150% 125% 
Is~e r~. 125% 100% I00% mot 

-~=_~ r~. 2UR 3~R 3X~ XXR 
strl ~ prom: 15.88 22.23 ]3.08 16.00 
• ,~ e4cra: 1.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 

~,;,*, • 19.23 24.95 14.78 ~8.03 

~r unit suq~us~5,~ 
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7 -12.16 -8.78 -8.04 -6.64 
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16 -8.~ -6.81 -6.96 -3.31 
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19 -7.24 -6.~ -6.64 -2.45 

-6.~ -6.~ -6.61 -2. 3n 
21 -6.15 -6. ~n -5.58 -1.96 
22 -5.61 -6.58 -5.61 -1.71 
23 -5.10 -7.05 -6.68 -1.49 
24 -4.60 -7.63 -6.79 -1.29 
25 -4.12 -8.25 -5.95 -1.12 
26 -3.75 -8.~[] -6.14 -0.96 
27 -3.39 -9.66 -6.37 -0.80 
28 -3.03 -10.46 -6.62 -0.62 
29 -2.71 -I/.51 -6.89 -0.43 
30 -2.47 -22.,22 -7.15 -0.21 

I 
-1.36% . .P4x~u45 :  -0.35% I -1.30~ -0.~ 

~ 4 5 :  6.20% 3.97% 5.3SI 7.~ 

sm:Idrg ~ :  

Ld= Lkr~ 

L~er~. 

s~d n~ p~m~ 
sutst~ e4xa: 

~/~m45,1: 

i 
s~ mile m~le fem]e femle 

E l  D A A 
50% i 50%. ~C% 
175% 150% 150% 
125% 100%. I00%. 1~ 
200% 2C0% 200% 200~ 

15.88 22.23 13.(38 I 16.00 
1.20 0.00 0.00 I 0.C0 

19.23 24.96 14.78 18.£0 

Per unit srplus~5,t 

I[ -7.74 -8.91 
2 -9.40 -9.72 
3: -10.69 -10.32 
4 -]/.~ -10.18 
5 -]/.69 -9.89 
6 -11.98 -9.74 
7 -12.17 -9.15 
8 -11.98 -9.07 
9 -11.84 -8.84 
10 -11.78 -8.69 
11 -11.30 -8.C6 
12 -i0.~) -7.54 
13 -10.55 -7.14 
14 -10.23 -6.85 
15 -9.94 -6.65 
16 -9.~8 -6.60 
17 -8.43 -6.58 
IB -9.3 -6.62 

-5.78 
-7.10 
-7.98 
-8.37 
-8.68 
-8.66 
-8.51 
-8.43 
-8.42 
-8.47 
-8.20 -6.18 
-7.98 -5.75 
-7.82 -5.42 
-7.7O -5.O9 
-7.62 -4.81 
-7.57 -4.~ 
--7.~ -4.30 
-7.-~ -4.06 

-6.84 
-7.64 
-8.00 
-7.83 
-7.59 
-7.49 
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-6.93 
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-6.68 

19 -6.95 -6.72 -7.57 -3.82 
20 -8.72 -6.90 -7.61 -3.59 
21 -8.~I -7.16 -7.67 -3.37 
22 -{3.':0 -7.49 -7.77 -3.17 
23 -8.18 -7.91 -7.90 -2.99 
24 -8.09 -8.39 -8.07 -2.84 
25 -8.04 -8.93 -8.28 -2.7D 
26 -8.10 -9.51 -8.53 -2.59 
27 -8.20 -10.14 -8.81 -2.48 
28 -8.30 -10.83 -9.13 -2.38 
~9 -8.43 -11.56 -9.47 -2.29 
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